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(Under the direction of William M. Rohe)
Ensuring access to safe and affordable financial products and services by 
underserved members of society, such as low-income groups, is an encompassing goal 
of financial inclusion. It has been claimed that online banking technology can be an 
effective tool to foster financial access and promote financial inclusion. This study 
investigates the relationship between the adoption of online banking technology by 
low-income credit unions and the effectiveness of their financial inclusion efforts.
Using latent curve modeling, no significant effect was found for the number of 
years low-income credit unions had offered online banking and expected membership 
growth after accounting for credit union size in assets and annual changes in the 
number of branches. Statistically significant effects were found, however, for assets size 
on the number of years a low-income credit union had offered online banking, the 
latent slope and the latent intercept, suggesting underlying differences between low-
income credit unions that offer online banking sooner and those that offer online 
banking later or not at all.
Qualitative analysis of in-depth interviews with sixteen selected low-income 
credit unions revealed that online banking is an “expected” service today and has 
iii
minimal impact on membership growth. Instead, online and mobile banking's 
effectiveness is in preventing membership decline, especially with younger people who 
demand online access to services. The reasons low-income credit unions adopt online 
banking is to accommodate that demand and remain competitive. The one reason low-
income credit unions do not adopt online banking is cost. Tepid support was found for 
the claim that online banking lowers the cost of provided services and that those 
savings are passed on to the members via better interest rates and lower fees. Physical 
branches were found to still play critical service roles, particularly with aiding members 
uncomfortable with online banking technology and in providing financial guidance and 
education to their members. Online banking’s appropriateness in fostering financial 
inclusion is as an additional channel for accessing financial services, but not as a 
replacement for physical branches especially in serving low income memberships.
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Ensuring access to safe and affordable financial products and services by 
underserved members of society, such as low-income groups, is an encompassing goal 
of financial inclusion. Participation in the banking system can help protect against 
discriminatory or predatory lending practices, as well as facilitate wealth building. In 
spite of the clear benefits, many people, especially those of low- and moderate incomes, 
lack access to mainstream financial and banking services. Several reasons have been 
offered for this lack of access, such as geographic obstacles, product affordability, low-
income people's inability to meet eligibility criteria, or financial institutions' lack of 
financial incentives in serving low-income individuals and households. Overall, 
financial and economic inclusion is about bringing more underserved community 
members into the banking system, “retain[ing] them in safe and sustainable account 
relationships, and foster[ing] financial empowerment to deepen banking relationships 
and fulfill [their] financial goals” (Burhouse et alia 2014, 2).
When the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) Fund was 
created in the mid-1990s, it shone a light on the important role financial institutions are 
positioned to play in delivering credit, services, and financial opportunities to low-
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income people (Pinsky 2014). The more than two decades since the formation of the 
CDFI Fund have seen significant changes in banking and advances in communications 
technology. In light of these changes, in particular those advancements that improve 
access to banking services, as well as reduce the cost of providing many of those 
services, financial institutions are empowered more than ever to lead community 
financing and development efforts, particularly with respect to financial inclusion. 
However, are credit unions especially those that serve low-income communities, 
leveraging new banking technologies to that end?
Community development and revitalization occur in a local context and with a 
physical presence (McDermott 2004). There are many indicators of a community's well-
being. This study focuses on economic well-being, particularly wealth creation and 
financial inclusion. In this regard, one aspect of community development is to seek 
ways to help their community members access financial services and opportunities that 
can build wealth with a goal of community development and neighborhood 
revitalization (Lichtenstein 2001, Ferguson and Dickens 1999, Vidal and Keating 2004). 
Access to credit, capital, and financial services is seen as a critical element to economic 
success for community members and the communities themselves. With accessible and 
affordable financial resources, community members can accumulate savings, families 
can begin to build wealth, businesses can develop, employment opportunities can be 
created, and community prosperity can be enhanced. Vidal stated that ameliorating 
“spatial gaps in credit and service availability” remains a key concern for community 
development-driven efforts (Vidal 1995). Vidal and Keating summarized a core task of 
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community development and revitalization as being able to create assets (Vidal and 
Keating 2004). 
Yet, many communities lack access to safe and affordable financial services. 
Wilson (1987) emphasized the role isolation plays in poverty. According to Wilson, 
many communities have been neglected and underserved. Their residents do not have 
access to the necessary institutions, resources, and opportunities critical for them to 
improve their quality of life, as well as build wealth (Wilson 1987). Because of their 
community focus, their access to grants and low-interest loans from the Community 
Development Revolving Loan Fund, as well as favorable regulatory exceptions, low-
income credit unions (LICUs) are better positioned than most commercial banks to offer 
affordable financial services and products, make smaller loans, provide technical 
assistance and financial advice to community members, particularly low-income 
members and small businesses. LICUs are often locally-based and community-
embedded and through the specialized financial services and instruments they make 
available, LICUs can facilitate wealth creation, promote upward mobility, as well as 
enhance the community’s overall economic health and prosperity, achieving 
community revitalization objectives. Still, there are many low-income communities that 
are not reached by LICUs and this study looks at how online banking technology can 
extend the reach of LICUs into underserved communities.
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Low-Income Credit Unions (LICUs)
The term “low-income credit union” (LICU) is often conflated with “community 
development financial institution”(CDFI). A community development financial 
institution can be any type of financial institution that receives certification from the 
U.S. Department of Treasury's CDFI program. CDFIs can be credit unions, but they can 
also be banks, loan funds, micro-loan enterprises, or even venture capital providers as 
long as they meet eligibility requirements and share a common goal of expanding 
economic opportunity in low-income communities. A low-income credit union can be a 
CDFI, but many are not.
LICU, on the other hand, is a designation approved and granted by the National 
Credit Union Administration to federal credit unions that meet certain criteria, primary 
of which is that more than 50 percent of their membership be low-income (i.e., members 
whose family income is 80 percent or below the median family income for the 
metropolitan area where they reside). The Federal Credit Union Act was amended in 
1970 and again in 2008 to define “low-income member” and establish criteria for 
determining if a credit union qualifies for the “low-income” designation, as noted 
above. Among the advantages of having the “low-income” designation, these credit 
unions gain access to additional sources of funding and resources (NCUA 2015). This 
study focuses on low-income credit unions regardless of CDFI certification.
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Accessibility
Because their primary constituency is low-income individuals, low-income credit 
unions (LICUs) can play a particularly vital role in financial inclusion, helping members 
of their communities who historically have been excluded from the benefits of 
participation in the mainstream financial system. Their effectiveness, however, is 
limited by their ability to reach potential new members and bring them into financial 
system.
There are various barriers to access, such as lack of conveniently located bank 
branches, hours of operation, or even services offered in one's language. Lack of 
conveniently located physical branches is an especially emblematic problem for 
members of low-income communities. Yet, the economics of providing such services in 
traditional brick-and-mortar facilities can be unprofitable and prohibitive.
Role of Technology in Financial Inclusion
However, technology innovation has profoundly altered the landscape of the 
finance industry (Wheelock and Wilson 2013, 75), as well as how financial institutions 
interact with their customers. The arrival of the Internet, enhanced computing power, 
improved data processing capabilities, and advanced information and communications 
technology have spurred the development of cheaper, better, and newer financial 
products and services, as well as how they are accessed. As Internet access and 
smartphone penetration grow, online and mobile banking can effectively break down 
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those barriers, permitting community members access to banking services from almost 
any location, at any time, and often in multiple languages.
Affordability
Advanced technology can also enable LICUs to lower their operational costs and, 
in turn, provide affordable financial products and services to attract more underserved 
people to the financial system. For example, the cost difference between online and 
traditional banking transactions is often in excess of one Dollar per transaction (Fuentes 
et alia 2007, 5; DeYoung et alia 2018, 1035). Such operating cost savings can be passed 
on in the form of fewer and lower banking fees on low-balance accounts, as well as 
better interest rates for both savers and borrowers.
Many credit unions are increasingly devoting more resources to online banking 
technologies to improve access and meet growing demands from the members for 
online services. Even low-income credit unions (LICUs) are seeing increasing adoption 
of contemporary online transactional technologies, which helps lower their operational 
costs in the long run and, in turn, may allow them to offer more affordable financial 
products and services to a wider membership base. Yet, not all credit unions have 
adopted online transactional banking technology.
Adaptation and Appropriateness
Aldrich notes that “[a] thriving organization is adaptive to its environment” 
(Aldrich 2008, 54). As technological advances drive change in the environment in which 
credit unions operate today, credit unions must adapt to these evolving banking 
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technologies if they are to thrive and accomplish their financial inclusion objectives. 
Stegman explains that online banking is about financial inclusion, bringing unbanked 
people into the financial mainstream, facilitating savings by providing them with access 
to bank accounts, and helping them build assets for their future (Steman 1999, 170–173). 
However, Aldrich also cautions that “[a] particular technology is effective only insofar 
as it is appropriate to the environment an organization faces” (Aldrich 2008, 18). While 
advancements in banking technology often enhance convenience and affordability, is 
the technology being widely adopted and utilized by low-income credit unions in a 
manner that benefits members of the communities they serve? Does online banking 
help low-income credit unions provide safe, conveniently accessible, and affordable 
financial products and services to underserved members of society? What are the 
downsides, if any?
Summary
Ensuring that all members of society have convenient access to safe and 
affordable financial products and services is a goal of financial inclusion. This study 
investigates the role contemporary communication technology and online banking are 
playing in advancing financial inclusion. I also investigate the claim that low-income 
credit unions (LICUs) that adopt online banking technology enhance their ability to 
reach potential members in the communities they serve, providing them with 
convenient access to affordable financial products and services. In addition, I 
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investigate potential factors and reasons low-income credit unions decide to adopt 
online banking or not, as well as the impact on the services they provide.
To study these issues, I use a mixed-methods approach. First, I use latent curve 
modeling (LCM) analysis to assess quantitatively the effect that offering online banking 
has on a low-income credit union's ability to reach out and grow its membership. Next, 
I follow up with a qualitative content analysis of interviews with sixteen selected low-
income credit unions, half that had adopted online banking and half that had not, to 
examine the reasons some low-income credit unions decide to adopt online banking 
technology while others do not. In addition, I seek their perspectives on the 
effectiveness of online banking in reaching new members as well as its appropriateness 
for the memberships they serve.
Overview of Remaining Chapters
Following this introduction, this dissertation consists of seven additional 
chapters. Chapter two provides a detailed background of the research problem and 
related issues. Chapter three provides a review of the literature pertinent to banking 
technology evolution, impacts of using online banking, and financial inclusion. Chapter 
four describes the research methodologies for both the quantitative and qualitative 
portions of the study. Chapter five presents the quantitative latent curve modeling 
analysis of online banking technology’s effect on membership growth, while Chapter 
six presents the qualitative analyses of the interviews from sixteen selected LICUs. 
Chapter seven provides a synthesis of the quantitative and qualitative findings. Finally, 
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Chapter eight summarizes the study and includes implications, limitations, potential 





This study investigates the role online banking plays in helping low-income 
credit unions reach more low-income unbanked and underbanked people of the 
communities they serve and bring them into the financial mainstream, thus facilitating 
savings, wealth accumulation, and promoting overall financial inclusion. In that regard, 
this study examines the effectiveness of online banking in promoting membership 
growth at low-income credit unions and factors shaping the decision of low-income 
credit unions to adopt online banking technology or not, and the appropriateness online 
banking services and products for lower-income members, as well as potential threats 
reliance on online banking only can present to providing services that are in the best 
interest of those members. In this chapter, I present a detailed review of background 
issues and literature related credit unions, especially low-income credit unions, how 
some are leveraging online banking to grow their memberships, and what makes low-
income credit unions so well positioned to advance financial inclusion.
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Overview
It has been claimed that online banking technology can be an effective tool to 
foster financial services access and promote financial inclusion (Burhouse et alia 2014; 
Gross et alia 2012). According to the World Bank, contemporary online banking 
technology holds “an enormous opportunity for greater financial inclusion” (World 
Bank 2014). Today, whether in the inner city or a remote rural area, historically 
unserved and underserved low-income individuals not only can be reached and served, 
but also can save and access basic financial services from their homes or their 
businesses, without traversing outside of the premises (Ouma, Odongo, and Were, 
2017, 34).
Modern telecommunications technology is improving accessibility by allowing 
financial institutions to reach new members in remote, rural, or other locations where it 
is often not profitable or financially sustainable to maintain a brick-and-mortar physical 
branch. As McGarvey says, online banking technology enables people to have a virtual 
branch bank in their pocket or in the palm of their hand (McGarvey 2014). Online 
banking technology not only transcends geographic divides, it transcends the calendar 
and the clock. It frees people to access financial services when it is convenient for them, 
not just for the bank. For example, a working woman no longer has to take time off 
from her job, and then a long bus ride across town and back to interact with her bank 
because, frankly, that is what is convenient for her bank. With online banking, she can 
interact with her bank in a way that is convenient for her. By practically eliminating 
geographic and temporal boundaries, online banking holds great potential to broaden 
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financial inclusion, allowing financial institutions to reach many more people, 
especially those who have been excluded from access to the mainstream financial 
system.
A handful of studies have claimed that financial institutions that adopt online 
banking technology are those that tend to be the most successful, in terms of growing 
customers and increasing assets (Ahamed and Mallick 2019, 405 and 423; Burhouse et 
alia 2014; DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007; Goddar, McKillop, and Wilson 2009; Isayev 
2012, 126; Nath, Schrick, and Parzinger 2001, 21; Orem 2016; Ouma, Odongo, and Were 
2017, 34; Ozili 2018, 330; Servon and Kaestner 2008, 271; Sullivan and Wang 2013, 1). A 
recent FDIC report also claimed that online banking can promote financial inclusion 
(Burhouse et alia 2014), although insufficiently. So, while the motivation might be 
strategic, the result may be improved accessibility and cost-savings for low-income 
individuals who have experienced restricted access to mainstream financial products 
and services.
Key, albeit less altruistic, reasons financial institutions are adopting online 
banking is that it enables them to reach new customers in remote areas and to directly 
provide products and services to those customers without the need for establishing a 
physical brick-and-mortar presence, thereby greatly reducing costs associated with 
maintaining a physical branch or having branches in an otherwise unprofitable or 
financially unsustainable location (United States Department of Treasury 2018). The 
cost-savings from eliminating a brick-and-mortar bank branch can be considerable. 
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These associated costs can range from office occupancy expenditures, employee 
salaries, and operating expenses.
Without incurring those major expenses, banks and credit unions are able to 
convert the net cost savings into banking services that are more affordable; thus, not 
only making the bank or credit union more attractive, but promoting wealth 
accumulation for their customers or members. In addition, it is believed that the 
mainstream financial banking system provides individuals with safer and more secured 
financial services (Beverly et alia 2005, Burhouse et alia 2016). Beverly and associates 
stated that money kept outside of formal financial institutions are less secure (Beverly et 
alia 2005, 167). According to a recent FDIC report, when individuals keep their money 
at formal financial institutions, such as federally insured depository institutions, they 
“establish a mainstream banking relationship that provides them the opportunity to 
deposit funds securely, conduct basic financial transactions, accumulate savings, and 
access credit on fair and affordable terms” and are also ensured access to “safe, secure, 
and affordable banking services” (Burhouse et alia 2016, 11).
Not everyone is convinced that online banking technology is effective in reaching 
into previously unserved and underserved communities to bringing new members into 
the mainstream financial system. Servon explained that there are other barriers to 
motivating and attracting an individual to join mainstream banking; such as, trust, 
relationships, affinity, and bank fees (Servon 2018). These barriers can have significant 
impacts on an individual’s decision to engage with financial institutions, as well as to 
embrace online banking. These barriers are particularly pronounced for low-income 
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individuals for the reasons that many low-income people have little or no trust in 
mainstream financial institutions, the financial system, or contemporary online banking 
technology. Additionally, many of low-income individuals have never had the banking 
experiences before, not to mention owning a conventional bank account. (Servon 2018).
The Landscape of Evolving Online Banking Technology
Technological innovation has profoundly altered the landscape of the retail 
finance industry (Wheelock and Wilson 2013, 75). Contemporary technological 
advancements have changed how we manage our finances and also changed how we 
interact with financial institutions. Conversely, financial institutions, too, have changed 
how they interact and engage with customers. Stegman recognized this emerging 
phenomenon years ago and noted that technological breakthroughs were changing the 
way traditional banking is conducted (Stegman 1999, 38).
Innovations in online banking technology are allowing financial institutions to 
provide new financial products and services, as well as new ways to provide them. 
Financial institutions that embrace the new technologies are enabled to transcend 
geographic boundaries to reach and serve more customers in remote and rural 
communities where these individuals were previously not included in their service 
areas. It has been reported that financial institutions are serving more low-income 
individuals than ever before worldwide, bringing more people into the financial 
mainstream (Ouma, Odongo, and Were 2017; Kamat 2017). DeYoung (2005) 
additionally pointed out numerous advantages of what online banking technology can 
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do for financial institutions, including expanding service into new geographic areas. 
Using examples of Internet-only banks, the author stated:
An especially elegant case has been made for the ‘‘Internet-only’’ business 
model in the banking industry. Overhead expenses can be reduced by 
jettisoning physical branch offices. Banks can use the resulting savings to 
reduce their loan interest rates or increase their deposit interest rates, 
attracting new customers without sacrificing earnings. The web-based 
distribution focus allows banks to enter new geographic markets without 
the costs of acquiring existing banks or starting up new branches, further 
increasing growth potential (DeYoung 2005, 893).
Most financial institutions, however, are not operating an Internet-only business 
model. In fact, Internet-only financial institutions only account for a very small fraction 
of the United States banking industry. According to Sullivan and Wang (2013), less than 
0.5 percent of financial institutions were operating as Internet-only financial 
institutions, even during the doc-com boom years (Sullivan and Wang 2013, 1). Yet, 
DeYoung’s Internet-only example has illustrated the advantages for adopting and 
utilizing online banking technology, at least on the provider side. I will elaborate some 
of the main advantages the author indicated in the sections below, including (1) cost 
reductions, (2) provision of newer financial products and services, and (3) obtaining 
customer data and insights.
Cost Reductions
Reduction of costs plays a critical part in financial institutions’ decision to adopt 
online banking technology or not. Servon and Kaestner (2008) noted that current online 
banking technology adoption can help financial institutions save transactional costs and 
increase efficiency (Servon and Kaestner 2008, 271). The authors noted financial 
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institutions can perform many banking activities virtually without establishing a 
physical presence, significantly lowering associated overhead costs (2008, 271). Sullivan 
and Wang referred to contemporary online banking as a cost-saving technological 
innovation, noting that a major driving force for adopting online banking is they 
provide cost savings for financial institutions to conduct transactions (Sullivan and 
Wang 2013, 1).
Typically, financial institutions incur two major expense items outside of interest 
payments: personnel expenditures1 and real estate costs.2 In general, real estate costs 
cover physical occupancy expenses, maintenance and repair fees, and operating costs. 
To illustrate further the significance of cost-savings between online banking and 
traditional brick-and-mortar branch banking, let us take a look at an actual low-income 
credit union as an example. Self-Help Credit Union is a large credit union with branches 
not only throughout the State of North Carolina but in a handful of other States as well. 
According to Call Report submitted to National Credit Union Association in 2017, Self-
Help spent approximately $20.4 million on non-interest expenses that year. Within that, 
Self-Help spent approximately $5.9 million on physical brick-and-mortar expenses 
covering office occupancy and operating expenses (about twenty-eight percent of the 
total non-interest expenses). Self-Help also spent more than $11.7 million on employee 
1 The personnel expenses include employee salaries, compensations/benefits, pension plan costs, 
employer’s taxes, etc. (Call Report, financial statement section; 2017 NCUA forms/instructions 31).
2 The office expenses include two primary categories. (1) Office occupancy expenses, that is, expenses 
related to occupying an office; such as office rent, utilities, building depreciation, real estate taxes, 
building maintenance, and amortization of leasehold improvements. (2) Office operations expenses, that 
is, expenses related to the operation of an office; such as communications, stationery, supplies, liability 
insurance, furniture and equipment rental, maintenance and depreciation and the like. (Call Report, 
financial statement section; 2017 NCUA forms/instructions 31).
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compensation and benefits (about fifty-seven percent of the total non-interest expenses.3 
These figures and percentages are not trivial and represented the two major overhead 
cost items in Self-Help’s non-interest expenditure category. While such expenditures 
will vary among different financial institutions, the personnel and real estate expenses 
are typically the main overhead cost items for most of financial institutions. Returning 
to DeYoung’s suggestion that “[o]verhead expenses can be reduced by jettisoning 
physical branch offices,” it is evident that the resulting cost-savings for some credit 
unions from utilizing online banking technology to reduce the number of physical 
brick-and-mortar branches they need to maintain could be considerable.
PERSONNEL EXPENSES
Technology has been lauded for improving operation efficiency and decreasing 
the cost of human resources expenses at workplace. Utilizing online banking 
technology, financial institutions can substitute numerous manual banking activities 
commonly performed by employees to reduce personnel costs. Many routine 
transactions (e.g., check deposit and funds transfer) are increasingly being performed 
by automation or telecommunication rather than being handled by financial institution 
staff stationed on site at physical branches. Online banking technology not only enables 
financial institutions to enhance their ability to handle more volume of transactions, but 
the technology also has enabled financial institutions to complete these banking tasks in 
a much shorter process turnaround time while reducing human errors. As such, 
3 These expense items are included in Self-Help’s 2017 Call Report, on page 6; i.e., the financial statement 
section.
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financial institutions are reevaluating the benefits and costs of staffing brick-and-mortar 
branches.
Pressure from increasing minimum wages and demands for a livable wage are 
also affecting staffing decisions at financial institutions. Several major commercial 
financial institutions (e.g., J.P. Morgan and Bank of America) have announced that they 
have raised their starting wage to $15 an hour, with many indicating their plans to 
increase their starting wage to $20 an hour in a couple years (Prang 2019). As entry-level 
wages increase, and the upward pressure that has on wages and salaries at all levels 
increases staffing costs, the allure of cost-savings from replacing staff with technology 
will likely drive more financial institutions to turn increasingly to online banking.
REAL ESTATE COSTS
Another key overhead expense item is real estate. Fuentes and associates 
cautioned that the economics of providing financial services in traditional brick-and-
mortar facilities can be prohibitive, especially when compared with providing financial 
products and services virtually (Fuentes, Hernández-Murillo, and Llobet 2007). 
Reducing dependency on physical branches, thus reducing or eliminating the 
associated property and related real estate costs, financial institutions can realize 
significant cost savings. It is claimed that online banking technology has ushered in a 
reduction of the need for traditional branch financial services (Stackhouse 2018). As 
more financial institutions are likely to adopt online banking technology and develop 
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more virtual financial products and services, the number of physical brick-and-mortar 
branches will be decreased (Stackhouse 2018).
Stackhouse also reported that the number of physical branches in the United 
States has decreased each year since 2009 (Stackhouse 2018). Ensign and Jones also 
noted that financial institutions have been eliminating their traditional physical 
branches all together in order to save brick-and-mortar costs (Ensign and Jones 2017). 
For instance, they reported that Bank of America had eliminated 1,597 physical 
branches across the United States since the financial crisis in 2008. Yet, Bank of America 
continues to grow its customer deposits with increasing profits. While there are other 
reasons for the positive growth, Bank of America’s strong financial health may be 
attributed in part to the cost-saving from renting facilities, leases, property taxes, and 
operational costs, which have been significant for the bank (Ensign and Jones 2017).
Another example to illustrate the point is Citigroup, which is reported to have 
decreased its retail brick-and-mortar branches in recent years (Demos 2019). Because 
Citigroup’s consumer branch deposits in the United States have not been growing since 
2015 and its branch outlets have not “translated into broad deposit growth” compared 
with its rivals, in order to remain competitive, Citigroup has been eliminating its 
physical branches. In contrast, Citigroup’s digital banking has been performing well. 
What is more, its active mobile app users in the United States increased twelve percent 
from 2018 to eleven millions mobile app users. As reported, it added approximately $1 
billion in digital deposits in the first quarter, which was more than the entire year of 
2018 combined. It was also reported that Citigroup was “convinced that consumers are 
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finally ready to leave the branch behind and fully embrace digital banking” (Demos 
2019). As Citigroup perceives branches as burdensome, they are likely to continue 
expanding their digital banking and abandoning its physical branches.
TRANSACTION COSTS
There has been much discussion about reduced transaction costs associated with 
online banking, especially comparing cost differences between online banking and 
traditional physical branch banking. Fuentes and associates noted that financial 
institutions were rapidly embracing online banking technology and offering virtual 
transactional services because of cost-savings (Fuentes, Hernández-Murillo, and Llobet 
2007). As the expense of establishing an online transactional platform has decreased 
substantially, the cost difference between online and traditional physical banking 
transaction widening. Even back in 2007, the authors noted that the cost difference can 
be well in excess of a Dollar per transaction (Fuentes, Hernández-Murillo, and Llobet 
2007, 5).
Even earlier, when the expense of offering online banking services were 
relatively higher, Cuevas noted the large cost difference in transaction costs and pointed 
out that the average transaction in the late 1990s for banks over the Internet was one 
cent, compared to $0.27 via ATM, $0.54 by telephone, and $1.07 at a full-service bank 
branch (Cuevas 1998). DeYoung and associates also reported cost differentials, stating 
an online transaction cost about $0.01 in the early 2000s as opposed to $1.30 for a 
transaction at a physical brick-and-mortar branch (DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007, 
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1035). Sullivan and Wang likewise found that there were significant cost savings 
generated from conducting routine low-value-added (for example, bill payments, 
balance inquiries, and account transfers) transactions through an online channel 
(Sullivan and Wang 2013, 1). In addition to cost savings, the authors claimed that the 
Internet permits much easier access for financial institutions to serve and reach their 
customers (2013, 1).
Provision of Products and Services
Telecommunication and computing technological advancements have rapidly 
spurred the development of newer, cheaper, faster, safer, and more sophisticated 
financial products and services. As described above, the resulting cost-savings for 
financial institutions are considerable. These cost savings, in turn, can be passed on to 
benefit their customers, for example, in the form of higher saving interest rates, lower 
lending interest rates, and charging lower banking fees (DeYoung 2005). Dow stated 
that credit unions have been widely known for offering more affordable interest rates to 
both of their savers and borrowers (Dow 2007) to the benefit of their members. Their 
generally lower rates, combined with the ability to pass along cost savings to their 
members, is particularly beneficial for smaller credit unions as it makes their financial 
products and services more affordable and more attractive, and empowers them to 
compete with larger institutions.
One newer online financial product being offered by many financial institutions 
is remote deposit capture (RDC). The remote deposit capture service has significantly 
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changed how financial institutions serve its customers and is popular with both 
financial institutions and their customers. It allows the customer to simply scan or 
photograph a check and deposit it remotely without the need to personally visit a 
branch office, handing over the physical checks to the teller, and waiting for these 
routine tasks to be completed. It also has allowed financial institutions to receive and 
process the checks virtually, by the back-office computer programs and software, rather 
than handled manually by staff members. Financial institutions can reduce staff needed 
to station a teller desk to anticipate deposits and process the funds; instead computing 
platforms efficiently complete these transactions. The RDC service has improved 
financial institutions’ productivity and reduced costs. Sullivan and Wang (2013) noted 
that banking innovation can provide financial institutions great potential for 
productivity gains (Sullivan and Wang 2013). The remote deposit capture service is one 
good example for productivity gains.
In addition to offering lower-cost products and newer online banking services, 
many financial institutions, especially fintech startup firms,4 go even farther to provide 
products and services that do not require long-term commitment contracts nor the risk 
of incurring fees. Without the burden of being trapped in a long-term contract is highly 
appealing to customers.
4 Fintech startup firms are typically referred to financial technology startup firms. These hybrid tech firms 
usually use “a technology platform, whether online or offline, to provide new financial services or to 
improve the delivery of existing financial services through modern technological innovation led by 
computer programs and algorithms” (Ozili 2018, 332). As stated, the activities fintech provides can have 
implications for financial inclusion and stability (2018, 332). Moreover, as the National Association of 
Federally-Insured Credit Unions (NAFCU) defines it, fintech “encompasses a broad range of products 
and services that are not easily confined within a single, all-encompassing definition (2018, 34). As stated. 
fintech can be broadly defined as “technology that supports or enables the offering of a financial product 
or service (NAFCU 2018, 34).
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Bill payment service is another new, popular product that is being offered, not 
just by banks and credit unions, but also by competing fintech startups and various 
other auxiliary firms.5 Typically, financial products and services offered at these third-
party service vendors are competitively priced and accessible. These and similar 
products and services have been very attractive to many customers, particularly the 
underbanked. As reported, low-income individuals use such services frequently for the 
reason that these third-party vendors are able to offer quicker turnaround (e.g., access 
to funds) and greater control over costs and fees (Servon 2018; Ozili 2018, 332). While 
Servon noted that many individuals have been drawn to alternative financial options 
(Servon 2018, 7), others have cautioned that savings kept at alternative financial outlets 
were less secure (Beverly, Moore, and Schreiner 2003) and many of the alternatives 
operate without significant consumer protections (Stegman 99, 60-61). Servon agreed, 
but countered that while these options are “not always ideal, people use them because 
they are the only options available to them and can fill critical needs for them at the 
moment” (Servon 2018, 129-130). Servon further stated that “people use whatever 
resources are available to them to manage their finances. In fact, there are a large 
number of people (many Millennials) use the alternative financial products, services, or 
arrangements to meet their day-to-day financial needs” (Servon 2018, 118-119). 
Nevertheless, online banking technology has enabled many different types of financial 
5 These auxiliary financial firms are also diverse. Similar to the alternative financial services, these firms 
can range from check-cashing vendors, payday lenders, pawn shops, grocery stores, and other related 
service providers.
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institutions and alternative financial firms to roll out newer products and services at 
more affordable and attractive prices.
Data Analytics and Customer Insights
Contemporary banking technology has opened the door for financial institutions 
to collect an array of customer information. Sophisticated computing power, analytical 
software, social media tools, and interconnected/integrated networks have advanced 
financial institutions’ ability to collect and analyze a wide variety of data from different 
sources about their customers, as well as prospective customers. Data ranging from 
demographic, geographic, financial, socioeconomic, medical, to even psychological are 
being analyzed to understand and predict consumer financial behavior. Financial 
institutions now can effortlessly obtain and analyze a large amount of data in an instant 
and in a much more cost-effective and cost-efficient manner, allowing them delve 
deeply into customers’ information and apply complex models and sophisticated 
computer simulations to anticipate their customers’ financial needs and wants, provide 
highly customized products and services, or recommendations, as well as to detect 
potential financial issues.
Curran finds that as financial institutions become accustomed to contemporary 
online banking technology and further utilize it, they are deliberately designing and 
developing slick, niche products and services tailored to specific groups of customers 
(Curran 2018). Financial institutions are also increasingly utilizing artificial intelligence 
and big data analytics to uncover customers’ specific preferences and behaviors to 
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design customized products and services. Some are even catering services by wealth 
and income of customers (Kaul 2018). 
Many financial institutions, especially fintech startup firms, are embracing online 
technology to closely track and analyze consumer usage data. In order to attract 
younger, 'digital-native' customers, many financial institutions, especially fintech firms, 
are launching sophisticated, individualized technology-driven “slicker offerings”; for 
example, robo-investing (computer-generated recommendation) and robo-advising 
services to attract their customers6 (Curran 2018). These fintech firms are emerging 
rapidly and provide various technology-driven services. Curran reported that these 
fintech firms are typically “digital first by their nature,” they are responding to the 
industry trend (i.e., developing and designing niche products and services) to attract 
and keep their customers (Curran 2018).
It is apparent that advancements in telecommunication and online banking 
technologies have incentivized startup and spurred growth for many financial 
institutions, including fintech firms and alternative financial service providers. 
According to Kaul, fintech startup firms have “especially taken off and have ushered in 
considerable changes in traditional products and services” (Kaul 2018) These newer 
products and services include payment processing, e-documentation, credit 
underwriting, and lending just to name a few (2018). Kaul states that technological 
innovation and advancements have enabled financial institutions and firms to “create 
value by offering ease of use, convenience, and efficiency to consumers” (Kaul 2018).
6 Curran stated that fintech firms usually started with one product, but they are broadening their product and service 
offerings to attract the technology-savvy young millennial customers (Curran 2018, R3)
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Financial institutions are not the only ones interested in what online banking 
technology is capable of collecting and tracking in terms of customer data; customers 
also have a great interest in this regard. There are an increasing number of customers, 
especially younger customers, expressing a strong preference for having the capability 
to monitor their own transactions. It is reported that 67 percent of Millennials desire 
financial software that allows them to track and monitor their financial data in real-time 
to better manage their finances, compared with only 30 percent of older customers (e.g., 
Gen X’ers and Baby Boomers) expressing such desires (Thompson and Blomquist 2017, 
3). Financial institutions are capitalizing on voluminous customer data to meet younger 
customers’ demands. They also are expanding their data gathering efforts to obtain 
insightful financial information from their customers and prospective customers.
The ability for financial institutions to deepen their customer-behavior data 
gathering has also indirectly benefited the financially underserved. That is because with 
the enhanced capability of being able to accurately calculate the risks associated with 
their customers, particularly with the subprime borrowers (e.g., individuals with 
blemished credit scores), financial institutions are more willing to make loans 
previously considered too uncertain. Benefiting from fine-grain customer analytics and 
insights, financial institutions are in a better position to assess the risks and benefits of 
serving these individuals. Previously unserved and underserved low-income customers 
can now have a greater opportunity to access the basic financial products and services. 
They no longer need be left without choices and have to incur extraordinary interest 
rates from fringe financial service providers; e.g., payday lenders. More unserved and 
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underserved individuals can benefit from participating in the mainstream financial 
system (The Economist 2012).
Servon and Kaestner (2008) noted that financial institutions have been exploring 
the potential of technological banking tools to serve low-income customers and to 
attract the underserved population (Servon and Kaestner 2008, 271 and 275). It appears 
that more low-income individuals will have the prospect of being included in the 
mainstream financial system and be able to access basic financial products and services. 
Anguelov and associates (2004) seemed optimistic for the outlook and stated that 
contemporary online banking technology has the great potential to bring in more new 
customers (Anguelov, Hilgert, and Hogarth 2004).
Customers Opt for Online Banking
The availability of a wide range of affordable and attractive online banking 
products and services has led to increasing adoption among consumers. Many 
customers are embracing and using online banking services (Servon and Kaestner 2008, 
271; Anguelov, Hilgert, and Hogarth 2004). Whether younger (e.g., the Millennials) or 
older (e.g., Baby Boomers and Gen X’ers), an increasing number of customers are 
attracted to online banking and use the virtual services. The primary reasons that online 
banking technology is appealing to so many customers are (1) accessibility, (2) 
convenience, and (3) frictionless experience. That is, the individuals can manage their 
finances and take care of the banking activities with improved accessibility, increasing 
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convenience and fewer or no barriers (i.e., reduced friction). Since frictionless 
experience has become a common demand, I will begin with discussing this factor.
Reducing Access Friction
Contemporary online banking technology is attractive to many customers, not 
only for the newer or sophisticated financial products and services, but especially for 
the convenience of access. Due largely to the availability of Internet access and growing 
penetration of smartphones and mobile devices, online banking technology has 
substantially reduced and eliminated numerous access barriers, including distance, 
time, and language barriers. For example, rather than traversing to a physical retail 
branch office, or waiting in line to be served with a teller, customers can engage in 
banking activities anytime they want and almost at any location. Individuals can 
conduct their banking activities without encountering any (or little) friction (Ouma, 
Odongo, and Were 2017, 34).
It is worth noting that the younger customers (e.g., Millennials) have a distinct 
preference for communication style, particularly when they interact with financial 
institutions. Millennials have no interest in encountering barriers or friction when 
engaging with financial institutions. However, since they have existing perceptions of 
how large organizations (such as mega financial institutions) operate, which are usually 
bureaucratic, Millennials preconceive services provided by traditional investing firms, 
wealth management institutions, and other mega financial companies as friction-laden 
experiences. This is particularly so when the Millennials face multiple-delivery channels 
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and multiple-layers of options (Thompson and Blomquist 2017). In a recent Accenture 
survey, Millennial customers indicated that when they switched between different 
delivery channels, they were frustrated with re-entering information or re-informing a 
human representative. The younger customers considered such experience as “friction.” 
They see financial institution’s omni-channel services as cumbersome and large 
financial institutions do “not excel at communication” (Thompson and Blomquist 2017, 
4). What these young customers prefer is a simple, straightforward, and smooth 
interfacing experience where they can jump right in and pick right up whenever and 
wherever as they engage with financial institutions. It is reported that experiences such 
as filling out paper forms, or waiting in lines not only are irritating, but viewed as 
unnecessary by younger customers today (Rymarz 2019). A more frictionless banking 
experience (simple one-click-away approach) has drawn many customers to online 
banking; at least many of the young customers.
Convenience
Convenience has been cited as a major force driving customers to use online 
banking (Skowronski 2013). “Customers want convenience when it comes to financial 
matters” (Rymarz 2019). In a recent consumer financial services survey from the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, it was reported that 39 percent of 
consumers indicated that convenience was the primary reason they used online 
banking (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 2016, 12).  Along these 
lines, Nath and associates’ (2001) survey also found that customers appreciated the 
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convenience of online banking, especially the convenience of 'one-stop shopping' (Nath, 
Schrick, and Parzinger 2001). The authors gave the example of real-time loan 
applications being made available online, where customers were also able to make IRA 
investments, or trade stocks while they were on the website (2001). Nath and associates 
believed that such convenient one-stop shopping would lead to satisfied customers and 
bring in more new customers to use online banking. The authors also believed that the 
trend of convenient financial 'one-stop shopping' would likely to continue, shaping the 
future of Internet banking (Nath, Schrick, and Parzinger 2001, 26). Stegman described a 
conversation with a financial institution’s chief of executive officer who stated that 
interest rates were important, “but from the middle-class on down customers want 
convenience” (Stegman 1999, 82). Years have gone by, and financial matters have 
become more complex, but the value of convenience remains a key priority for 
customers.
The demand for convenience is not limited to only customers in the United 
States. For example, in China, customers, too, want convenience, which was credited as 
a main reason for driving the high volume of mobile pay usage (Cheng 2017). 
According to their estimates, the volume of online transactions via mobile pay is 
forecast to quadruple to 300 trillion yuan in a few years. In other parts of the world, for 
example, the developing countries in Africa, individuals are embracing online banking. 
Ozili (2018) noted that customers desired an easy-to-use, convenient online banking 
platform to manage their finances; such as having the ability to pay bills and transfer 
funds conveniently (Ozili 2018, 333).
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Accessibility
Accessibility is fundamental for customers to enjoy a convenient and frictionless 
banking experience with financial institutions. Accessibility also has become a necessity 
that customers expect financial institutions to provide. Orem pointed out that as 
customers have grown inseparable from the Internet, smartphones, mobile devices, and 
computers, they have come to expect instantaneous and ubiquitous accessibility. 
Customers have come to expect the same when it comes to online banking services 
(Orem 2016). The 2016 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System’s financial 
services survey also reported that a growing number of customers have demanded full 
accessibility to financial institutions’ services through Internet browsers, text messages, 
or a mobile application on their device (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System 2016, 7)
There Are Still Non-Adopters
As we have seen, adopting online banking technology allows financial 
institutions to provide cheaper, faster, and more attractive financial services and 
products to serve their customers, as well as provide those services almost anywhere at 
any time. It also has become extremely popular with customers and, in fact, is 
considered as the expected norm for customers to conduct their banking activities 
(CUColabroate 2019). Yet, as some authors have pointed out, online banking technology 
adoption has not been universal (Sullivan and Wang 2005; Dow 2007; Fuentes, 
Hernández-Murillo, and Llobet 2007). Why not? The simple answer is, adopting online 
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banking technology is neither a simple undertaking nor an inexpensive endeavor. Here 
I will review and elaborate some of those factors that influence the decision to adopt 
online banking technology.
Lack of Resources
In light of pressure to remain relevant with customers and be competitive, the 
primary factor influencing a bank's or credit union's decision to adopt online banking or 
not is the availability of resources to do so. That is, can they afford it? Most financial 
institutions that do not offer online banking are smaller-scaled and often local. As much 
as these financial institutions would like to adopt online banking technology in order to 
provide convenient access to financial products and services, many of these financial 
institutions simply do not have access to the necessary resources to consider online 
banking technology adoption.
According to a recent report from the National Association of Federally-Insured 
Credit Union, it was stated that credit unions have been confronted by growing 
pressure to adopt new banking technology in order to compete and attract members. As 
a result, credit unions are increasingly rolling out and providing new and varied online 
banking services. Many financial institutions have reported that the issue of up-front 
costs of online banking technology adoption is a major concern when deciding whether 
to offer online banking. For the not-for-profit credit unions in particular, the cost of 
technology adopting, developing new technological capabilities, or partnering with 
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other third party technology service providers has posed great challenges for credit 
unions (National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Union 2018, 34–35).
Compounding matters, even if smaller-scaled financial institutions can find the 
financial resources to adopt online banking, they might not have the staff to manage it. 
Smaller banks and credit unions often have a bare-bones staff where the employees 
have to take on several roles and functions. The technological expertise and attention 
required to oversee the daily operation of offering online banking is typically beyond 
that of a small, multi-tasking staff, and would require adding an additional IT person or 
even a technology unit for handling all IT related activities. That is another cost many 
smaller banks and credit unions do not have the resources to take on.
Technological Challenges
While many financial institutions are interested in using cutting-edge technology 
systems to serve their customers, some financial institutions have no choice but to still 
use older legacy systems. The primary reason is because of the technology conversion 
expenses, which can be extremely costly. As Yurcan notes, while many financial 
institutions would like to replace their old legacy systems, many remain “reluctant to 
take the plunge to do so” owing to the huge financial burden (Yurcan 2018).
Simply adding online banking on top of an existing platform is often not easier. 
Outdated legacy systems may still be able to perform existing banking activities, but 
they must “coexist with the new system and continue to operate simultaneously with 
both systems” (Kamat 2017). “Accommodating a new system to operate smoothly with 
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the existing system is not as simple as replacing an outdated technology. At times, the 
old system cannot be replaced” (Kamat 2017). Additionally, shifting from one system to 
another requires a “major overhaul of retrofitting old legacy core systems.” Kamat said 
that “the conversion process involved is more than merely building a new technology 
infrastructure from scratch” (2017).
Moreover, the core systems conversion to develop a standalone online system 
requires a wide range of expenses. The conversion costs can range from the cost of the 
hardware and software, to the ancillary costs, such as hiring additional workers and 
consultants during the transition (Yurcan 2018). Furthermore, “the core system 
replacement procedure is time-consuming and it requires on-going technical expertise 
to manage the process” (2018). Britt cautioned that banking technology is transforming 
rapidly and a new technology can become outdated fast (Britt 2013). Britt stated that 
“when you have an online presence, a system that is three to four years old seems more 
like it’s twenty years old” (Britt 2013). Staying current with constant technology updates 
can be an expensive challenge. As a result, several financial institutions are choosing not 
to adopt online banking at all. Aldrich explained that failure to adopt technology may 
be due, in part, to resource availability and the state of existing technology (Aldrich 
2008, 217).
In addition, the broader economic levels of banking structural shifts may not 
allow financial institutions to stand idly without suffering the consequences of being a 
non-adopter. When revenues margins become narrower, there are fewer financial 
institutions that can afford sustained high fixed-costs while investing in new technology 
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to keep pace with the banking structural changes (Davis 2018). According to a recent 
Wall Street Journal article, scale and efficiency matter; the smaller financial institutions 
just simply can’t afford to adopt new banking technology (Davis 2018). For smaller 
financial institutions in particular, pricey core systems conversions are especially 
“intimidating.” Because many are not operating on a level playing field, the conversion 
will require the smaller financial institutions to devote a sizable percentage of their 
expenses to technology than larger institutions do (Yurcan 2018). Keeping up with 
online banking technology is beyond the reach of many smaller-scaled financial 
institutions.
Addressing cost concerns about adding online services, Montgomery explained 
that there were third-party add-ons as alternatives to expensive ancillary products of 
“all-in-one” or “one-stop-shop” core systems. He warned, however, that “if you decide 
you prefer the third-party’s technology to their version of it, the legacy core will hit you 
with exorbitant integration fees, or charge you for expensive middleware, or both. 
Ultimately, one-stop-shop cores have a vested interest in making sure your experience 
with third-party technology is as unpleasant or costly as possible” (Montgomery 2018).
In addition, affordable software may not meet a financial institution's needs, 
especially data protection and cybersecurity needs. While there are affordable off-the-
shelf products, many financial institutions consider these cheaper, readily-available 
products not as viable due to the fast rising liability risks confronting the financial 
institutions and consumers, as well as growing constant financial data fraud and 
constant hacks occurring in the present digital banking environment. In a time when 
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financial institutions need IT expertise to help protect their customers, the costs for that 
expertise and safety measures can be alarming. Security control systems and digital 
management software suites have become extremely complex, which requires financial 
institutions to have sophisticated technical expertise and additional designated IT staff. 
All of these expenses can significantly influence a financial institution’s growth or 
profitability. Ozili pointed out that the cost of securing customers’ data can have serious 
implications for the efficiency, security, and profitability of financial institutions (Ozili 
2018, 335).
Regulatory Compliance
Another key factor that deters financial institutions from adopting the newer 
online banking technology is the high cost of regulatory compliance. Claessens and 
associates (2002) stated that the finance industry is heavily regulated by various 
governmental agencies for the reasons of “safety and soundness, competitiveness and 
antiturst concerns, and consumer protection” (Claessens, Glaessner, and Klingebiel 
2002, 42). The authors stated that consumer protection has become an extremely 
important function of public policy on financial services (2002; 42 and 51). As a result, 
there are growing regulations being put in place from numerous public agencies to 
protect the customers and keep an eye on financial institutions’ activities (Claessens, 
Glaessner, and Klingebiel 2002).
According to a recent trade journal article, financial institutions have been 
overwhelmingly burdened by regulatory requirements (McKissen 2018). Smaller-scaled 
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institutions in particular are significantly burdened by the heavy cost of complying with 
the regulations (McKissen 2018). The cost of complying with major regulations enacted 
in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis has been especially salient (McKissen 2018).
For not-for-profit financial institutions, such as credit unions, the costs of 
regulatory compliances have increased and disproportionately so. Goddard and 
associates stated that local-based community banks and credit unions are rapidly 
disappearing (Goddard et alia 2014). The authors noted that because of regulations, 
smaller credit unions and community banks are a steadily shrinking population 
(Goddard et alia 2014, 141 and 153-4). “Currently, IT compliance accounts for the single 
largest compliance-related expense for credit unions, and it is likely that the cost of such 
compliance will grow (National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions 2018, 
37).
THE DODD-FRANK ACT
Responding to the 2008 global financial crisis, in the summer of 2010, President 
Obama signed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (also 
known as the Dodd-Frank Act) into law (Servon 2018). This reform legislation 
“mandated the creation of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to make markets 
for consumer financial products and services work for Americans” (Servon 2018, 39). As 
Servon stated, “President Obama decreed that the Bureau would be a new and 
powerful agency charged with ‘looking out for ordinary consumers’” (2018, 39). 
Specifically, the requirements of the Volcker Rule (section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act) 
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aimed to protect consumers and prohibit large commercial financial institutions from 
risky practices to prevent the repeat of the 2008 financial crisis from happening again 
(Servon 2018).
While the intention of the Dodd-Frank Act, the new agency, and the associated 
regulatory changes were all laudable, the side effects of that regulation have placed 
heavy burdens on financial institutions (Gallagher 2019). The rising compliance costs 
(e.g., staff compliance training and hiring additional employees to comply) have 
“obliterated many credit union budgets” (Gallagher 2019). It is stated that “[c]redit 
unions are laboring under significant regulatory burdens and growing compliance costs 
and that regulatory burdens are the top challenge facing credit unions today (National 
Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions 2018, 21). “The number of employees 
devoted to regulatory compliance has more than doubled since 2010” (2018, 7).
Because of the disproportionate impact on smaller financial institutions, such as 
credit unions and community banks, they have to dedicate a disproportionately larger 
proportion of their resources to regulation compliance, thus restricting smaller financial 
institutions’ ability to expand operations. According to last November’s National 
Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions report (2018), “[s]ince passage of the 
Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, the number of credit unions has declined by over 25 percent at 
a pace of roughly one per business day” (2018, 13). Moreover, “the burdensome 
regulations in the Dodd-Frank era is stifling the formation of credit unions” (National 
Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions 2018, 13).
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It has been noted that the cost of doing business increased considerably after the 
Dodd-Frank Act was introduced. According to a CEO of Southern Bancorp, the Dodd-
Frank Act was “an over-reaction to a problem,” which was not caused by smaller-
scaled, local community financial institutions, yet, these small, local institutions were 
affected “disproportionately because of compliance costs" (Avery 2018, 15). The claim is 
that regulation has significantly burdened many financial institutions, especially the 
small, local financial institutions.
It is worth noting, however, that in my interviews with low-income credit union 
(LICU) executives, I was informed that regulatory changes, such as the Dodd-Frank Act, 
were primarily targeting the large financial institutions for the reason that most of 
smaller financial institutions do not engage in risky, speculative investments or trading 
activities as do larger commercial financial institutions. Yet, many smaller financial 
institutions, such as credit unions, have been marginally impacted by the regulation 
and, as a result, cannot allocate the resources to provide newer online banking products 
and services to their customers. Servon (2018) further noted that, partly because the 
Dodd-Frank regulation has been created incrementally over decades, it has come to the 
point “where regulators competed with each other for ‘customers,’ and banks shopped 
for the regulator they thought would be most congenial” (Servon 2018, 39-41). As 
indicated previously, while the intention and new agency were laudable, the Dodd-
Frank regulation has placed disproportionate burdens on smaller financial institutions. 
Recognizing that, Congress rolled back some portions of the Act in 2018.
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THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
Recently, financial institutions have been combating litigation relating to their 
online presence; that is, claims that their websites are not accessible as required under 
the Americans with Disabilities Act. Several financial institutions have received 
demand letters complaining about their violation of Title III7 (Lynett and Allen 2017). It 
was reported that there were more than 260 website accessibility lawsuits being filed in 
2016 and the targeted industries have ranged from retail, hospitality, finance to other 
businesses that serve the public (Lynett and Allen 2017). To date, credit unions in more 
than 25 states, including Virginia, Georgia, California, New York, and other states 
around the country have been targeted by plaintiffs’ attorneys. Credit unions have 
received threats and demand letters, while others have had lawsuits filed against them 
(National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions 2018). Responding to these 
complaints and addressing ADA compliance have been an expensive effort (Bartlett 
2018). According to the National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions, “this 
appears to be a new 'cottage industry' for plaintiffs' firms that are exploiting unsettled 
law” (National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions 2018).
This is a particular threat for small credit unions that have very limited resources 
to update or revamp their existing website, let alone the legal expertise in-house or the 
funds to hire attorneys to defend themselves against specious litigation. For example, 
some credit unions report that it took about nine months to one year to complete a 
7 Title III of the American with Disabilities Act stipulates that places of “public accommodation” such as banks and 
credit unions are prohibited from discrimination against persons with disabilities. Practically all types of businesses 
and service establishments that serve the public are generally covered by Title III.
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website update, while others spent about $70,000 to redo their website to become ADA 
compliant (Barlett 2018). The process of getting up-to-speed and complying with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act to keep its website in compliance can be costly and 
exhausting. It has been a drain on many credit unions (Barlett 2018). As a temporary 
measure some credit unions are “placing their websites as down for maintenance while 
awaiting legal advice” (National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions 2018).
According to the National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions, a 
number of the suits have been dismissed in federal courts, generally for lack of 
standing. In at least one case, the court “indicated that a website is not a place of public 
accommodation subject to Title III ADA protections.” A bipartisan group of senators 
have solicited clarification from the Justice Department about if and how the Americans 
with Disabilities Act applies to websites (National Association of Federally-Insured 
Credit Unions 2019).
Credit Unions and Low-Income Credit Unions (LICUs)
Defining Characteristics of Credit Unions
According to the National Credit Union Administration:
Credit unions are not-for-profit organizations that exist to serve their 
members. Like banks, credit unions accept deposits, make loans and 
provide a wide array of other financial services. But as member-owned 
and cooperative institutions, credit unions provide a safe place to save 
and borrow at reasonable rates. Credit unions are owned and controlled 
by the people, or members, who use their services. Credit unions operate 
to promote the well-being of their members. Profits made by credit unions 
are returned back to members in the form of reduced fees, higher savings 
rates and lower loan rates. Members of a credit union share a common 
bond, also known as the credit union’s “field of membership.” Members 
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often have shared interests and appreciate participating in an institution 
designed to help other members. (National Credit Union Administration 
2019)
With their membership focus, credit unions, especially low-income credit unions, 
have been instrumental in serving individuals and communities that are especially 
underserved and unserved, or otherwise abandoned by mainstream financial 
institutions. Their orientation has enabled credit unions to play a particularly critical 
role in community development and financial inclusion, helping individuals who 
commonly have been excluded from the benefits of participation in the mainstream 
financial system. They are a viable alternative to serve middle- and low-income people 
(Servon 2018, Appleyard 2011, 250; Benjamin et alia. 2004; Vital 1995; Stevens 2006, 69).
Pinsky stated that credit unions deliver credit and capital, as well as financial 
opportunities to their community members (Pinsky 2014). While credit unions are 
regulated and insured financial institutions, like their commercial counterparts, they are 
significantly distinct from other community development financial institutions. One key 
ingredient credit unions have that other financial institutions, fintech startups, and 
alternative financial firms do not is members (Montgomery 2018). Because members are 
closely tied to certain common bond, they are often share common financial priorities.
One key reason that credit unions are perceived as well-positioned to build 
members' assets is because credit union members benefit from affordable financial 
products and services (Williams and McLenighan 2014). Services and products, such as 
checking and savings accounts, car loans, and home mortgages, are frequently offered 
at more affordable and attractive rates than at commercial financial institutions 
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(Burhouse et alia 2014). Fried and associates noted that a core objective of credit unions 
is to maximize benefits of membership; e.g., providing maximum services to credit 
unions' members at attractive, affordable rates (Fried, Lovell, and Eeckaut 1993; 1999). 
Dow also notes that credit unions usually offer “lower lending rates and higher deposit 
rates” to their members (Dow 2007, 436).
Despite those clear advantages to their members, and even the communities in 
which their members reside, credit unions have suffered an image problem. As Jones 
stated that credit unions were “established primarily to provide low cost loans to poor 
people who had little access to mainstream financial services” (Jones 2006, 38). Since 
they were often perceived as poor people’s banks, it's been claimed that a credit union's 
growth can be restricted because of this stereotype (Jones, 1999 IN 2006 Jones), a 
perception particularly associated within low-income communities. Nevertheless, this 
social development, financing model “was based on an understanding of credit unions 
as small, local-rooted volunteer-run community organizations” (Jones 2006, 38).
With all of their advantages, credit unions are well positioned to help their 
members save and accumulate wealth. They are also well positioned to bring more 
unbanked and underbanked community members into the mainstream financial 




Credit unions’ characteristic of cooperative governance (i.e., member ownership 
and control) makes these financial institutions unique (Emmons and Schmid 1999). 
Because these institutions are owned by their members, “credit unions allow their 
members to participate in the institution’s management” (1999). As such, “these 
cooperative financial institutions are controlled by their members—under the principle 
of one member, one vote” (Emmons and Schmid 1999, 43).
Field of Membership
Another characteristic that distinguishes credit unions from other financial 
institutions is that credit unions are subject to a common bond that defines “the groups 
with which each credit union is permitted to transact (Emmons and Schmid 1999). 
According to Emmons and Schmid, “the common bond might be defined by residence 
in a particular geographic area, employment in a particular company or industry, or 
religious or some other affiliation. While limited, credit unions cater to the basic saving, 
credit, and other basic financial needs of well-defined consumer groups” (Emmons and 
Schmid 1999, 41–43). Because of this characteristic, credit union members must share a 
common bond to be eligible for membership and that can restrict opportunity for 
membership growth.
Goddard, Liu, McKillop, and Wilson stated that to further the growth of credit 
unions, in 1998, Congress passed and President Clinton signed into law and granted 
federally chartered credit unions the ability to combine multiple common bonds (fields 
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of membership) within a single credit union (Goddard et alia 2014). As it was 
stipulated, the Credit Union Membership Access Act of 1998 permitted these federally 
chartered credit unions to “operate with a multiple common bond, or to transact with 
any resident of a geographical area defined as a ‘community’” (Goddard, Liu, McKillop, 
and Wilson 2014, 151). Goddard and associates noted that, to a limited extent, 
deregulation has been easing the constraint on credit unions’ growth that was imposed 
by the single common bond restriction (Goddard et alia 2014, 151). Goddard and 
associates also noted that the growth is benefiting credit union members and their 
respective credit unions. Moreover, their tax-exempt status has also been benefiting its 
members and has been perceived as an effective policy tool to achieve financial 
inclusion (Goddard et alia 2016). That status has been a point of contentions with 
commercial banks.
Leggett and Strand (2002) also stated that “the federal policy of allowing credit 
unions to grow through adding multiple common bond field of membership (i.e., 
unrelated groups) has enabled credit union management to increase membership by 
adding new groups” (Leggett and Strand 2002; 40-1 and 45). Yet, as credit union 
members increase, these financial institutions are “broadening their membership base,” 
through adding members who do not quite share a similar affinity or bond together and 
are “not deepening their growth from the existing potential membership base” (Leggett 
and Strand 2002, 45).
Yet, Leggett and Strand further stated, “[a]s credit unions expand and members 
grow (and membership groups from multiple common bond field of membership 
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grow), potential problems between the members and management can occur. The 
reason is that the growth can lead to “professionalization of management, potentially 
distancing management from membership”’ (Leggett and Strand 2002, 40-1 and 45). The 
growth also transfers benefits from members to management because the management 
is able to “channel residual earnings away from members (in the form of higher net 
interest margins) toward itself (in higher salaries and operating expenses)” (2002, 40-1 
and 45). As Leggett and Strand explained, “most credit unions in the 1970s were 
managed by volunteers from the field of membership” (2002, 40–1 and 45), but as credit 
unions grew larger, full-time management was needed (Leggett and Strand 2002). The 
authors also stated that as membership increases, the credit union members who also 
are the owners of the institution “may become less concerned with monitoring 
management” (2002, 40-1 and 45). Because of credit unions’ distinct governance 
structure, each credit union member can “feel disempowered as the institution becomes 
larger” (2002, 40-1 and 45). As a result, many of the credit union members no longer 
exercise their ownership rights and responsibilities in overseeing management (Leggett 
and Strand 2002, 40-1).
Low-Income Credit Unions (LICUs)
Low-Income Credit Unions (LICUs) are credit unions that have received special 
“low-income” designation from the National Credit Union Administration. That 
designation is granted to federal credit unions serving memberships where 50 percent 
or more members have a family income 80 percent or below the median family income 
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for the metropolitan area where they reside. One advantage of having the “low-income” 
designation is that these credit unions gain access to additional sources of funding and 
resources (National Credit Union Administration 2015).
Low-income credit unions are perceived as vital to community development as 
well as contributing to drawing more members into the mainstream financial system. 
The National Credit Union Administration (2015, 6) explains that many LICU members 
have needs that are often not met by financial institutions. In addition, many have one 
or more of the following circumstances or characteristics:
• Unsteady employment, often temporary jobs with long hours;
• Part-time employment with multiple jobs or side businesses;
• Unstable residency, often renting or living in public or subsidized 
housing;
• No health insurance;
• Lack of affordable day care;
• Receive supplemental security income or social security disability 
benefits;
• English is often a second language;
• Lack of a regular banking relationship;
• Low share account balances;
• Need for small dollar loans;
• Limited financial resources; and
• A need for labor-intensive services, such as money orders, financial 
education and counseling, and check cashing.
In addition to the aforementioned characteristics, many low-income people “do 
not have strong credit profiles or have no credit profile at all” (National Credit Union 
Administration 2015, 6). As pointed out, historically, low-income credit union members 
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are individuals often abandoned by traditional mainstream financial institutions. As a 
result, these lower-income individuals’ financial needs are often not met or are brushed 
aside by traditional financial institutions. The National Credit Union Administration 
stresses that because of the distinctive needs of the individuals they serve, low-income 
designated credit unions (LICUs) “must seriously and thoroughly exterminate these 
characteristics when designing services and products to meet their members’ financial 
needs” (National Credit Union Administration 2015, 3-9). They are required to provide 
“a solid business plan with appropriate measures to mitigate risk” (2015, 3-9).
Many credit unions consider the low-income credit union designation as their 
strategic weapon. According to CUCollaborate, credit union executives may have 
reservations, especially for fields of membership, when seeking low-income credit 
union certifications, but “it’s important to look at the overall package of LICU-
designation” and the positive impacts the designation can bring to the credit union 
(CUCollaborate 2019). The LICU designation benefits can apply to federal credit unions 
and federally insured state-chartered credit unions that have received the approved 
designation.
One particular reason that low-income credit unions have been credited as a vital 
contributor to community development and financial development is the high-level 
human-touch and personal consulting services they provide. LICUs have been known 
to offer customized, one-on-one consultation to their members, helping them meet their 
financial needs, obtain lower interest rate loans, and begin saving and accumulating 
wealth (National Credit Union Administration 2015, 3-9). As a result, “these uniquely 
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certified LICUs have been drawing more lower-income people to the financial system” 
(National Credit Union Administration 2015). It is interesting to note that despite the 
current younger generation’s affinity for the Internet and all things digital, Millennials 
have expressed a desire for high human-touch banking service. They still prefer services 
and consultations provided by a human adviser especially with more complex investing 
situations (Thompson and Blomquist 2017, 2). Rymarz concurred that while the 
Millennial generation and more people are becoming more mobile- and online-centric 
in conducting their banking activities, they still demand personalized insights and 
customized services (Rymarz 2018). They still want a human-touch service provided by 
financial institutions (2018).
The Special Financial Needs
Caskey explained that many lower-income people do not use the same types of 
financial products or services as do their more-affluent counterparts (Caskey 2005, 147). 
In fact, many low-income people have never or rarely used any mainstream financial 
institutions’ products and services, nor have they any desires to use them. As Caskey 
noted, this scenario is very common especially among the lower- and middle-income 
population for the reason that these different population segments have distinct 
financial needs (Caskey 2005). As noted above, low-income credit unions are better 
positioned and charged with meeting the special needs of lower-income individuals.
Caskey further noted that in an earlier survey of consumer finances he 
conducted in the 2000s, approximately 53 percent of respondents indicated that because 
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they did not have savings, they did not use or need a bank account (Caskey 2005, 153). 
Additionally, the respondents indicated that the bank account fees were charged too 
high for them. As financial institutions typically charged more when the customers do 
not have an account (i.e., checking account), as a result, low-income people have been 
charged higher fees and they are not likely to use the more expensive products and 
services provided by traditional mainstream financial institutions (Caskey 2005).
On top of the different needs for the products and services, Caskey also pointed 
out that low-income people used bank branches at different times. For example, they 
visited the branches at hours outside of the typical nine-to-five office hour time frame, 
for the reason that the low-income people have to work and are unable to visit the 
branches during regular work hours, and can only do so in early evenings and on 
Saturdays in order to take care of their financial tasks (Caskey 2005, 156). “It is 
understandable why these customers do not bank with mainstream financial 
institutions” (2005, 153). Most mainstream financial institutions just do not provide the 
services that meet low-income people’s financial needs.
With regard to inconvenient business hours, it is interesting to note that while 
low-income people can now utilize online banking technology to conduct banking 
activities virtually and without paying visits to branches in person, Ozili pointed out 
that online banking is not likely to be used by the low-income people (Ozili 2018, 337). 
The author explained that individuals with relatively lower income have little incentive 
to use online banking services, whereas people with higher income have greater 
incentive to do so. While there is strong positive effect on high-and-middle income 
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individuals’ use and access to financial services by online banking, the effect on 
accessing to the products and services through online banking is not strong for the low-
income individuals. Ozili explained that low-income individuals also tend not use 
online banking because of the unaffordable fees charged by digital financial service 
providers and financial illiteracy (Ozili 2018, 333). The author further explained that the 
fees charged for transactions would be negligible to the higher-income individuals, but 
such fees may be substantial to lower-income individuals (2018, 337). As a result, some 
financial institutions (e.g., low-income credit unions) may not have a strong demand for 
offering online banking services like their mainstream financial institution counterparts. 
For that reason, low-income credit unions may not see the expenditure in the best 
interest on their membership and remain lukewarm about adopting online banking 
technology.
Trust Issues
Skowronski stated that “low-income customers are more likely to trust a smiling, 
well-meaning teller at the financial institutions than using an opaque algorithm 
(Skowronski 2013). The author noted that to these low-income individuals, 
“establishing a close and personal relationships is a priority” (2013). Skowronski also 
explained that while online convenient accessibility is important, face-to-face personal 
interaction and customized service is considered to be a must-have service for low-
income customers (Skowronski 2013). Trust in banking is crucial and it is particularly so 
for the low-income individuals. According to a 2015 FDIC national survey of unbanked 
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and underbanked households, a significant share of unbanked households still do not 
trust mainstream financial institutions (Burhouse et alia 2016, 9 and 11). While not all 
the unbanked people are low-income individuals, most of the unbanked (or 
underbanked) comprised this segment of the population.
Servon stated that many people just don’t trust mainstream financial institutions, 
low-income people in particular (Servon 2013; 2018). In addition, many do not feel 
comfortable using computer screen/keyboard to describe their specific financial issues, 
without face-to-face interacting with bank tellers. People still prefer more relationship-
based, in-person interactions (2013; 2018). Servon also stated de-personalization of 
financial industry is widespread (Servon 2013, 1). She notes that a bank account itself at 
a financial institution merely reflected in a string of numbers and the bank account 
number “often indicates on paper the relation between the customer and the 
institution” (Servon 2013, 3; 2018). That relation is not a personal one “established 
between the customer and the tellers who are assisting them with their accounts, or 
transferring money at the financial institutions,” rather a relationship with the 
organization. Servon noted that customers are more than the number of digits in their 
account balance (Servon 2013, 6; 2018) and cautioned that factors such as distrust, lack 
of relationships, little affinity with financial system, and fees all impact people’s usage 
of banking services (Servon 2013).
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Brick and Mortar
Caskey explained that financial institutions must locate conveniently for the 
customers they serve (Caskey 2005, 156). A physical presence is particularly important 
for institutions serving the low-income people and it should be conveniently located for 
low-income households (2005, 149 and 156). However, Caskey and Humphrey further 
noted that financial institutions with branches located in low-income communities often 
report that “it is difficult to cover the costs of these branches with traditional services 
because deposit mobilization is low, transaction levels are high, and loan opportunities 
are limited” (Caskey and Humphrey 1999 IN Caskey 2005, 156-7). Nevertheless, if they 
are to be successful, “banks must locate at points likely to be convenient for large 
numbers of low- and moderate-income households” (1999, 156). 
Servon and Kaestner, however, pointed out that “people who lack financial 
literacy most often reside in distressed communities and are less likely to be able to 
distinguish between financial products and to understand the implications of the 
transactions into which they are entering” (2008, 274). They stated, “the proliferation of 
new electronic banking technologies may, if used wisely, help to bridge the gap 
between those who operate in the financial sector concentrated in vibrant communities 
and that which is concentrated in distressed communities” (Servon and Kaestner 2008, 
277).
Still, a financial institution’s physical presence remains a key component of a 
community economic development ecosystem, especially for local small businesses and 
low-income residents (Nguyen 2014, 2015, 24-5). As financial institutions continue to 
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embrace online banking technology, branch closings are inevitable, yet losing brick-
and-mortar branches is disruptive especially for the low-income communities (Nguyen 
2015, 4). Branch closings have led to “the emergence of ‘banking deserts’ where 
communities that are left without access to physical branches” (Nguyen 2015, 2). 
Technological innovations and advancements have not eradicated the importance of 
physical branches (2015, 24-5).
The presence and location of physical brick-and-mortar branches are important; 
so is the distance between the financial institutions and the people they serve. It is 
claimed that the proximity between financial institutions and the customers affects the 
efficacy of financial services (Ahamed and Mallick 2019, 406). The authors explained 
that when the financial institutions are located close to their customers, the institutions 
can use the advantages of affinity, local knowledge, and good relationship to provide 
“more aligned services” (2019, 406).
 Servon claimed that “relations still matter tremendously” and, because people 
still prefer the personal relationships that financial institutions provide, people will 
continue to visit the brick-and-mortar branches and physical presence will continue to 
exist to offer superior in-person services (Servon 2013, 1). In a study by Cortiñas and 
associates, the authors also noted that many customers still prefer traditional branch 
services (Cortiñas, Chocarro, and Villanueva 2010, 1216). They noted, it was likely that 
customers’ preference for branch services may be due in part to the fact that they were 
seeking a more interactive, in-person flow of communication for complex financial 
matters or products and services (Cortiñas, Chocarro, and Villanueva 2010, 1216). In 
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addition, Sullivan and Wang (2013) pointed out that financial institutions usually 
provide more specialized, high-value-added transactions (e.g., small business lending, 
personal trust services and investment banking) through their brick-and-mortar 
branches (Sullivan and Wang 2013, 1).
Because these locally-based financial institutions tend to be embedded in the 
communities they serve, a trust among community members and the financial 
institutions already exists. These financial institutions have established close ties, good 
relations, and affinity with their community customers. Many customers still prefer 
personal interaction with their respective financial institutions, rather than using 
virtual, online banking service channels. Financial institutions with such a community 
presence can be well positioned to provide the high human-touch, face-to-face personal 
consultation services, especially to people who are facing complicated finance decisions. 
They are also endowed by a proximity which distinguishes them from many 
mainstream financial institutions. Caskey pointed out that in many cases local financial 
institutions are staffed by the qualified community residents which can further tie the 
community members to financial institutions (Caskey 2005, 161).
All of these qualities can further reinforce a low-income credit union's 
preferences for serving their members through traditional brick-and-mortar branch 
banking services, rather than providing online banking services for their customers to 
bank virtually, at least exclusively. However, if they are to remain competitive, attract 
younger members, and survive to provide the products and services their members 
need, low-income credit unions will likely need to find a way to offer online banking 
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while continuing to use traditional service delivery methods for those members who 
desire or need personal teller services.
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CHAPTER 3
ONLINE BANKING REVOLUTION AND FINANCIAL INCLUSION
Introduction
The topic of online banking technology pertaining to financial institutions has 
been covered extensively in the financial services literature, especially in recent years. 
This is because the rapid emergence of various online banking technologies available in 
the marketplace and what financial institutions and information technology firms can 
do about them for meeting customers' needs.
Many scholars have covered subjects about the front-end of financial institution’s 
technology adoption. They have covered the rationality, determinants, and timing of 
banking technology adoption by commercial banks, community development financial 
institutions, credit unions, loan funds, microfinance enterprises, and other not for profit 
financial firms, for example, credit unions (Ciciretti, Hasan, and Zazzara 2009; 
DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2006, 2007; Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson 2008, 2009, 2014; 
Onay and Ozsoz 2013; Stegman 1999; Sullivan 2000; Sullivan and Wang 2005).
Some scholars have addressed the back-end of the online banking technology 
adoption; e.g., the outputs, outcomes, and impacts after financial institutions adopted 
online banking technology. They have addressed various topics of banking 
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performance measures, ranging from operating costs, productivity, efficiency, 
profitability, and other financial output, performance measurements (e.g., Furst, Lang, 
and Nolle 2002; Fuentes, Hernandez-Murillo, and Llobelt 2007; Hernando and Nieto 
2007). In fact, literature is full of researchers' examinations of online banking adoption's 
impacts on financial institutions, especially the effects on their economic bottom line.
My research is unique, because it is centered around a very distinct group of 
financial institutions devoted to serving low-income individuals. Specifically, I will 
focus on those financial institutions known as low-income credit unions (LICUs). While 
many scholars have focused on credit unions, little has been published on this unique 
category of the credit unions. Because their target customers are primarily the low-
income population, LICUs' structure and functions can be very different from other 
commercial financial institutions, as well as from other credit unions. Naturally, the 
effectiveness of LICUs’ online banking technology adoption is not quite measured the 
same way as it is with their commercial financial institution counterparts (e.g., members 
versus dollars and cents). Although literature has extensive discussions about low-
income people’s usage of online banking (e.g., Caskey 2005; Damar and Hunnicutt 2010; 
Servon and Kaestner 2008; Servon and Nelson 2001; Servon 2018; Sherrandon 2005), 
little has been covered the relationship between the adoption of online banking 
technology by low-income credit unions (LICUs) and the effectiveness of their financial 
inclusion efforts, that is bringing more low-income unbanked and underbanked people 
into the financial mainstream, thus facilitating savings and wealth accumulation by 
providing them with convenient access to financial products and services. Online 
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banking adoption seems promising for most financial institutions to enhance their 
ability to reach more customers, but does the adoption of online banking technology by 
the LICUs help provide more convenient access to their members with more affordable 
financial services, attracting more of the previously unserved and underserved, low-
income members to their institutions?
New banking technology is emerging rapidly around the world, which leads to 
considerable changes in the restructuring in the financial services sector. Stegman 
noticed the financial industry changes and already pointed out years ago about the rise 
of nonbank institutions (Stegman 1999, 58). The structural changes in the finance 
services sector have mushroomed not only in the United States, but also around the 
world. Utilizing new online banking technology to serve the low-income individuals; 
e.g., the unbanked and underbanked population, has received great attention, especially 
in the developing countries. In those developing countries and underdeveloping 
regions, online banking technology is being recognized as an effective tool in financial 
inclusion and economic development (Diniz 2012, 484). Online banking via mobile 
devices is particularly prominent in this regard (Koker and Jentzsch 2013, 268). In fact, 
Kenya has positioned itself as a global leader in utilizing mobile banking technology to 
connect with the underserved; i.e., for bill payments services (Demirgüç-Kunt and 
Klapper, 2012). Additionally, Ouma and associates stated that online banking 
technology adoption has become instrumental in integrating the unbanked to the 
mainstream financial system in African countries (Ouma, Odongo, and Were 2017, 29).
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We should not compare apples to oranges, nor it is my intention here. 
Particularly, in the discipline of community development, it is critical for researchers to 
address the specific context that community constituents are embedded in and the 
financial institutions are operating under, and avoid one-size-fits-all approaches. 
However, there is scarce empirical research investigating this topic pertaining to 
whether adopting online banking technology can advance low-income credit unions’ 
financial inclusion endeavor. Still, as we now live in a globally intertwined commerce 
environment and are deeply interconnected at so many levels, and there are lessons to 
be learned from international experiences in the financial services sector.
In the following sections, I will discuss three main bodies of literature that are 
germane to my study. They are (1) the literature of online banking evolution, (2) the 
literature of impacts of online banking technology on financial institutions in general 
and credit unions in particular, and (3) the literature of financial inclusion.
Online Banking Evolution
Definition of Online Banking
There is no standard definition of online banking. The general consensus today is 
that online banking is a process for providing financial products, services, and 
transactions via the Internet. Researchers use several terms interchangeably to refer to 
online banking (Szopinski 2016, 4763). These terms include Internet banking, electronic 
banking, online banking, digital banking, and virtual banking. The term mobile banking 
is also used, but is specific to access via a mobile device often with a dedicated 
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application allowing enhanced services. Ozili (2018) went even further to include using 
cards that are linked to a reliable digital payment system without visiting a branch or 
interacting directly with the financial institution (Ozili 2018, 330). In Ozili's view, these 
cards can range from credit cards and debit cards to store value, pre-paid cards, which 
are provided by third party vendors (Ozili 2018).
Sullivan and Wang (2013) defined online banking as a financial institution 
providing a website that allows customers to execute transactions from their accounts 
(Sullivan and Wang 2013, 1). Stegman made a distinction based on level of 
sophistication, stating that as consumers demand for online banking has increased 
considerably, financial institutions are moving rapidly from plain static website 
(information only) to more sophisticated transaction-based website (Stegman 1999, 43) 
that allows customers to conduct transactions.
 Furst, Lang, and Nolle (2002) defined Internet banking or online banking as a 
financial institution “providing its customers the ability, at a minimum, to access their 
own account and transact business with the institutions over the Internet” (Furst et alia 
2002, 95–96). Furst and associates elaborated and stated that the various online 
transactional services offered by a financial institution can range from as simple as basic 
online balance inquiry, funds transfer, bill payment, and routine banking procedures, to 
more complex, higher-level involvement premium services; such as, credit applications, 
new account set-up, loan requirements, financial investments, brokerage, and cash 
management (Furst et alia 2002, 96 and 101). Because of the reduction of overhead 
expenses, many financial institutions will very likely to opt for eliminating the middle 
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layer and to offer banking services to their customers directly. Ciciretti and associates 
stressed that online banking allows financial institutions directly to reach their 
customers, without intermediaries (Ciciretti, Hasan, and Zazzara 2009, 84).
Servon and Kaestner (2008) emphasized online banking from the users’ 
perspective and referred online banking as customers accessing existing bank accounts 
online with typical activities including paying bills and transferring money between 
accounts (Servon and Kaestner 2008, 273). They explained that these basic banking 
activities can be very beneficial to customers for the reason that customers can complete 
their financial tasks directly, without involving additional interaction with the financial 
institutions (2008).
Regardless of what technology platforms or devices consumers choose to use, in 
this study, for the purpose of consistency, unless specifically indicated, I will use 
“online banking” broadly.
Mobile Banking
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) defined mobile banking as 
using a mobile device to access bank account either by “accessing financial institution’s 
web page through the web browser, mobile phone, via text messaging, or by using an 
app downloaded to a mobile phone” (Crowe, Tavilla, and McGuire 2017, 7 and 14). To 
meet the rising demand from the increasing number of users, many financial 
institutions are rolling out mobile banking services. As Crowe and associates stated, 
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mobile banking is now being considered as “mainstream” and as a key delivery channel 
for customer services (Crowe, Tavilla, and McGuire 2017).
A 2014 FDIC report stated that because of the omni-presence of smartphones and 
mobile devices among the low-income individuals, these smart devices have become 
the primary conduit for low-income people to access the Internet; as such, the digital 
divide is rapidly narrowing (Burhouse et alia 2014, 37). The report revealed that among 
all households surveyed, more than sixty-eight percent of the unbanked and ninety 
percent of the underbanked had access to a mobile phone, with approximately thirty-
three percent and sixty-four percent, respectively, having access to a smartphone 
(Burhouse et alia 2014, 13). Likewise, in a 2015 Pew survey, it was reported that there 
was a decreasing number of Americans using broadband Internet access, while with an 
increasing number of Americans (sixty-eight percent) owning a smartphone (Pew 2015). 
According to a report from the Federal Reserve, mobile banking has great potential to 
expand accessibility to financial products and services for underserved populations 
(Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 2016, 27).
Kamat (2017) stated that for underserved and unserved low-income people, 
mobile is a primary channel for financial institutions to serve them. In India for 
example, mobile banking has become a “key driver of accessibility and a means of 
increasing financial opportunity” for low-income people especially for those who live in 
the rural and remote areas (Kamat 2017). Financial institutions are capitalizing on the 
mobile banking technology. The number of unbanked individuals worldwide dropped 
by twenty percent, to two billion individuals from 2011 to 2014, and, in the same time 
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period, 700 million people formed new banking relationships with financial institutions; 
i.e., holding bank accounts at some type of financial institutions8 (Kamat 2017). 
Regardless of the locations, through virtual banking (online or mobile), individual 
customers and financial institutions can all benefit (The Economist 2012).
Burhouse and associates cautioned that “[i]n most cases, bank customers must be 
enrolled in their bank’s online banking service before they can enroll in mobile 
banking” (Burhouse et alia 2014, 4). In fact, in the United States, have a web platform is 
often a prerequisite for mobile banking. Yet, Bhatnagar and Gopalaswamy (2017) 
pointed out that some technology-oriented service provision, financial institutions in 
developing countries have “leap-frogged stages of technology development and have 
directly adopted the current technology prevalent in the developed markets” 
(Bhatnagar and Gopalaswamy 2017, 379). Unlike their counterparts in the developed 
countries, financial institutions can simply invest in mobile banking technology and roll 
out the newer banking services to their customers, rather than staying entrenched in 
legacy technology.
8 Reported in a recent World Bank report, these institutions can range from mainstream financial institutions, 
alternative financial establishments, fintech startup firms, online, or mobile money-services providers (Kamat 2017).
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Impacts of Online Banking Adoption
The subject of online banking technology and its impacts has been at the center 
of many scholars' research agenda. It has been extensively examined in the literature. In 
particular, the literature is replete with research around the topics of online banking's 
impacts on financial institutions' bottom line; for example, the effects of adoption on 
financial institutions' cost-savings, financial performance, and profitability.
Transaction Cost-Savings
Before the online banking became a household term, Stegman described that the 
average cost-savings attributable in part to contemporary online banking technology 
can be significant (Stegman 1999). Prior to the technology boom of year 2000, Stegman 
noted that in the late 1990s the overhead cost of an online banking system was expected 
to be about a half to a third of the cost of the then branch-dominated retail banking 
operation at the time (1999, 41). Fuentes and associates provided comparable figures for 
the transaction costs and stated that the average cost of an online transaction was about 
one cent verses $1.30 for a transaction at a teller window at a traditional retail branch 
(Fuentes et alia 2007, 5).
DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle also reported similar cost-savings, with the estimated 
cost of a transaction being $1.07 at a full-service bank branch and with approximate 27 
cents at an ATM (DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007). The authors reported that the 
estimated transaction cost was only about one cent over the Internet (2007; 1035).9 The 
cost-effectiveness of Internet banking on financial institutions is substantial (DeYoung 
9  See Nathan 1999 IN DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007, 1035.
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2001; DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007). DeYoung and associates further reported that 
the cost of a transaction performed at a traditional branch can be reduced by 40 to 80 
percent when the same transaction performed via the Internet or ATM. The authors 
claimed that transaction performed over the Internet can significantly reduce 
operational costs and overhead physical expenses, which have frequently burdened 
many financial institutions (DeYoung 2001; DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007). DeYoung 
and associates stated that financial institutions “with large non-interest expense ratios 
were also more likely to adopt transactional Internet web sites” in an attempt to reduce 
their unit cost (DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007, 1041).
Sizable cost differences between different banking service delivery methods have 
also been examined and reported by numerous governmental units and quasi-agencies, 
including research published by various Federal Reserve Banks, Federal Reserve 
System, Federal Research Bulletin, and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation just to 
name a few. For example, in a Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's white paper 
published in 2014, the authors reported that Javelin Strategy and Research has 
calculated that “the average cost of an in-branch transaction is $4.25, whereas the 
average cost of a mobile transaction is $0.10” (Burhouse et alia 2014, 28). As mobile 
banking has become more available at more financial institutions, mobile banking 
delivery method has become ubiquitous. As a result, the cost-savings among these 
different banking delivery methods are not trivial.
Wheelock and Wilson (2013) studied cost-productivity and efficiency among 
credit unions for the years of 1989 through 2006. The authors noted that advances in 
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information technology was lowering the cost of obtaining information about potential 
borrowers and thus diminishing the advantage of small-scale community banks in 
lending to otherwise “informationally-opaque” borrowers (Wheelock and Wilson 2013, 
76). According to credit union practitioners, it is reported that as consumers continue to 
make greater use of online banking and mobile devices to conduct their financial 
activities, there is a great potential for cost savings for the not-for-profit credit unions, 
as well. The savings on transaction cost for these not-for-profit financial institutions in 
the long term can be tremendous (CUNA News Now 2014).
Profitability
As indicated previously, financial institutions' performance (e.g., profitability) 
has also drawn a great deal of attention among researchers. For example, Hernando and 
Nieto's study of financial institutions’ online banking technology adoption in Spain 
revealed that the adoption of a transactional website has a positive impact on bank 
profitability (Hernando and Nieto 2007). The authors found that adopting online 
banking technology has a positive impact on financial institutions' return on assets 
(ROA) and return on equity (ROE). Their study also showed that the impact became 
significant three years after the online banking adoption.
Hernando and Nieto (2007) also found that online banking adoption has a 
positive effect on financial institutions' overhead expenditures (Hernando and Nieto 
2007). According to the authors, the profitability gains associated with a transactional 
website adoption are primarily explained by a reduction in overhead expenses 
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(Hernando and Nieto 2007, 1097), in particular, on reducing staff, marketing, and IT 
costs (2007, 1084). The authors stated that the adoption of a transactional website 
systematically lowered fixed costs and demonstrated a positive impact on financial 
institutions' profitability. They also stated that the effect is not immediate, but gradual. 
Hernando and Nieto stated that in the case of overhead expenses, this effect became 
significant one and a half years after adoption and reaching a maximum of two and a 
half years after adoption (Hernando and Nieto 2007, 1084 and 1097).
When comparing an online banking service channel with a traditional brick-and-
mortal channel, Hernando and Nieto claimed that “the Internet delivery channel seems 
to serve as complementary means of transacting with customers rather than a substitute 
for physical branches. Despite the large investment in the Internet as distribution 
channel in Spain” (Hernando and Nieto 2007, 1097).
Analyzing a panel of eighteen retail banks in Turkey from 1990–2008, Onay and 
Ozsoz also found that Internet banking technology adoption has a positive impact on 
financial institutions' performance, including on the level of profits, deposits, and loans 
per branch (Onay and Ozsoz 2013, 187). Interestingly however, the analyses of Onay 
and Ozsoz found that Internet banking adoption has a negative impact on financial 
institutions' profitability after two years of technology adoption (2013). The authors 
further stated that while more banking “operational activities now are provided via 
Internet branches, Internet banking facilitates banking activities in branches that require 
more human input” (Onay and Ozsoz 2013, 187).
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DeYoung and associates also looked at the impact of online banking technology 
adoption on bank performance, but focused on community financial institutions. They 
found that community banks can increase profitability by reducing its production costs 
(DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007, 1 and 4). The authors examined the financial 
statements from 424 banks that operated transactional Internet websites during the 
1999–2001 period and 5,175 otherwise similar banks that did not operate transactional 
websites. They found that technology adoption tended to increase financial institutions' 
profitability (DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007). When comparing subsamples of brick-
and-mortar (traditional retail financial institutions) and click-and-mortar banks 
(banking financial institutions that offer online and onsite operations), DeYoung and 
associates found that online banking adoption improved the profitability of community 
banks primarily is because of the increased revenues gained from deposit service 
charges (2007, 1033 and 1058).
DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle (2007) also found that online banking technology 
adoption can capture customers in new geographical areas. Furthermore, the authors 
stated that the added convenience of online transactional banking not only could help 
retain financial institutions' existing customers, but also attract new customers who are 
willing to purchase additional fee-based services; such as online brokerage, account 
aggregation, home equity lines of credit, etc. (DeYoung, Lang, and Nolle 2007). 
According to the authors, these fee-based services were only available previously at 
traditional brick-and-mortar bank branches (2007, 1039 and 1058).
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Damar and Hunnitcut (2010) looked at credit unions in thirteen western states in 
the United States, analyzing consumer usage data. The authors suggest that both credit 
unions and their members enjoy increasing financial benefits when adopting online 
banking technologies. Damar and Hunnitcutt attributed the increased consumer usage 
of online banking technology to consumers’ increasing familiarity with technology 
(Damar and Hunnitcut 2010, 24). As customers become more technology-literate, 
financial institutions should be able to increase their profits. Nearly a decade later, it's 
probably safe to assume that many more financial services customers are comfortable 
with online banking technology.
Institutional Size
Aside from the profitability aspect, DeYoung (2005) also examined the effect of 
institutional size on financial institutions and found that U. S. banks that rely heavily on 
online banking technologies have access to deeper scale and experience economies than 
those financial institutions that are traditional brick-and-mortar of similar age and 
institutional size. Furst, Lang, and Nolle (2000, 2002) also found that the Internet 
banking adoption rates were dependent on the size of the financial institutions, with the 
smallest institutions the least likely to adopt Internet banking (Furst, Lang, and Nolle 
2000, 2002). Moreover, they found that financial institutions’ size difference has a 
differential effect on the financial institutions' performance. The authors found that the 
return on equity (ROE) is higher for larger Internet banks, but is lower for smaller 
Internet banks (2000, 2002).
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The study of Sullivan and Wang showed that “a higher average bank size leads 
to a higher Internet banking adoption” (Sullivan and Wang 2013, 22). The authors 
explained that “this is because large banks enjoy scale economies of adoption by 
spreading the fixed adoption cost” (2013, 22). In addition to institutional size, Sullivan 
and Wang found that additional factors are attributable to the effect, including 
household Internet access, competition from out of state banks, and bank age. The 
authors explained that these factors are “primarily responsible for the slower diffusion 
of Internet banking in the central region than the west and northeast regions” (Sullivan 
and Wang 2013, 22).
In a previous study, Sullivan (2000) reported similar results of the financial 
institutional size effect. Moreover, when comparing non-Internet banks to Internet 
banks, Sullivan found that profitability is similar for Internet and non-Internet banks 
(Sullivan 2000).
In an examination of credit unions, Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson (2014) stated 
that “[the] credit union operating and business model [is] relatively homogeneous 
across countries” (2014, 305). However, the authors stated that “old and small 
institutions were more likely to fail, while young and small institutions had the highest 
growth rates” (Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson 2014, 306). The authors further noted 
that credit unions with large asset size grew faster than the smaller credit unions. 
Additionally, older credit unions were more likely to be acquired than younger credit 
unions with same institutional size (2014, 312). They noted that “technological 
capability in service delivery was size-dependent: 100% of large credit unions provided 
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web-based home banking, while only 48% of small credit unions did so” (2014, 317). 
The authors concluded that “older credit unions are at higher risk of acquisition, but the 
failure probability is not age-dependent” (Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson 2014, 318).
Along the line of financial institutional size, the study of Ciciretti and associates 
showed a strong, significant association between online banking adoption by traditional 
banks and their profitability (Ciciretti, Hasan, and Zazzara 2009). In determining the 
likelihood of financial institutions' online banking technology adoption, Ciciretti and 
associates found that large financial institutions with sizable branch networks are more 
likely to adopt online banking (Ciciretti, Hasan, and Zazzara 2009, 97).
Stability and Survival
Using a questionnaire survey distributed near the turn of the century to 550 
brick-and-mortar banks in the Midwestern United States, Nath, Schrick, and Parzinger 
analyzed the data collected and reported that “most banks do not yet offer full-fledged 
Internet banking. However, most have plans to do so” (Nath, Schrick, and Parzinger 
2001, 21). The authors also reported that bankers perceived online banking as “a 
strategic opportunity that can enhance customer service, reduce transaction costs, 
increase the customer base, and improve cross-selling opportunities” (2001, 21). Nath, 
Schrick, and Parzinger reported that only three percent of the respondents considered 
online banking was just a fad. While nearly half of the respondents (forty-nine percent) 
thought that online banking was essential for the survival of a financial institution and 
considered it mandatory in order to compete effectively (Nath, Schrick, and Parzinger 
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2001, 28-30). Additionally, according to the study, seventy percent reported that 
financial institutions not offering online banking services would risk losing customers 
to financial institutions that offered online banking services (Nath, Schrick, and 
Parzinger 2001, 28-30).
Ahamed and Mallick’s study suggested that there was a strong relationship 
between financial institution’s stability when individual customers have greater access 
to financial services. Specifically, the higher degree of financial access and inclusion, the 
stronger of the financial institutions' performance, in terms of reducing risks (Ahamed 
and Mallick 2019, 405 and 423). The authors explained that with a broader access by the 
mass of individuals, where they can “access affordable loans and borrow money, save, 
invest, establish credit history, consider retirement saving options, and accumulate 
wealth,” not only individuals’ economic well-being can be improved, but also financial 
institutions are more able to “garner ample retail customer deposits” and remain stable 
(Ahamed and Mallick 2019, 423).
With respect to credit union’s stability and survival, in their 2009 study, 
Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson found that credit unions that were acquired or failed 
during the period of 2001-2006 were much less likely to have a presence on the Internet 
(Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson 2009). The authors interpreted this result to mean that 
“the absence of an internet banking capability renders a credit union more vulnerable to 
acquisition” (2009, 5). In addition, the authors noted that when the website variable was 
categorized into an informational, interactive, or transactional level, the increasing 
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website sophistication is significantly associated with smaller likelihood of acquisition 
or failure (Goddard, McKillop, and Wilson 2009).
Financial Inclusion
Similar to the topic of online banking technology adoption’s impacts on financial 
institutions, the subject of financial inclusion has also been extensively covered in the 
literature. Scholars have examined different aspects of financial inclusion and shared 
their findings on strategies and recommendations for helping the low-income 
individuals (typically the underserved and unserved) access basic financial products 
and services to accumulate wealth. Some scholars focus on financial products and 
services, while others look at financial accessibility and banking accounts. First, let us 
examine financial inclusion from the aspect of financial products and services.
Financial Products and Services
Focusing on the betterment of financial products and services for the financial 
institutions and customers, Anguelov, Hilgert, and Hogarth (2004) stated that various 
electronic banking technologies available in the marketplace have tremendously 
expanded recently (Anguelov, Hilgert, and Hogarth 2004, 1). Anguelov and associates 
maintained that online banking ‘‘encompasses a broad range of established and 
emerging technologies’’ (2004, 1). “For financial institutions, such technologies as direct 
deposit, automated teller machines, and debit cards can speed processing and reduce 
costs.” Financial products and services such as “computer banking and stored-value 
payroll cards are viewed as ways to retain existing customers and attract unbanked and 
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underbanked consumers” (Anguelov, Hilgert, and Hogarth 2004, 1). This study 
suggests that with the right products and services, financial institutions can enhance 
their financial inclusion efforts.
While many financial institutions are racing to adopt online banking technology 
to make financial gains, Anguelov and associates stated, “not all banking services may 
be adaptable to electronic delivery. For a variety of reasons, some related to the product 
and others to consumer preferences, delivery channels for some products will probably 
remain more traditional” (Anguelov, Hilgert, and Hogarth 2004, 16). The authors 
further noted that while the number of online mortgage applications has increased 
recently, consumers may still prefer in-person interactions with staff at the financial 
institutions (2004, 16). In summary, Anguelov and associates stated that “consumers 
will not adopt a new financial product unless it reduces their costs and does not require 
them to change their behavior when using it” (2004, 10–11).
Financial Access
According to the definition from the United Nations' inter-agency task force on 
financing and development, financial inclusion is defined as providing sustainable and 
affordable financial services that can bring low-income people into the formal economy 
(United Nations 2016). The Center for Financial Inclusion defined financial inclusion as 
“a state in which all people who can use them have access to a full suite of quality 
financial services, provided at affordable prices, in a convenient manner, and with 
dignity for the clients” (The Center for Financial Inclusion, 2018). Additionally, 
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numerous scholars defined financial inclusion as having the access to formal financial 
services at an affordable cost for all members of an economy (primarily referred to low-
income groups). Typically, these financial services can range from opening a bank 
account and having access to affordable credit facilities (Appleyard 2011, 250; Diniz 
2012, 484).
In terms of accessibility, according to the Center for Financial Inclusion, access is 
referred to as “the availability to a given person of affordable and appropriate financial 
services,” which is frequently perceived as the goal of financial inclusion (The Center 
for Financial Inclusion 2018). However, as it is stated in the definition on their website, 
access is a complex construct to measure. Instead, “usage is often used as a proxy, 
although it can underestimate the number of households that have access because it 
fails to capture those who currently have access to a financial service but are not using 
it” (2018). As such, many researchers have studied financial inclusion from the usage 
perspective.
Bank Accounts
Several researchers focus on the aspects of owning bank accounts. For instance, 
Demirgüç-Kunt and Klapper (2013) defined financial inclusion as “the use of formal 
financial services with the following three indicators: (1) ownership of a bank account, 
(2) savings on a bank account, and (3) use of bank credit” (Demirgüç-Kunt and Klapper 
2013, 283-4).
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Ozili (2018) followed this line of thinking and declared that financial inclusion 
involves increasing the number of (mostly poor) individuals that have access to formal 
financial services mainly through having formal bank accounts (Ozili 2018, 331 and 
334). The author further stated that financial inclusion has positive effects for financial 
stability. Ozili elaborated on this and stated that a substantial increase in the number of 
small savers via greater financial inclusion would increase both the size and stability of 
the deposit base of financial institutions (Ozili 2018, 331). As Ozili noted, financial 
institutions can considerably benefit from low-income, small saver's participation in the 
mainstream financial system. Ozili also stated, “an inclusive financial system is 
desirable” where low-income individuals can access mainstream system and save, and 
financial institutions can remain sustainable and stable to provide opportunity to all 
and benefit all (Ozili 2018, 331).
Some other researchers also pointed out that the simple existence of a savings 
account, the process, as well as the amount saved are all important elements of asset 
accumulation and financial inclusion. According to Sherranden and associates, all 
matter (Sherranden et alia 2005, 198).
Caskey advocated for financial inclusion and stressed that the purpose of joining 
the financial mainstream is to help the unbanked “build savings and improve their 
credit-risk profiles, in order to lower their cost of payment services, eliminate a common 
source of stress, and gain access to lower-cost mainstream credit” (Caskey 2005, 149). In 
his 2005 study, Caskey pointed out that “many of the poor do not use the same types of 
financial services or products as the middle class” (2005, 147). A study by Ouma, 
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Odongo, and Were confirmed that online banking adoption has a significant impact on 
the amounts people saved (Ouma, Odongo, and Were 2017, 29). Tying online banking 
to wealth accumulation, their findings showed that those individuals who used online 
banking were more likely to save than those who did not  (Ouma, Odongo, and Were 
2017).
The Banked and Unbanked
The poor and low-income individuals not only use different financial products 
and services, but also have different banking status; i.e., banked and unbanked (and 
underbanked). Pruss defined “unbanked” as individuals who do not have a bank 
account and “underbanked” as those who supplement their bank account with 
alternative financial services like check cashiers (Pruss 2016). The author stated that 
both underbanked and unbanked households are typically constrained to rely on non-
bank or fringe financial institutions’ products and services with higher interest rates, 
such as payday lending (Pruss 2016). Because the low-income, unbanked individuals 
and the recently immigrated often are excluded from accessing affordable banking 
products and services, they usually have little choice but to use more costly, fringe 
financial products and services (De Dios 2015).
According to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) report, 
unbanked individuals are those who have not held a checking account, a savings 
account or other type of transaction or check cashing account at an insured depository 
financial institution (Burhouse et alia 2016, 1). When individuals open an account at a 
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federally insured institution, they establish a mainstream banking relationship that 
provides them the opportunity to deposit funds securely, conduct basic financial 
transactions, accumulate savings, and access credit on fair and affordable terms 
(Burhouse et alia 2016, 11).
Aiming to connect the unbanked to mainstream financial services and to 
facilitate online saving and asset accumulation, as indicated previously, Beverly and 
associates noted that “savings kept outside of formal financial institutions are less 
secure [and] are more susceptible to consumption pressures and temptations,” not to 
mention they are not drawing interest or gaining tax benefits (Beverly et alia 2005, 167).
Yet, not all scholars subscribe to this belief. Servon noted that not having a bank 
account or use it does not imply that “you are somehow deficient in some way” (Servon 
2018). Alternative financial institutions can be helpful in providing basic financial 
products and services to the low-income people (Servon 2018). Nevertheless, there 
remain many people (especially low-income individuals) who do not have a 
relationship with the banking system, formal or informal. They are not financially 
included and have little or no access to basic financial products and services.
Digital Readiness
It has been reported that those credit unions that adopt online banking 
technology are adding members at a faster rate than those that do not offer online 
banking services. For example, using data from the December 2015 National Credit 
Union Association Call Reports, the Credit Union Digital Readiness study measured 
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credit unions' digital capabilities on a scale of 0 to 100, based on access services 
provided, and found that the fastest growing credit unions offer their customers the 
ability to bank and borrow online and via mobile banking apps. The digital adoption 
score calculated in the study assigns equal weights to all the 24 online services 
potentially offered by a credit union. For example, if a credit union offers 20 of 24 online 
banking services, it will have a digital adoption score of 83. The study found that, from 
six months prior, credit unions with the highest digital adoption scores (more than 75) 
tended to grow their membership the fastest (by an average of 2.63 percent). 
Contrasting that, the least digitally advanced credit unions (with scores below 25) 
exhibited a decrease (–0.24 percent) in their membership base (Orem 2016).
The sames study also found that asset growth showed a similar trend as 
membership. Credit unions with the highest scores experience the most rapid asset 
growth. For example, the most digitally advanced credit unions had asset growth of 
3.85 percent, compared to asset reduction (–1.12 percent) for the least digitally advanced 
credit unions (2016). Moreover, the Credit Union Digital Readiness study found that the 
largest credit unions (by assets) tended to be far more digitally advanced than the 
smallest institutions. It concluded that there is a real risk for the smallest credit unions 
not investing in online banking technology. If credit unions want to grow and prosper, 
they will need to invest in digital capabilities (Orem 2016). I should point out that this 
study was correlational and used only two time measurement points.
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Summary
Taken together, these works referenced paint a picture of the context in which 
financial institutions can leverage online banking technology adoption to advance their 
financial inclusion efforts. That is, by providing more convenient accessibility to 
previously unbanked and underbanked, more low-income individuals can be brought 
to the mainstream financial system and thus facilitating savings and wealth 
accumulation.
Sherranden (2015) stated that numerous financial inclusion strategies utilizing 
modern online technology are targeting lower-income people to help and motivate 
them to save. Because low-income people usually have lower levels of savings, these 
approaches are intended to help them “develop a saving habit”(2005, 13). Sherranden 
claimed many scholars “recognize that electronic banking will one day provide 
unprecedented opportunities to make saving instruments available to the poor” 
(Sherranden 2005, 14).
As the growth in smartphone use, even in low-income communities, continues to 
increase, the demand for online banking services will likely to increase. In turn, it will 
likely to place those low-income credit unions (LICUs) that do not adopt online 





The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between the adoption 
of online banking technology by low-income credit unions (LICUs) and the 
effectiveness of their financial inclusion efforts; that is bringing more low-income 
unbanked and underbanked people into the financial mainstream, thus facilitating 
savings and wealth accumulation. As such, I plan to examine the prospect that LICUs' 
online banking technology adoption enhances their ability to reach and serve more 
members of low-income communities and provide more convenient access to more 
affordable financial services. Simply put, does the adoption of online banking 
technology by low-income credit unions help attract more members? Also, do any 
efficiencies from these technologies get passed on to credit union members in the form 
of more favorable rates and fees? Because I wish to not only evaluate the proposition 
that online banking technology is actually reaching more members of low-income 
communities, but also investigate the reasons a financial institution may decide to offer 
online banking or not, as well as any consequences of those decisions, I will employ a 
mixed methods research strategy. The former question will be evaluated quantitatively, 
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while the latter will be addressed qualitatively, as shall be described in the following 
sections.
Quantitative Study: Impact of Online Banking on Membership
The objective of the quantitative portion of this study is two-fold: (1) to evaluate 
hypothesized causal relationships between the adoption of online banking technology 
and differences in membership levels and membership growth in low-income credit 
unions (as an indicator of financial inclusion), and (2) to identify LICU candidates for 
additional follow-up qualitative analysis.
To uncover potential relationships between the adoption of online banking 
technology by low-income credit unions and attracting more people from low-income 
communities into the financial system, I shall use a latent curve model (LCM) analysis 
of longitudinal NCUA's Call Report data which are described below. (As noted, this 
quantitative analysis will be supplemented with qualitative analysis of selected LICUs.) 
The purpose of this quantitative analysis is to determine the degree to which, if any, an 
LICU's online banking technology adoption relates to the LICU's success in promoting 
financial inclusion as measured by membership. That is, I will evaluate assumed causal 
relationships between the adoption of online banking technology and LICU 
membership growth, stability or decline. This is elaborated below in the section on 
Quantitative Analysis.
The core quantitative analysis method I shall use, latent curve modeling, is 
known by various names in the literature, including latent growth models (LGM), latent 
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trajectories models (LTMs), and latent curve analysis (LCA), among others. For this 
study, I will adopt the term latent curve model (LCM) to “underscore the emphasis on 
individual patterns of trajectories of behavior over time while avoiding the implication 
that such trajectories must include systematic increases or decreases (i.e., growth) to be 
estimated within this framework” (Curran and Hussong 2003, 3).
LCM is well suited to investigating time-dependent associations in longitudinal 
data, including accounting for autocorrelation (Acock 2010). It is deemed especially 
appropriate for use with panel data, permitting not only evaluation of directed 
dependencies, but also any systematic changes in those dependencies over time (Kline 
2005). A great benefit of a structural approach to LCM is that each variable can be 
allowed to contain some measurement error, which is contrary to conventional 
statistical procedures which assume that there is no measurement error (Acock 1999, 
15). Results of the quantitative analyses will also be used for identifying prospective 
LICU candidates for additional follow-up qualitative analysis, which will be detailed 
below in the section on qualitative data analysis.
Given that the quantitative portion of this study is quasi-experimental, a brief 
clarification should be made about causal inference and structural equation models; of 
which latent curve models are a subset. Bollen and Pearl address the myth that 
structural equation models “aim to establish causal relations from associations alone” 
(Bollen and Pearl 2013). They explain that structural equation modeling “is an inference 
engine that takes in two inputs, qualitative causal assumptions and empirical data, and 
derives two logical consequences of these inputs: quantitative causal conclusions and 
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statistical measures of fit for the testable implications of the assumptions” (2013). In 
other words, causal relations in a model are specified based on theory before they are 
tested. Structural equation modeling does not establish causal relations, but rather 
provides a framework in which those proposed causal relations may be evaluated. The 
authors continue to explain that “[f]itting the data does not ‘prove’ the causal 
assumptions, but it makes them tentatively more plausible” (Bollen and Pearl 2013, 
309).
The latent curve model (LCM) technique is based on the premise that a set of 
observed repeated measures can be used to estimate an unobserved, underlying 
trajectory that gives rise to those repeated measures. Latent curve modeling permits 
estimation of the mean starting level and mean rate of change over time for an observed 
process (in this context, LICU membership size), the variance in the starting points and 
the variance in the rates of change, the covariance between starting points and rates of 
change, and the time-specific residual variances. Taken together, these parameters 
capture (1) the mean growth trajectories for the overall group, (2) the degree of 
variability across individual trajectories around the mean values, and (3) the amount of 
time-specific variance in the repeated measures not explained by the underlying 
trajectory process (Curran and Hussong 2003, 5).
Latent curve models also allow for the inclusion of additional observed and 
latent variables that are thought to play an explanatory role. For example, if the 
adoption of online banking technology (as depicted in Figure 4.1) has an influence on 
attracting new members, we should expect to see a difference in the initial level or slope 
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for membership size between those LICUs that were technology early adopters and 
those that were late or never adopters.
An effect on financial inclusion attributable to the adoption of online banking 
technology is not expected to be instantaneous. Other identified relevant studies used 
data sets that were considerably limited in the span of time covered; such as one-time 
surveys or only three years of observations. Yet, a few studies did try to account for 
such a time lag; e.g., Furst 2002 (107, note 28), Dow 2007 (444), Goddard et alia 2002 
(2337). Most notable, Furst et alia (2002), using survey data, described using a five-
quarter lag. It is not clear, however, from the text if the rationale for selecting five 
quarters was based on theory, observation, or limitations of the data set. Halili also 
suggested a two-year lag (2014). While there is some minor disagreement on the precise 
time lag to expect, because this study is not about the intervention effects of technology 
adoption on individual LICUs (for example, not before and after), but rather differences 
in membership growth among LICUs and the relative time since adopting online 
banking technology, there is some tolerance as long as the lag is reasonable and 
consistently applied. All the same, the time component will be included in the form of 
number of years online banking has been offered, which also limits any lag to whole 
year intervals.
In preparation for the LCM portion of the study, I examined bivariate relations 
between selected variables from the Call Reports, as well as use selected statistical 
techniques, where appropriate, to evaluate distributions, assess the degree to which 
assumptions of LCM are met, and identify outliers. Following the initial quantitative 
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analysis portion of the study, I identify representative LICUs (see LICU Candidate 
Selection section below) as potential candidates for the interviews and qualitative 
portion of the study.
Much of the descriptive statistical analyses were performed with the general-
purpose statistical software program, Stata (version 15.1). The latent curve modeling, 
however, was performed with Mplus (version 8.1). While Stata does provide facilities 
for estimating latent curve models under its general structural equation modeling 
(SEM) package, Mplus is specifically designed as a structural equation modeling 
program and is well suited for estimating growth models. It has a domain-specific 
language, as well as many defaults and warnings that reduce the likelihood of mis-
specifying a model. That said, the models were also estimated in Stata as a check. While 
there was near-perfect agreement, results from Mplus will be reported herein.
The Conceptual Growth Model
Based on my research topic and the hypothesis stated previously, a basic, 
conceptual growth model of how the adoption of online banking technology might 


























Figure 4.1. Conceptual Model of Online Banking Technology Adoption
and LICUs’ Membership Growth
In this conceptual model, the central observed and latent variables are (1) online 
banking technology adoption level during the study period, (2) the initial level of 
membership at the beginning of the study period (intercept), and (3) the mean growth 
rate in membership over the study period (slope). The initial level and growth rates are 
analogous to the intercept and slope in the trajectories of membership across time. The 
online banking technology adoption variable is to differentiate LICUs by the length of 
time they have provided online banking, including those that still have not. Also shown 
are the annual membership counts, which are indicators for the latent variables.
For illustration purposes, there are two additional variables in the conceptual 
model. The first, LICU Size, represents the assets held by an LICU (in this case, at the 
start of the study time frame). Inclusion of this covariate is to account for differences in 
financial resources available to an LICU that could play a role in its ability to adopt 
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online banking technology. The additional covariate in this illustration might be, for 
example, the age of the LICU at the start of the study period, to account for lag or 
maturation effects, or another institutional or membership characteristic believed 
partially to account for differences in membership. For the sake of diagram simplicity, 
the independent variable and control variables in the conceptual model illustration are 
shown as time-invariant; however, any of these explanatory variables could be included 
as time-varying if the temporal dynamics of these variables are believed to be 
explanatory; such as the number of branches. To recap, if the adoption of online 
banking technology has an influence on reaching and attracting additional members (or 
retaining current members), we should expect to see its impact on the initial level or 
slope (growth) for LICU membership size, accounting for other possibly explanatory 
factors.
Data for the Quantitative Study
“Virtually all empirical credit union research uses NCUA Call Report data” 
(Bauer 2008, 576). Most data for the quantitative portion of my study will come from 
Call Reports, which are quarterly survey data collected by the National Credit Union 
Administration. Financial institutions regulated in the United States are required to file 
periodic reports with their respective regulators and other parties. For credit unions, 
this means they must file quarterly Call Reports with the National Credit Union 
Administration (NCUA). While the format and content requirements of the Call Reports 
have evolved over the years, they typically contain key financial data (e.g., assets, 
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obligations, types, amounts, and sizes of loans), as well as information on the 
institution’s operations, facilities, and membership. However, depending on size of the 
institution, not all credit unions were required historically to participate in the first and 
third quarter surveys.
Because Call Report data are summary in nature, it is not possible to know the 
income level of members. As such, it cannot be determined with certainty whether new 
additions in membership associated with offering online banking actually reflect 
individuals from low-income communities. To address this, I have chosen to limit this 
study to credit union that have received “low-income” designation. Since low-income 
designation requires at least 50 percent of a credit union's membership have a family 
income 80 percent or below the median family income for the metropolitan area where 
they reside, this will serve as a proxy for income level.
Sample Selection
The sample for my study will be those credit unions that are officially designated 
by the NCUA as “Limited Income Credit Unions” (also known as low-income credit 
unions), between the years of 2012 and 2018. An LICU that reports the availability of a 
transactional website or offering mobile banking will be considered as having adopting 
online banking technology. The presence of a transactional website indicates that those 
low-income credit unions are able to provide, at least, basic deposit, withdraw, and 
funds transfer services online.
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The years to be included in the quantitative portion of the study are chosen to 
maximize the number of available cases while reducing the impact of cases whose 
membership dynamics are likely influenced by other external factors; such as policy 
changes at the federal government level (e.g., credit unions active and designated as 
low-income in all years). In the year 2000, there were 638 credit unions in the United 
States with low-income designation. By 2008, the number had grown to 1,089 certified 
LICUs and remained quite stable for the following three years. However, in late 2011, as 
part of a relief and recovery package for drought-stricken states (NAFCU 2012), roughly 
a thousand credit unions were made eligible for low-income designation. As of 
December 2015, the number of LICUs stood at 2,304; a nearly 106% increase in only four 
years. During those same years, there was a corresponding large increase in the number 
of LICUs that had adopted online banking technology; suggesting that the group of 
newly-designated LICUs had a higher rate of online banking technology than the group 
of LICUs that existed before the legislation. Figure 4.2 below depicts trends in the 
annual percent of LICUs that report offering online banking, as well as the average 
membership size from the year 2000 to 2018.
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Figure 4.2. Average LICU Membership Size and 
Percent of Online Banking Adoption by Year
As may be observed, there were sizable discontinuities between 2011 and 2012 in 
growth trends for the percent of LICUs offering online banking as well as average 
membership size. Since this discontinuity corresponds with the enactment of the relief 
legislation, this raises the possibility that the legislation had a transformative impact on 
the population of LICUs. If so, it also raises the possibility that those credit unions that 
recently received low-income designation as a result of legislative intervention may be 
systematically different in terms of their operations, resources, reason, timing of 
technology adoption and even populations served. Because the specific impacts of the 
aforementioned legislative intervention would be nearly impossible to isolate, the 
LICUs selected for this study will be limited to those credit unions designated as low 
income for all years of the study period (i.e., the years of 2012 and 2018).
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Moreover, in the early 2000s (prior to the proliferation of smartphones, especially 
in low-income communities), there were only a few LICUs that reported having 
adopted online banking technology. For instance, in year 2000, a mere 37 LICUs 
reported that they had adopted online banking technology. The number of adopters 
grew steadily surpassing 500 LICUs by 2010. By 2012, the number had more than 
doubled, and by December 2018 had reached nearly 2,000. The very low technology 
adoption rates among LICUs in the early years of this century, and resulting sparse 
covariance matrices, may pose obstacles to statistical analysis; for example, identifying 
stable maximum likelihood solutions. Because of the low adoption rates, as well as the 
relatively low access to computers and smartphones in low-income communities, these 
earlier years will be excluded from the growth model portion of the study. Also, 
because of the potential impact on the population of LICUs from the above mentioned 
drought-relief legislation, years prior to 2012 will also not be considered.
Variables and Measurement
MEMBERSHIP (DEPENDENT VARIABLE)
As explained earlier, this study is intended to explore the proposition that those 
LICUs that best adapt to their changing environments (for example, by embracing 
online banking) are likely to be those that also exhibit superior success in achieving 
their community development objectives. For this study, I will operationalize success in 
financial inclusion as an increasing number of LICU members. Membership growth will 
be considered an indicator of the relative success of an LICU in achieving its 
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community development objectives with regard to financial inclusion. As such, my 
dependent variable will indicate the number of members reported by the LICUs 
annually in December (account code 083 in the Call Report).
ONLINE BANKING (INDEPENDENT VARIABLE)
Historically, Call Reports had a variable indicating the level of web-site service 
offered (account code 892A), with the highest level being “transactional.” Reporting the 
presence of a transactional website indicates that the credit union had adopted some 
level of online banking technology. That code appears to have been depreciated after 
2008 in the Call Reports (although it does still present in the raw data files available 
from the NCUA). However, because of how the survey question item is worded, 
account code 892B can also provide indication of online banking technology adoption.
In the Call Report survey, credit unions are instructed to enter the number of 
members who use their online banking service, or leave item 892B blank if they do not 
offer transactional online banking. My comparison of account codes 892A and 892B 
from the December 2008 Call Reports found perfect agreement between reported 
“transactional” websites in 892A and non-zero member usage values in 892B. Likewise, 
there was perfect agreement between the absence of a transaction website in 892A and 
values of zero for member usage in 892B. Examination of the December 2018 raw Call 
Report data files found similarly near-perfect agreement between the two variables. 
This suggests that account code 892B is a reliable indicator of online banking technology 
adoption. In addition, account code 886H, introduced in 2009, indicates if a credit union 
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offers mobile banking. Very few LICUs offer mobile banking without also offering 
online banking (website based). Reasons for this will be addressed in the qualitative 
portion of the study. A non-zero value for either of these two variables will be 
considered indication that a credit union offers online banking.
CONTROL VARIABLES
Various characteristics associated with technology adoption by credit unions and 
their impacts have been reported (DeYoung et alia 2007, 1035; Fuentes et alia 2007, 5). 
Key among them, for example, is institution size (i.e., the size of assets). The size of an 
LICU, in terms of assets, can indicate resources available to implement online banking 
services. Other factors notwithstanding (such as mergers and acquisitions), larger credit 
unions may exhibit different characteristic growth curves, as well as be at different 
points on those curves, than smaller credit unions. For this reason, an indicator of credit 
union size (assets, account code 010) will be included.
With regards to mergers and acquisitions, the National Credit Union 
Administration asks credit unions if they have completed a merger or acquisition that 
“qualifies for Business Combination Accounting on or after January 1, 2009.” 
Unfortunately, there is no indication in the Call Reports for credit unions that were 
themselves acquired through a merger or acquisition; they simply become listed as not 
active (as do those that cease operation for other reasons). For this study, I will include 
only those LICUs that are listed as active for all years in the study period. This will 
eliminate direct analysis those LICUs that were acquired by another credit union.
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However, since an LICU that was acquired by another credit union will likely 
have an impact on the acquiring institution (e.g., in membership, assets, etc.), I will 
include the number of branches an LICU has (account code 566) as a time-varying 
covariate. While not a perfect indicator, this should reflect sizable changes in 
membership from sources other than technology adoption, such mergers or 
acquisitions, or the opening or closing of branches. One limitation of requiring that an 
LICU be active during all years of the study period is that those LICUs that ceased 
operation for reasons other than merger or acquisition will be invisible to this study. 
Consequently, claims about credit union survival rates and technology adoption cannot 
be made in this study. The risk of being acquired, however, has been addressed by 
Goddard et alia (2009) in which they report that “credit unions with no website are at 
the highest risk of acquisition. There is also some evidence that the risk of acquisition is 
further reduced for credit unions with interactive and transactional websites, 
respectively” (Goddard et alia 2009, 247–8).
ENDOGENEITY AND INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
It was suggested that there might be an issue with endogeneity with regard to 
technology adoption and the latent variables; such as omitted variables or simultaneity. 
To address such endogeneity threats, a number of instrumental variables (IV) were 
considered for inclusion. Identifying instruments that correlate with the explanatory 
variable of interest (technology adoption) but show little effect on the dependent 
variables proved challenging. The primary reason for this is because many credit 
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unions have association-based fields of membership as opposed to geographically-
based memberships. This can be especially true for larger credit unions that serve a 
geographically dispersed membership. This means many commonly used instruments, 
such as from the population and housing census or economic census, were found to 
exhibit relatively low correlations with a credit union's decision to adopt online banking 
at a common geographic entity level (e.g., region, State, county, etc.). 
In spite of this, because low-income community credit unions and those with 
faith-based or employment-based fields of membership often serve smaller geographic 
areas, potential instrumental variables (among of those external to the credit union) will 
be those available at the county level and correspond to the reported location of the 
main office or branch. Some instrumental variables considered are mean housing costs 
and education level in the counties. Additional potential instrumental variables specific 
to each credit union are also considered; such as potential for membership growth 
(because of its field of membership, a small faith-based credit union may have little 
potential for growth, whereas a larger employment-based credit union may have a 
larger potential for membership growth), office occupancy expense (account code 250) 
and employee compensation and benefits (account code 210) normalized for total non-
interest expenses (account code 671).
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Qualitative Study: Meaning behind the Numbers
Rationale for Applying Qualitative Study
Credit unions are service oriented, where social action, interactions, and 
relationships can play important roles. While numerical data and statistics are useful, 
they do not always reflect reality as accurately as claimed (Abbott 1997, 1152). 
Mintzberg notes, “systematic hard data can create the foundation for theories, but it is 
the richness of the anecdotal, soft data that helps uncover and explain different kinds of 
relationships in quantitative, hard data” (Mintzberg 1979, 587).
Analysis of quantitative data from the Call Reports should reveal if there exists a 
relation between LICUs’ online banking technology adoption and accomplishing their 
financial inclusion objectives as measured by membership change. In order to 
investigate further possible explanations for the findings from the quantitative portion 
of this study within a real-world context, I incorporate interviews and qualitative 
methods to move beyond the comfort of numbers and to further examine the what and 
why (Yin 2003).
The qualitative analyses augment the quantitative portion of the study, adding 
reasons to trends, and sometimes explain departures from expectation. For example, 
when the findings in a given credit union appear contrary to general trends found in 
the quantitative analysis of the study, these methods can help explain what makes this 
case different? Accordingly, I utilize qualitative methods (described below), 
emphasizing in-depth interviews to uncover motivating factors driving LICUs' 
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decisions regarding the adoption of online banking technology, their expectations, and 
consequences of those decisions.
LICU Interview Candidate Selection
Sixteen LICU interview candidates were selected based as closely as possible on 
classification in a two-by-two matrix of LICU technology-adoption (non-adopter vs. 
adopter) by change in their membership (weaker membership growth or stronger 
decline vs. stronger membership growth or weaker decline), with each LICU falling into 
one of the four categories (see Table 4.1). Summary characteristics of the sixteen selected 
LICUs are provided in Chapter 6 (Table 6.2).
The selection of cases relied on the results of basic quantitative analyses and 
were not random, but purposeful. The purposeful sampling approach can yield cases 
that offer "insights and in-depth understandings rather than empirical generalizations" 
(Patton 2002, 230).
Table 4.1
LICU Interview Candidate Selection Cross-Classification 









Online Banking Technology 
Adoption
+ / − + / +
No Online Banking 
Technology Adoption
 − / −  − / +
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To facilitate access, I utilized aspects of “convenience sampling” and 
“opportunistic sampling” (Patton 2002; Marshall and Rossman 2006). In that regard, I 
selected most cases from within North Carolina, but given the relatively low number of 
non-adopting credit unions in 2018, as well as willingness to participate, cases were 
drawn from States throughout the broader Southeast. Another challenge was finding 
LICUs that had not adopted online banking technology and were also willing to 
participate. As Marshall and Rossman point out, a critical issue to be considered is 
balancing the challenges between do-ability and want-to-do-ability (Marshall and 
Rossman 2006, 10–11).
North Carolina has a large, accessible pool of LICUs (43 as of December 2018) 
from which to choose interview candidates. Selecting candidates mostly from the 
Southeast, in general, and North Carolina, in particular, provided benefits beyond 
facilitating access, especially with regard to demographics and needs of the 
communities these LICUs serve. North Carolina has experienced strong low-income 
population in-migration from other states and nations. Gill and Weissman stated that 
population growth has been strong among African-Americans and Latinos in recent 
years, especially the Latino population, which has grown at triple-digit rates in North 
Carolina and other southern states (Gill and Weissman 2011, 173). Moreover, Hispanics 
represent a crucial component of credit unions’ growth strategies (De Dios 2013), yet, 
they are still the largest, fastest growing, youngest, and most underserved, unbanked 
ethnic population in the United States. Many credit unions are seizing this growth 
opportunity (Rodgers 2013).
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Data Sources and Acquisition
Central to the qualitative portion of this study is information about the selected 
low-income credit unions gained from interviewing informants at those institutions. 
However, the use of multiple sources of evidence can facilitate the development of 
converging lines of inquiry and a process of triangulation. As Eisenstadht notes, the 
triangulation made possible by multiple data collection methods provides stronger 
substantiation of constructs and hypotheses (Eisenstadht 1989, 537). Yin also notes that 
with data triangulation, the potential problems of construct validity can be addressed 
because the multiple sources of evidence essentially provide multiple measures of the 
same phenomenon (Yin 2003, 102). As such, where relevant and possible, the interviews 
were supplemented by external documentary information.
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
Firstly, it should be emphasized that the subjects of these studies are the credit 
unions, per se, not the informants granting the interview. Information gathered is about 
the institutions. Nevertheless, while no person is the subject of this study, these 
interviews were conducted, and shall be reported in a manner that ensures the privacy 
and anonymity of both the credit unions and the informants. Pseudonyms were 
assigned to each credit union that generally reflect their field of membership. In 
addition to protecting privacy, assuring anonymity also facilitated openness.
Although I intended to pursue a consistent line of inquiry with semi-structured 
and ordered interview questions, I soon found a more conversational, fluid stream of 
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interview questions to be more productive. This approach better established a rapport, 
putting the informant more at ease and amenable to providing more in-depth 
responses. Each interview addressed similar questions while allowing for the flexibility 
to probe for further detail, clarification, or contrast of issues that arose during the 
interviews. Many LICUs, especially those that do not offer online banking, are smaller-
scaled and do not have an IT person, let alone an IT department. As such, the 
informants were often at higher, general management levels.
Because some individuals key to an LICU's decision to adopt online banking 
technology were no longer with the institution, or their memories of the circumstances 
and events leading up to those decisions were faint, I also supplemented the interviews 
by examining documentary sources about selected LICUs in some cases. These sources 
included newspaper articles, trade journal articles/reports, press releases, and even 
social media. For instance, while investigating a sharp decline in membership at one 
institution, a search for news about that institution revealed a scandal that received 
considerable local media attention and coincided in time with that drop in membership.
Qualitative Analysis
Data analysis consists of “examining, categorizing, tabulation, testing, or 
otherwise recombining both quantitative and qualitative evidence to address the initial 
propositions of a study” (Yin 2003, 109). The LICU interviews were the key 
informational resource for this portion of the study and I began evaluating them as they 
become available, as well as reevaluating them in light of new information as the study 
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progressed. This practice was most useful for refining the labels used to mark up text 
fragment for later analysis.
To analyze of the interviews, I used content analysis methods on transcripts of 
those interviews. Content analysis is considered “a perfect fit” for conducting 
communication research as this method “aims at describing, with optimum objectivity, 
precision, and generality” (Lasswell et alia, 1952 IN Kirilenko and Step 2014, 172).
However, content analysis of any sizable document collection can be very time-
consuming, especially the initial document mark-up stage. To aid in the data 
management and analysis at this stage, I used a computer-assisted qualitative data 
analysis package (CAQDAS). Specifically, NVivo (version 12.3) was used to classify the 
credit unions by whether they offered online banking or not and by their relative 
membership change (weaker membership growth or stronger decline verse stronger 
membership growth or weaker decline). Next, I coded text fragments within the 
interviews, assigning labels that identify specific topics or themes (what NVivo refers to 
a “nodes”). The coded interviews where then analyzed for broader themes, 
relationships and patterns. Word frequency tables and  interactive key-word in context 
diagrams (“word trees”) were also consulted to identify high meaning-bearing terms 
and to inspect their usage within the interviews. NVivo's cluster analysis tool was also 
used to identify similarities between and difference among the individual credit unions, 
as well as themes. This was particularly useful in organizing the structure of Chapter 6 
(Qualitative Results), in which the key themes identified were tied together in a 
narrative form that addresses the research questions in this study.
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CHAPTER 5
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: IMPACT OF ONLINE BANKING ON LOW-INCOME 
CREDIT UNION MEMBERSHIP
Introduction
It has been posited that online banking can help reach the previously unbanked 
and underbanked members of our communities and further facilitate savings by 
providing them with convenient access to financial products and services. In fact, 
Stegman notes that online banking is about financial inclusion, bringing unbanked 
people into the financial mainstream, facilitating savings by providing people with 
access to bank accounts, and helping them build assets for their future (1999, 170–173). 
The primary way in which the adoption of online banking technology is thought to 
improve accessibility is by permitting financial institutions to reach new members in 
communities and rural areas where it is often financially unsustainable to maintain a 
brick-and-mortar branch; the technology enables community members to have a virtual 
branch bank in their pocket (McGarvey 2014). It is believed that online banking 
facilitates the provision of financial services that are both accessible and affordable 
(Burhouse, et. al. 2014), but is this actually occurring? There is reported evidence that 
those credit unions that adopt online banking are adding members at a faster rate than 
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those that do not offer online banking (e.g., “Digital Readiness” study), but are there 
other factors that might account for observed differences in membership growth?
In this chapter, I investigate quantitatively the relationship between the adoption 
of online banking technology by low-income credit unions (LICUs) and their 
effectiveness in promoting financial inclusion. LICUs were chosen because the 
“designation is a recognition available to credit unions that predominately serve low-
income members” (NCUA 2015). That is to say, I evaluate the assumed causal 
relationship between the adoption of online banking technology and differences in 
membership levels and membership change in those credit unions recognized as 
serving a predominately low-income membership base. To assess these potential 
relationships, I use a latent curve modeling (LCM) method to analyze longitudinal Call 
Report data (described below). As indicated in the previous chapter, latent curve 
modeling is well suited to investigating time-dependent associations in longitudinal 
data, including accounting for autocorrelation (Acock 2010). Given that this quantitative 
portion of the study is quasi-experimental, I shall reiterate that latent curve modeling 
does not “aim to establish causal relations from associations alone.” Rather, it is “an 
inference engine that takes in two inputs, qualitative causal assumptions and empirical 
data, and derives two logical consequences of these inputs: quantitative causal 
conclusions and statistical measures of fit for the testable implications of the 
assumptions” (Bollen and Pearl 2013, 309).
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Summary Statistics of Select Variables
As described in Chapter 4, the credit unions included in this study are those that 
were both “active” (in operation) for the entire study time frame and designated as low-
income. Cases with missing data were also eliminated. Within the years 2012 to 2018, 
these restrictions yield 1,262 LICUs for latent curve modeling analysis. Fewer than 
twenty low-income credit unions were eliminated for having opened after the start of 
the study time frame (i.e., 2012). It should be noted that some low-income credit unions 
that were excluded for not being active all seven years could be excluded, not because 
they liquidated, but because they were acquired by another institution. Industry-wide, 
there have been several acquisitions and mergers in recent years. As Goddard and 
associates reported, “credit unions with no website were at the highest risk of 
acquisition” and that “the risk of acquisition decreased as the level of website 
sophistication and capability increased” (Goddard et alia 2008, 249). Reasons why an 
LICU becomes inactive are not determinable from the Call Reports or other readily 
available data, and statements on LICU survival are beyond the scope of this study.
Prior to performing the latent curve analysis, I examined the distributions and 
bivariate relations between selected variables from the Call Reports to assess the degree 
to which assumptions of LCM are met and identify outliers. Much of the descriptive 
statistical analyses were performed with the general-purpose statistical software 
program, Stata (version 15.1). 
In 2012, there were 6,960 active credit unions, of which 1,897 were designed as 
low-income (27.3%). By 2018, the number of active credit unions had dropped to 5,492; 
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however, the number designed as low-income rose to 2,566 (46.7%). Two factors 
accounting for much of those changes are mergers and acquisitions, and legislative 
action allowing more credit unions to qualify for low-income designation (as noted in 
Chapter 4). Not all LICUs that presented in 2012 were still in operation by 2018, nor 
were all LICUs that presented in 2018 were in operation back in 2012. To repeat, the 
actual set of LICUs used in the latent curve analyses, however, include only those 1,262 
institutions that were consistently active, designated as low-income throughout the 
entire study time frame, and had no missing data.
Table 5.1 presents select sample statistics for the key variables used from the Call 
Reports. While online banking technology in this study is measured in years, for 
presentation conciseness, the summary statistics in this table are grouped into three 
categories based on online technology adoption duration: (1) LICUs that were online 
banking never adopters, (2) LICUs that were online banking late adopters, and (3) 
LICUs that were online banking early adopters. “Never adopters” refers to those LICUs 
that had not adopted online banking neither before nor during the study time frame. 
“Late adopters” refers to those LICUs that did adopt online banking, but only relatively 
recently. Since any effect on membership attributable to the adoption of online banking 
technology is not expected to be instantaneous, a lag has been included from the year an 
LICU first reports offering online banking services to when any noticeable impact is to 
be expected. As noted in Chapter 4, Furst and associates described using a five-quarter 
lag to account for a delayed effect after adopting online banking (Furst et alia 2002). 
However, because the resolution of the Call Report data used is one year, the lag used 
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here was rounded up to two years for the purpose of classifying the LICUs into the 
three online banking technology adoption categories mentioned above. As such, “late 
adopters” are operationalized as those LICUs that have adopted online banking 
technology but no earlier than one year before the start of the study time frame, while 
“early adopters” are those LICUs that adopted online banking technology at least two 
years before the start of the study time frame.
Table 5.1.
Select Summary Statistics for Sample LICUs, 2012 and 2018
Never-Adopting LICUs Late-Adopting LICUs Early-Adopting LICUs
Variable N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD)
Membership 2012 195 1230.87 1195.33 213 2907.41 4859.21 854 16292.82 28335.48
Membership 2018 195 1195.33 1073.45 213 2889.73 4712.49 854 19673.62 38268.04
Members Using OLB 2012 ― ― ― 213 329.42 703.96 854 6370.93 13293.97
Members Using OLB 2018 ― ― ― 213 886.91 1699.26 854 10236.53 24525.21
Size (Assets $MM) 2012 195 6.33 11.62 213 22.26 85.77 854 140.11 273.15
Size (Assets $MM) 2018 195 6.93 12.54 213 26.37 102.44 854 199.76 420.20
Branches 2012 195 1.02 0.54 213 1.22 0.75 854 3.67 4.13
Branches 2018 195 1.11 0.53 213 1.32 0.90 854 4.22 5.32
Years Tech Adopt 2012 195 ― ― 213 1.50 1.60 854 10.00 2.41
Years Tech Adopt 2018 195 ― ― 213 6.54 2.84 854 16.00 2.41
As may be seen in Table 5.1, there are clear differences in membership growth 
among the three levels of online banking technology adoption. For both the never 
adopting group and the late adopting group, there were modest declines in mean 
membership between 2012 and 2018. Among the never adopting LICUs, mean 
membership fell from 1,231 members to 1,195 ( 2.9%) and among the late adopting −
LICUs mean membership declined from 2,907 members to 2,890 ( 0.6%). In contrast, −
among the early adopting LICUs, there was noticeable increases in mean  membership 
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between 2012 and 2018. Mean membership rose from 16,923 members to 19,674 (+21%). 
Case plots reveal that the substantial jump in mean membership appears to be mostly 
the result of three LICUs with uncharacteristically large memberships in 2018. Closer 
inspection of these cases revealed that all three also have very permissive fields of 
membership and are headquartered within the top three States for population growth 
this decade according to the U.S. Bureau of the Census. While not presented in Table 
5.1, the annual membership count distributions were found to be highly skewed in all 
years of the study time frame.
There are also differences in the usage of online banking by the LICU members 
between late adopting and early adopting LICUs. For late adopting LICUs, the mean 
number of members who used online banking in 2012 was 329 (11% of membership); in 
2018, that figure rose to 887 members (31% of membership). For the early adopting 
LICUs, the mean numbers of members who used online banking in 2012 and 2018 were 
6,371 (39% or membership) and 10,237 (52% of membership), respectively. Here, too, the 
distributions of the number members who used online banking are noticeably skewed 
in all years.
While there are clear, observable differences in average membership and 
membership growth among the different online banking technology adoption level 
groups, a key part of this study investigates if there are other factors that could, at least 
partially, account for those differences. In the prior literature review and methodology 
chapters, several characteristics associated with credit unions and their impacts on 
membership were discussed. Of the many considered, size (as measured in assets) was 
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ultimately selected as a covariate in the subsequent latent curve analyses. Also selected 
was the number of branches.
Assets size is one indication of available resources; resources that, for example, 
can be used to adopt online banking technology or engage in other activities that can 
impact membership, such as marketing and community outreach. Sizable differences in 
average assets size among the three levels on online banking technology adoption are 
also evident in Table 5.1; as well as noticeable differences in assets growth between 2012 
and 2018 among the groups. Between 2012 and 2018, mean assets for the never adopting 
LICUs grew from $6.3MM to $6.9MM (9.5% change). During the same period, mean 
assets among the late adopters grew from $22.3MM to $26.4MM (18.5% change). Again, 
among the early adopting LICUs, assets size was noticeably larger and growth was 
much more dramatic. Between 2012 and 2018, mean assets among the early adopters 
grew from $140.1MM to $199.8MM (42.6% change). As is often the case with financial 
data, the annual assets size distributions were found to be highly skewed.
Changes in the number of branches can partially account for both changes in 
membership from opening a new branch in a previously underserved area (i.e., tapping 
into a new market), as well as members gained from an acquisition or merger. 
Membership change from opening a branch is likely to be more gradual compared with 
membership change due to an acquisition or merger, which is expected to be more 
instantaneous. This will be addressed in more detail in the qualitative analysis portion 
of this study where one LICU's rapid membership growth is explained as being largely 
from aggressive merging with smaller institutions that benefited for the resources of the 
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acquiring credit unions. Taking all these into consideration, relatively abrupt changes in 
membership corresponding to changes in the non-lagged number of branches is more 
likely indication that an appreciable portion of the membership change is the result of 
an LICU having engaged in a merger or acquisition. Referring back to Table 5.1, there 
was little difference in the average number of branches between the never adopting and 
the late adopting LICU, averaging about one branch in both 2012 and 2018; although 
there was somewhat greater variance and range in the number of branches among the 
late adopters. Here again, there were noticeable differences between the early adopting 
LICUs and the other two groups. In 2012, the mean number of branches among the 
early adopting LICUs was 3.7 and in 2018, 4.2 branches. Note, however, the standard 
deviation in 2018 was sizable as was the skewness. The maximum number of branches 
was 128 reported by an LICU based in Utah whose growth is likely from expanding its 
field of membership not only into multiple associations but also into other geographic 
regions including other western States.
Data relating to online banking in the Call Reports go back to the year 2000 only. 
As such, it is possible that a ceiling effect is occurring in a very small number of cases. 
For perspective, in the year 2000, there were only 37 LICUs reporting transactional level 
websites. Recognizing this small but possible bias, among the late adopting LICUs in 
the year 2012 the average number of years of technology adoption was 1.5 years, while 
in 2018 the average was 6.5 years. In comparison, among the early adopting LICUs the 
average years of technology adoption was 10.0 years in 2012 and 16.0 years in 2018.
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Latent Curve Analysis of Online Banking Technology Adoption and Membership
Modeling LICU Membership Growth
To assess the hypothesized impact of online banking technology adoption on 
financial inclusion (as measured by membership change in low-income credit unions), I 
used the latent curve modeling (LCM) method. Various model configurations were 
considered, with Figure 5.1 illustrating the most comprehensive. Two noticeable 
differences between this model and the conceptual model depicted in Chapter 4 are the 
inclusion of the number of branches as time-varying covariates and the addition of 





















































Figure 5.1. Model of Online Banking Technology Adoption and LICU Membership Change
In this model diagram, the central observed and latent variables are years of 
online banking technology adoption (Tech Adopt), the initial level of membership in the 
year 2012 (Latent Intercept), and the mean growth rate in membership over the study 
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period (Latent Slope). Annual membership counts are indicators for the latent variables. 
Also shown is the time-invariant covariate (Size) indicating LICU size in assets at the 
start of the study time frame, and the time-varying covariate, (Branch 2012–Branches 
2018), as well as three instrumental variables (Employ, Office, and Potential, described 
below).
As explained in Chapter 4, there is the possibility of an endogeneity problem 
with regard to technology adoption and the latent variables. To address that threat, a 
number of potential instrumental variables (IVs) were investigated, including many 
commonly used geographically focused variables pertaining to population, housing, 
and economic characteristics. These were found to exhibit relatively low correlations 
with a credit union's decision to adopt online banking at a common geographic entity 
level (e.g., region, state, county, etc.); possibly because many credit unions do not have 
geographically specific fields of membership. Credit union specific variables were also 
investigated for potential use as instrumental variables. Three were found to exhibit 
modest correlation with online banking technology adoption. These are (1) Employ 
variable: the percentage of total non-interest costs spent on employee compensation and 
benefits, (2) Office variable: the percentage of total non-interest costs spent on office 
occupancy expense, and (3) Potential variable: the percentage of potential membership 
actually realized.
With regard to endogeneity, allow me to draw attention to the two covariance 
paths between the disturbances of the Latent Intercept and Technology Adoption and 
between the Latent Slope and Technology Adoption. These are not optional 
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covariances, but necessary to ensure that the path parameters from Technology 
Adoption to the Latent Intercept and Latent Slope are estimated consistently, or as 
Antonakis and associates explain, “by consistent we mean that the estimate regarding 
the presumed causal relationship converges to the correct population parameter as the 
sample size increases” (Antonakis et alia 2010, 1086–7).
The inclusion of the number of branches as a time-varying covariate is to account 
for sizable changes in membership that might be explained in large part by expanding 
service area or the merger with or acquisition of another credit union. As explained in 
Chapter 4, a credit union that was acquired by another institution would not be directly 
included in the sample used because of the condition that LICUs be listed as "active" in 
the Call Report data for all years of the study period. Those LICUs not listed as active 
and that did not liquidate, however, would be picked up indirectly and almost 
immediately within the membership counts of the acquiring credit union.
To summarize, if the adoption of online banking technology has an influence on 
reaching and attracting additional members (or retaining current members), then we 
should expect to see parameter estimates that are significantly different from zero for 
the paths between Technology Adoption and the Latent Intercept or between 
Technology Adoption and the Latent Slope. A significant estimate for the path from 
Technology Adoption to the Latent Intercept indicates differences in initial membership 
size associated with online banking adoption. This could be a sign that LICUs that 
adopt online banking, especially the early adopting LICUs, are also different on some 
other characteristic. On the other hand, a significant estimate for the path from 
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Technology Adoption to the Latent Slope is an indication that online banking adoption 
is associated with differences in LICU membership growth.
Competing Models and Parameter Estimations
The model depicted in Figure 5.1, as noted, represents all of the variables and 
essential paths of the most comprehensive model considered. Other, more 
parsimonious models were also examined; both nested and not nested. In addition to 
the paths depicted in Figure 5.1, not shown are the estimated variances and 
covariances other than the three aforementioned covariances between the ―
disturbances of the Latent Variables and Technology Adoption. Variances were 
estimated for all exogenous variables, as were covariances between the time-invariant 
exogenous variables. Covariances between all years of the time-varying branch 
variables were also estimated. The intercepts of Membership at all seven time points 
were fixed at zero, which is customary and the default in Mplus. Earlier attempts at 
modeling Membership change found that estimating the covariances beyond three 
consecutive years provided little improvement in fit. While better fits could likely be 
achieved for each of the models considered here by customizing the covariances paths 
included in each model, this was not done. Instead, covariances paths among the 
annual membership variables were kept uniform at two consecutive years for all of the 
models presented to more consistently compare fits among them.
Mplus (version 8.1) was used to obtain parameter estimates and fit measures for 
each of the models considered. There were initial problems with convergence. As may 
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be seen in Table 5.1, typical values for LICU annual Membership and especially Assets 
Size are quite large. These variables also exhibited noticeable levels of skewness and 
astronomical variance. Mplus has a maximum allowed of variance 1,000,000 for any 
variable. Variance of Assets Size among the early adopting LICUs in 2018, for example, 
is on the order of 1.77×1017, several orders of magnitude above the maximum variance 
allowed in Mplus. I considered rescaling assets size and annual memberships to bring 
their variances to within Mplus's limits; however, these variables also exhibited large 
degrees of skewness. Therefore, I decided to transform these variables using the natural 
logarithm function. This both lowered variances to within the limits of Mplus as well as 
made the distributions of the variables far less skewed. These logarithmic 
transformations do, however, impact how parameter estimates should be interpreted, 
as will be discussed below.
MODEL 1: TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION EFFECT ON MEMBERSHIP SIZE AND GROWTH…..
This first model considered includes estimates of the variances and covariances 
for the exogenous instrumental variables as well as the variance of the now endogenous 
predictor variable Technology Adoption. In addition, paths are included from 
Technology Adoption to both the Latent Intercept and the Latent Slope. Key parameter 
estimates for this model are presented in Table 5.2 under the heading Model 1. With 
respect to the hypothesized effects of online banking technology adoption on 
membership, parameter estimates for the paths from Technology Adoption to the 
Latent Intercept and Latent Slope were both found to be significant at the 0.01 level.
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Because Membership was logarithmically transformed, the estimate of 0.255 for 
the path from Technology Adoption to the Latent Intercept represents the effect of 
technology adoption on the natural logarithm of expected membership size in 2012 (i.e., 
the intercept year), not the actual membership. A direct interpretation, therefore, would 
be along the lines of 0.255 is the expected change in the natural logarithm of 
membership in 2012 with each one year increase in online banking technology 
adoption. While that is informative in a relative sense, it is also possible to determine 
the effect on the untransformed variable itself for a one-unit increase in years of online 
banking technology adoption.
To determine the effect of online banking on an untransformed variable, we start 
by taking the inverse logarithm of the parameter estimate; e.g., exp(0.255) = 1.29. Before 
interpreting that figure, recall that the exponentiated arithmetic mean of a series log-
transformed numbers is actually the geometric mean of those numbers. So, 0.255 is the 
difference between expected geometric mean of membership in 2012 for those LICUs 
that have one year of online banking and the expected geometric mean of membership 
in 2012 for those LICUs that have zero years of online banking. Taking the antilog of 
that difference yields the ratio of those two expected geometric means. In this case, 1.29 
indicates that for each one year increase in online banking technology adoption, the 
expected membership in 2012 increases by 29 percent; calculated (1.29  1) × 100. This −
suggests a sizable difference in the initial levels of membership among the LICUs 
according to the length of time they have offered online banking.
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The expected effect of online banking technology adoption on the Latent Slope is 
interpreted in similar fashion. With each additional year increase in online banking 
technology adoption, the expected change in the natural logarithm of membership 
increases by 0.003. As before, the effect on the untransformed variable itself for a one 
year increase in years of online banking technology adoption may be computed thus: 
(exp(0.003) − 1) × 100 = 0.3 percent. This figure suggests a small but statistically 
significant effect of online banking technology adoption on membership growth. Since 
this is represented as a growth rate, actual growth in members, however, depends on 
the starting membership size. For instance, an early adopting low-income credit union 
with 2,500 members in 2012 could expect to add 7.5 members the following year, while 
an early adopting low-income credit union with 15,000 members could expect to add 45 
members. Fit for this model, as well as the other competing models, will be discussed 
later in this chapter.
MODEL 2: MEMBERSHIP SIZE AND GROWTH CONTROLLING FOR ASSETS SIZE
Parameter estimates in Model 1 suggest that there are considerable differences in 
initial membership size and modest increases in growth rates as the number of years of 
online banking technology adoption increases. As may be seen in Table 5.1, the largest 
average membership in 2012 and the greatest change in average membership by 2018 is 
for the early adopting LICUs. However, these are also the LICUs with the largest 
resources in the form of assets in both years. This raises the question, what are the 
effects of online banking technology adoption controlling for available assets. In Model 
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2, I add LICU assets size in 2012 (the start of the study time frame) as a time-invariant 
covariate. As shown in Table 5.2, controlling for Assets Size, the effect of online banking 
technology adoption on the Latent Intercept remained statistically significant; however, 
the size of its effect was greatly reduced (from 0.255 in Model 1 to 0.056 in Model 2). 
Taking the antilog of this parameter estimate and expressing it as a percent yields 
(exp(0.056) − 1) × 100 = 5.76 percent. This represents a large drop in the effect of online 
banking technology adoption on the Latent Intercept after controlling for Assets Size.
Controlling for Assets Size, the expected effect of online banking technology 
adoption on the Latent Slope also declined from 0.3 percent in Model 1 to 0.1 percent in 
Model 2: (exp(0.001)  1 ) × 100 = 0.1. However, this parameter was not found to be −
significantly different from zero at the 0.05 alpha level. Hence, its effect is considered 
likely inconsequential in Model 2.
Turning attention to the covariate, Assets Size, we see a relative large effect on 
the Latent Intercept (0.616) and a small effect on the Latent Slope (0.006). Both are 
significant at the 0.05 alpha level. Interpreting these parameter estimates is slightly 
more complicated for this model because Assets Size is also log transformed. When 
both a dependent variable and an independent variable are log transformed, the 
relationship can be interpreted as proportional change. This is computed as a percent 
change in the independent variable raised to the power of the coefficient's estimate. For 
example, the effect of a 1 percent change in Assets Size on the Latent Intercept is 
computed as (1.010.616 1) × 100 = 0.615. In other words, with a 1 percent increase in −
Assets Size, we expect a 0.6 percent increase in initial membership (intercept). The 
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expected effect of Assets Size on the Latent Slope is almost negligible at 0.006 percent 
for a 1 percent change in Assets.
MODEL 3: BRANCHES AS A TIME-VARYING COVARIATE
Model 3 builds on Model 2 by incorporating the annual number of branches as a 
time-varying covariate to account for sizable changes in membership that might be 
explained in large part by expanding service area or the merger with or acquisition of 
another credit union (see Figure 5.1). The inclusion of the number of branches had only 
marginal impact on the parameter estimate for the path from Technology Adoption to 
Latent Intercept, increasing from 0.056 in Model 2 to 0.060 in Model 3. The parameter 
estimate for the path from Technology Adoption to Latent Slope remained noticeably 
unchanged at 0.001 and, as in Model 2, was not found to be significantly different from 
zero at the alpha 0.05 level.
Including the number of branches as a time-varying covariate did reduce the 
parameter estimates for Assets Size on the two latent variables, albeit modestly. With 
the inclusion of branches, the parameter estimate for the path from Assets Size to the 
Latent Intercept was reduced from 0.616 in Model 2 down to 0.547 in Model 3. Likewise, 
the parameter estimate for the path from Assets Size to the Latent Slope declined from 
0.006 to 0.003.
As for the covariate itself, parameter estimates for the annual number of 
branches were found to be quiet stable over the seven years of the study time frame. In 
five of the seven years, the parameter estimate of the path from Branches to 
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Membership was 0.035, and in two of the years the parameter estimate was 0.036. In all 
seven years, the standard error remained at 0.002. Parameter estimates for the number 
of branches as a time-varying covariate was found to be significantly different from 
zero at the alpha 0.01 level in all seven years. Since the annual variables indicating 
number of branches were not transformed, while the variables indicating annual 
membership were log transformed, their effects may be interpreted as percent change in 
membership for a one-unit change in branches. As an example, the typical parameter 
estimate for Branches is 0.035. Taking the antilog of this gives 1.036; converting that to a 
percent yields 3.6 percent. As such, we can expect a 3.6 percent increase in membership 
from adding one branch.
MODEL 4: REMOVAL OF TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION AND ASSETS SIZE ON LATENT SLOPE
In Models 2 and 3, which both included Assets Size as a time-invariant covariate, 
online banking technology adoption (Adopt) was not shown to have statistically 
significant effect on the Latent Slope. In Model 3, in which the number of branches was 
included as a time-varying covariate, Assets Size was also found not to have a 
statistically significant effect on the Latent Slope. In Model 4, parameters for both these 
paths are fixed at zero; which effectively removes the explanatory variable's effects on 
the Latent Slope, limiting its estimation to its mean. This had only minor impact on the 
parameter estimate of the path from technology adoption (Adopt) to the Latent 
Intercept, rising slightly from 0.060 to 0.061.The impact on the parameter estimate of the 
path from Assets Size to the Latent Intercept was more noticeable, increasing from 0.547 
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to 0.560. More curious is the impact fixing these two paths to zero had on the time-
varying covariate, Branches. In Model 3, the perimeter estimates for Branches were 
remarkably stable across all seven years. With the removal of the effect of Technology 
Adoption and Assets Size on the Latent Slope, the parameter estimates for Branches 
increases monotonically over the study time frame from 0.030 in 2012 to 0.039 in 2018. 
Branches, it appears, is now picking up differences in growth previously accounted for 
by the effects of Technology Adoption and Assets Size on the Latent Slope in Model 3.
Table 5.2.
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Adopt
Latent Intercept  Adopt← Adopt 0.255 *** 0.056 *** 0.060 *** 0.061 *** 0.061 *** 0.061 ***
Latent Slope  Adopt← Adopt 0.003 *** 0.001 0.001 ― 0.002 *** ―
Latent Intercept  Size← Adopt ― 0.616 *** 0.547 *** 0.560 *** 0.546 *** 0.544 ***
Latent Slope  Size← Adopt ― 0.006 * 0.003 ― ― 0.007 ***
Mem2012  Branches2012← Adopt ― ― 0.035 *** 0.030 *** 0.035 *** 0.035 ***
Mem2013  Branches2013← Adopt ― ― 0.035 *** 0.032 *** 0.035 *** 0.035 ***
Mem2014  Branches2014← Adopt ― ― 0.036 *** 0.033 *** 0.035 *** 0.036 ***
Mem2015  Branches2015← Adopt ― ― 0.036 *** 0.035 *** 0.036 *** 0.036 ***
Mem2016  Branches2016← Adopt ― ― 0.035 *** 0.036 *** 0.036 *** 0.035 ***
Mem2017  Branches2017← Adopt ― ― 0.035 *** 0.037 *** 0.035 *** 0.035 ***
Mem2018  Branches2018← Adopt ― ― 0.035 *** 0.039 *** 0.035 *** 0.035 ***
Intercept of Latent Intercept 5.364 *** -2.826 *** -1.792 *** -1.998 *** -1.780 *** -1.756 ***
Intercept of Latent Slope -0.028*** -0.114** -0.070ns -0.003* -0.022*** -0.110***
Note: p > 0.05; * p  0.05; ** p  0.01; *** p  0.001; **** p  0.0001≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001
MODEL FIT COMPARISONS
Overall fit statistics for the four competing models discussed above are presented 
in Table 5.3. First, I will note that none of the four models just discussed exhibited 
exceptional fit by customary standards. For example, Kline describes values for the root 
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mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) less than or equal to 0.05 as indicating 
close approximate fit and RMSEA values above 0.1 as indicating poor fit (Kline 2005, 
139). Models 1 and 2 both had estimated RMSEA values of just above 0.1, while 
Models 3 and 4 had estimated RMSEA values of 0.87 and 0.88, respectively. On the 
other hand, all four Models' estimated values for the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and 
Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI) exceeded the suggested lower limits for a “reasonably good” 
fitting model of 0.9 (Kline 2005, 140), and even the more conservative lower limit of 
0.95.
None of the models fared well by the model chi-square test. This is not 
surprising, however. Kline (2005, 137) discusses reasons why the model chi-square test 
may lead to model rejection even in the light of small differences; not the least of these 
reasons being the test's sensitivity to sample size. Bollen (1989 in Kline 2005, 137) notes 
that the normed chi-square (χ2/df) is sometimes used to mitigate sensitivity to sample 
size, although not completely, and that values of 2, 3 or as high as 5 being indicating 
reasonable fit (Kline 2005, 135–137). None of the four models had a normed chi-square 
value in that range, with Model 3 having the smallest value at 10.74.
Comparative model fit statistics are also presented in Table 5.3. Of the four 
models just discussed, Model 3 displayed the superior fit under all fit indices discussed 
above as well as the relative Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayes information 
criterion (BIC) estimators. Furthermore, the other three models are nested within 
Model 3.
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The addition of Assets Size as a time-invariant covariate in Model 2 lowered the 
model chi-square value from 1856.875 to1806.71, for a difference of 50.16. The degrees of 
freedom was also reduced from 127 to 125 for a difference of 2. Applying the chi-square 
difference test (Kline 2005, 146–147) for Model 2 versus Model 1 finds the probability 
that the two models have identical fit to be 1.28E-11 and the null hypothesis of identical 
fit between Model 1 and Model 2 is rejected. In this case, Model 2 is considered to 
provide a better fit than Model 1 given the data. Results of the chi-square difference test 
for the other models are presented consecutively in Table 5.3. In brief, all of the other 
models were found to have significantly worse fit than Model 3 given the data.
Table 5.3 also provides BIC and AIC estimates for the four models just 
considered. For both measures, the models rank in descending order of fit: Model 3, 
Model 4, Model 2 and Model 1. This table also provides two comparative statistics 
based on AIC: ∆i and the relative likelihood. The first, ∆i, is simply the difference 
between the AIC value of an alternative model and that of the model with the smallest 
AIC value. Models with ∆i values of 2 or less are considered as having substantial 
support, while values from 4 to 7 provide less support, and values greater than 10 offer 
little or no support (Burnham and Anderson 2004, 271). Relative to Model 3, none of the 
other models have any support by these criteria. Also presented are relative likelihood 
estimates. Computed as exp(−∆i/2), these indicate the likelihood that an alternative 
model minimizes information loss relative to the best fitting model. These estimates, 




Summery of Model Fit Statistics
Statistic Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Model Chi-Square 1856.88 **** 1806.71 **** 1240.75 **** 1299.58 ****
Degrees of Freedom 127 125 118 121
CFI 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98
TLI 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.98
RMSEA 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09
   90% L.C.I 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.08
   90% U.C.I 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.09
Chi-Square difference ― 50.16 **** 565.96 **** 58.83 ****
DF difference ― 2 7 3
BIC 8171.34 8135.46 7619.48 7656.89
AIC 7749.82 7703.66 7151.70 7204.53
i = AICi AICmin∆ − 598.12 551.96 ― 52.83
Relative likelihood 0.00 0.00 ― 0.00
Note: p > 0.05; * p  0.05; ** p  0.01; *** p  0.001; **** p  0.0001≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001
Fit Anomaly and Model Respecification
Fit statistics in Tables 5.3 suggest that Model 3 is the best fitting model of those 
examined. However, adding Branches as a time-varying covariate to Model 3 had the 
effect of making the two paths from Assets Size and Technology Adoption to the Latent 
Slope statistically non-significant, P=0.227 and P=0.271, respectively. Model 4 restricted 
those two paths' parameters, fixing them to zero (as well as the covariance between the 
disturbances of the Latent Slope and Technology Adoption since it was no longer 
required in this restricted model). What I found was that the restricted model not only 
had a noticeably higher AIC value, but there was also a statistically significant 
difference between Model 3 and Model 4 according to the model chi-square. This raises 
the question, if the only difference between the two models is the restriction of two non-
significant path parameters, why is the overall fit difference so large?
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Suspecting that only one of the variables whose paths were restricted might be 
responsible for the inferior fit of Model 4, I fitted two additional models. Both models 
were based on Model 3, but restricting the aforementioned non-significant paths one at 
a time. Model 5a fixes the path from Assets Size to the Latent Slope to zero, while 
Model 5b fixes the path from Technology Adoption to the Latent Slope to zero. In 
contrast to Model 3, in Model 5a, the parameter estimate for the path from Technology 
Adoption to the Latent Slope, while small, was found to be statistically significant. 
Likewise, in Model 5b, the parameter estimate for the path from Assets Size to the 
Latent Slope was found to be statistically significant.
Overall fit statistics for the original Model 3, Model 5a, and Model 5b as well as 
comparative fit statistics for these models are shown in Table 5.4. As may be seen, the 
overall fits among the three models are almost identical, with the two restricted models 
displaying negligible changes in CFI, TLI, and RMSEA over those of Model 3. The chi-
square difference test results shown in Table 5.4 reveal no statistically significant 
difference in overall fits between Model 3 and the two restricted models. The 
probability of a difference in fit between Model 3 and Model 5a was found to be 0.24 
(df=1), while that between Model 3 and Model 5b was found to be 0.54 (df=2). With no 
statistically significant difference in fit detected, we are free to choose one of the more 
parsimonious models. In this case, Model 5b displays both the lowest BIC and AIC; in 
fact, even lower than those of the original Model 3. In light of these findings, Model 5b 
has been selected from among the models discussed in this chapter as the growth model 
that best represents the effect of online banking technology adoption on low-income 
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credit union membership. Select parameter estimates for Model 5b are provided in the 
rightmost column of Table 5.2.
Table 5.4.
Summary of Model Fit Statistics for Model 3 and Respecified Models
Statistic Model 3 Model 5a Model 5b
Model Chi-Square 1240.751 **** 1242.158 **** 1242.015 ****
Degrees of Freedom 118 119 120
CFI 1.00 0.99 0.99
TLI 1.00 0.98 0.98
RMSEA 0.09 0.09 0.09
   90% L.C.I 0.08 0.08 0.01
   90% U.C.I 0.09 0.91 0.09
Chi-Square difference ― 1.41 0.14
DF difference ― 1 1
BIC 7619.48 7613.74 7606.46
AIC 7151.70 7151.10 7148.96
i = AICi AICmin∆ − 2.74 2.14 ―
Relative likelihood 0.25 0.34 ―
Note: p > 0.05; * p  0.05; ** p  0.01; *** p  0.001; **** p  0.0001≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001
To reiterate, Model 5b takes Model 3 and fixes the parameter for the path from 
Technology Adoption to the Latent Slope to zero, as well as the covariance between the 
Disturbances of the Latent Slope and Technology Adoption. The results of doing this 
brought many of Model 5b remaining free parameters’ estimates closer to those of 
Model 3. To interpret the key model parameters in light of this study’s central 
questions, we turn to Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2. First, because the superiorly fitting 
model (5b) fixes the path from Technology Adoption to the Latent Slope to zero, the 
number of years a low-income credit union has adopted online banking technology is 
not expected to affect annual changes in membership. In other words, online banking 
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was not found to increase (nor decrease) membership growth controlling for Assets Size 
and the number of Branches. On the other hand, number of years an LICU has adopted 
online banking technology was found to have a statistically significant, positive effect 
on the Latent Intercept, with about a 6.3 percent increase in initial membership for each 
year of online banking Technology Adoption; again, controlling for Assets Size and the 
number of Branches. Here I caution against interpreting the effect of online banking 
technology adoption on the initial membership size as necessarily causal. The time 
frame for this study covers the years from 2012 to 2018. While it is possible that the 
early adopting LICUs had, on average, larger memberships in 2012 because they had 
grown more rapidly up to that year due in part to having had adopted online banking, 
an alternative scenario is that larger LICUs with more financial resources at their 
disposal were able to adopt online banking technology sooner than could smaller 
LICUs which lacked the financial resources to adopt online banking. This issue will be 
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Figure 5.2. Respecified Model of Online Banking Technology Adoption and LICU 
Membership Change
Conclusion
This chapter addressed quantitatively the proposition that online banking 
technology helps low-income credit unions reach more previously unbanked and 
underbanked members of our communities and bring them into mainstream banking. 
The results found in this chapter call that proposition into question. While evidence was 
found for differential levels of initial membership by online banking adoption, no 
evidence was found to support the claim that online banking has a significant impact on 
low-income credit unions attracting new members to join. In the next chapter, I shall 




QUALITATIVE ANALYSES: FACTORS INFLUENCING THE LICUS’ DECISION 
TO ADOPT ONLINE BANKING TECHNOLOGY AND CONSEQUENCES OF 
THAT DECISION
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I described the results of a latent curve model study in 
which the adoption of online banking technology was found to have no significant 
effect on membership growth. Significant differences in initial membership level were 
found, however, with larger initial memberships associated with those low-income 
credit unions (LICUs) that were earlier adopters of online banking technology, 
suggesting underlying differences between those institutions that were early adopters 
and those that were late or never adopters. 
In this chapter, I study sixteen selected low-income credit unions qualitatively to 
build upon the findings in Chapter 5 and reveal some of those underlying differences. 
Here, I investigate the reasons low-income credit unions decide to adopt online banking 
technology or not, as well as examine the assertion that online banking technology 
helps bring more unbanked and underbanked members of our communities into 
mainstream banking while providing financial products and services that are more 
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affordable and in the best interest of their members from the perspectives of these 
LICUs.
Methodology
The methods used in this qualitative portion of the study are detailed in Chapter 
4. To review, however, I interviewed selected sixteen low-income credit unions (LICUs) 
headquartered in the Southeastern United States; eight that had adopted online banking 
and eight that had not. All interviews took place in 2018 and early 2019. I then used 
content analysis to analyze transcripts of interviews with informants at these LICUs. 
The sixteen low-income credit unions interviewed for this study were diverse in their 
assets sizes, fields of membership, years of offering online banking, and base 
membership size. They ranged from a very small LICU with a singular faith-based field 
of membership with less than a quarter million Dollars in assets and fewer than 500 
members in 2012 to a very large, multiple common bond LICU with well over a billion 
Dollars in assets and nearly 200,000 members in 2012 (see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1.














City Employees CU No  $2,000,000 < $10,000,000 750 700 1 1
Coastal Teachers CU No  < $2,000,000 950 850 1 1
Consolidated Employees 
CU No  $2,000,000 < $10,000,000 1,500 1,200 1 1
Couriers CU Yes  $2,000,000 < $10,000,000 1,600 1,650 1 1
Defenders CU Yes $10,000,000 < $50,000,000 11,100 9,700 4 4
Eastern Community Cu Yes $10,000,000 < $50,000,000 5,700 6,250 1 1
Encompassing CU Yes  $500,000,000≥ $500,000,000 179,700 239,400 24 38
First Contact CU No  $2,000,000 < $10,000,000 1,350 1,200 1 2
Heritage Church CU No  < $2,000,000 275 285 1 1
North Educators CU No $10,000,000 < $50,000,000 3,400 3,150 2 2
Opportunity CU Yes  $500,000,000≥ $500,000,000 38,900 76,100 10 30
Our Community CU No  < $2,000,000 450 550 1 1
Outreach CU Yes $100,000,000 < $500,000,000 54,300 83,900 10 12
Pubic Employees CU Yes  $500,000,000≥ $500,000,000 218,800 340,000 0 0
Regional Counties CU Yes $10,000,000 < $50,000,000 10,400 8,400 6 4
United Employees CU No $10,000,000 < $50,000,000 4,700 3,350 1 1
Median No Online Banking 3,120,333 1,172 1,014 1 1
Median Online Banking 81,868,875 24,999 42,912 5 4
These low-income credit unions were classified into four categories: (1) online 
banking technology adoption and relatively weaker membership growth, (2) online 
banking technology adoption and relatively stronger membership growth, (3) no online 
banking technology adoption and relatively weaker membership growth, (4) and no 
online banking technology adoption and relatively stronger membership growth (see 
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Table 6.2). Four low-income credit unions from each category were selected with 
preference to being located in the Southeastern United States and diversifying fields of 
membership. Naturally, accessibility and willingness to participate played a role in the 
final selection of low-income credit unions included in this portion of the study.
Table 6.2.
Low-income Credit Unions by Online Banking Adoption and Membership 
Growth





























Membership growth is considered relative here because of substantial scale 
differences, on average, between low-income credit unions that were earlier adopters of 
online banking technology and those that were non-adopters. When necessary, the 
interviews were supplemented by other available documents (such as newspaper 
articles, trade journal articles, reports, press releases, web sites, and social media) to 
help uncover relevant events that might partially explain abrupt changes in 
membership and that were not explained in the interviews.
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NVivo, a qualitative data analysis computer software package, was used to 
classify the credit unions and code the interviews, and then analyze the interviews for 
themes and patterns, and look for relationships.
Being that multiple low-income credit unions are studied and contrasted, this 
chapter takes a form closer to a cross-case analysis. In place of providing purely 
descriptive accounts of the individual credit unions, each section treats separate issues 
pertaining to factors influencing online banking technology adoption, membership 
growth, and member service, with particular information from the individual credit 
unions included where relevant and informative.
I do stress that the subjects in this chapter are the low-income credit unions 
discussed, not the informants who provided information about those credit unions. 
Nevertheless, to promote openness from the informants, they were assured anonymity 
for both themselves and the institutions they served. For that reason, pseudonyms are 
used in the discussions that follow.
Overview of the Topics
The interviews, while conversational in format, focused on topics that were not 
discernible from the Call Report data used in the quantitative latent curve analysis. 
Specifically, I explored the reasons each low-income credit union decided to offer online 
banking or not, and their opinion on the impact of their decision had on their 
membership growth. I followed up, asking about any other factors they believed might 
account for changes in their membership. Also, I inquired about the impact online 
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banking had (or would have had) on providing other products and services; such as 
being able to provide better rates because of improved operational efficiency. In 
contrast, I asked these LICUs if they believed there were any downsides or negative 
impacts resulting from their decision to offer online banking or not and what those 
might be. Finally, I inquired about a hot-button issue that had come to my attention 
during the literature review; that is, the impact of increased regulatory compliance has 
on credit unions (especially smaller ones) following the financial crisis of 2007–2008. 
Credit unions have argued that they are being unfairly burdened with costly regulatory 
compliance for something that wasn't even their fault, and that it's at the expense of 
member service.
Reasons for Online Banking Technology Adoption Decision
Online Banking Adopters
Each of the low-income credit unions that had adopted online banking 
technology had their own reasons for doing so; however, one elementary reason 
emerges: because others have adopted. A repeated sentiment was that for a credit union 
to remain competitive, in order for it to survive, it had to offer online banking services. 
The following explanations from adopting LICUs illustrate this.
I’m sure there was some interest by enough of the younger generation for 
something like that, but otherwise, you know, I suppose that was just 
enough, you know, to keep up with everyone else. (Couriers Credit 
Union)
There are so many different alternatives in banking for our members 
today, that in order for us to remain, not just competitive, but to remain 
relevant, online banking becomes an expectation. So, if I'm a consumer, 
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and I'm starting out to choose a new bank or credit union, there are certain 
expectations that would just have to be in place. And being able to bank 
digitally is definitely one of those expectations. (Public Employees Credit 
Union)
Now, the reason we went with online banking was to stay competitive, 
because everybody has it. If you want to keep your membership or attract 
new membership, you kind of have to have it. It's kind of a "me too" 
product, I think, now, that you kind of got to have it in order to survive. 
(Defenders Credit Union)
Also, during the initial contact with this low-income credit union, different 
executive stated:
If you do not have it [online banking], the membership will seek other 
venues to do their banking. However, if the credit union does offer it, it is 
expected as the normal product in the current banking environment; in 
fact it is a “must have” product. Therefore, if a credit union wants to 
grow, online banking is a requirement. (Defenders Credit Union)
One of the low-income credit unions (a very early adopter) explained that the 
nature of their membership made online banking a requirement. Although there had 
been various mergers and expansions in their field of membership over the years, 
Encompassing Credit Union's roots were as serving employees of a large 
communications technology company. Many of those original tech-savvy members 
were still with the credit union.
It's actually a basic requirement.... Our members were technology aware. 
And they really demanded online, access to their accounts.... I knew we 
had to have it very soon to be competitive and to be able to serve and to 
grow our membership. So we adopted; so we pushed our core service 
provider to get an online system; which we were able to do, probably in 
1996 or 1997. So, I would say it was more than just to grow; it was almost 
survival because of our field of membership. (Encompassing Credit 
Union)
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Two other low-income credit unions (both later adopters) also mentioned 
particular membership characteristics as a reason for adopting online banking. Both 
Regional Counties and Eastern Community reported demographics, specifically their 
aging membership, and differences in generational expectations as a threat to their 
longer term viability. In essence, members lost because of aging and mortality were not 
being replaced by new, younger members. As Eastern Community Credit Union 
explains:
We had an aging demographic that was not tech-centric [and] couldn't 
attract new members that were younger members because the younger 
members had expectations that technology be at the core of our business. 
(Eastern Community Credit Union)
Most of the eight low-income credit unions that offered online banking included 
market competition as their primarily motivation when deciding to adopt online 
banking technology. One low-income credit union, however, stated that member 
convenience was the main reason.
I think it was more for convenience for our members. They weren't asking 
to do it. You know that we serve mostly low-income, unbanked 
individuals. Although most of them have a smartphone, it's not something 
they are used to do[ing]; their finances through the phone. But when we 
rolled online banking, it was just for convenience so that we could control, 
have a better service experience for our members, and also control the 
number of calls we were receiving for asking very basic questions about 
balances and transactions in the accounts. So, it has been a tool to provide 
better service. (Outreach Credit Union)
As an aside, this same low-income credit union found that actual demand was 
much lower than expected for their online bill pay service. Recognizing bill pay as one 
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of online banking’s reason for being, this underutilization is explained as resulting from 
a lack of trust.
It has been a great tool, an additional channel to be able to serve them.... 
The only thing I can tell is that we haven't been able to convince people to 
use bill pay that, probably for you and me, is the obvious reason why 
online exists, but I'd have to say that bill pay is very underutilized. They 
don't use it as much as we thought they would. I can say that we have 
about 1,000 members enrolled, but only about 250 actually use it every 
month. But if you see that, 250 out of 80,000 members is very low. That's 
the only service I don't see our members use much. They still come and 
get money orders to pay their bills or their rent or things like that. They 
don't feel comfortable using technology as much. It's a matter of trust and 
knowledge; and they don't know how it works. (Outreach Credit Union)
Likewise, Defenders Credit Union found that the actual usage of the 
transactional services was not as high as expected. One of the advantages of online 
banking is the reduced cost of transactions completed online compared with using 
tellers. Defenders found that this advantage was not being realized because, while their 
membership might use the online services for simple informational needs, they still 
preferred using the brick-and-mortar branch for financial transactions.
We are a low-income credit union and have a lot of low-income members, 
but I see that they tend to use the branch, in-branch services more.... Now, 
they may use the online banking to see their balances and all that, but I see 
them coming into the branch and withdrawing their money and utilizing 
the tellers a lot more than I do, uh, that.... A lot of my friends that are 
bankers keep telling me that, "oh, you have too many FTE, full-time 
equivalent employees working; too many tellers working," but there are 
certain days (especially social security day, pay day, first of the month, 
third, first third, the 15th, and the last of the month) where we have lines 
out the door. (Defenders Credit Union)
While remaining competitive and offering convenient services to their members 
were prevailing themes among the low-income credit unions that offered online 
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banking, one LICU provided a more defined strategic reason for adopting online 
banking: membership analytics. Opportunity Credit Union described how online 
banking enables them to better understand membership behavior and to improve 
services.
One of the reasons that Opportunity did it was purely kind of a strategic 
business decision. We wanted to be able to attract more members; we 
wanted to be able to provide services at a lower cost; we wanted to be able 
to market more directly to potential members to grow business; and we 
wanted to have a smarter "brain" behind the business and be able to 
analyze spending patterns, borrowing patterns, payment patterns; to 
deliver better services. So, we actually wanted to innovate around the data 
we could get from more online interaction as opposed to purely in the 
branch. (Opportunity Credit Union)
Summary of Online Banking Adopters
Those low-income credit unions that offered online banking service cited various 
reasons for their decision to do so. Among those reasons were convenience and a better 
experience for their members, lower transaction costs, and access to membership 
behavior analytics. However, with only one exception, the primary reason for adopting 
online banking was because their competitors had. These LICUs saw online banking as 
a requirement to remain competitive in today's market, especially with younger 
members.
Online Banking Non-Adopters
Whereas there was some variation in the reasons given for not adopting online 
banking technology, the overarching reason boiled down to one factor: costs. Many of 
the non-adopting low-income credit unions are not what would be considered a full-
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service banking institution. Instead, they limit their services to the core needs of their 
memberships, often focusing primarily on helping their members grow their savings 
and access affordable loans. For instance, United Employees explains that not only can 
they not afford to offer online banking, they don't offer services that most people have 
come to expect without question, such as checking and ATMs.
Well, the one thing is, we are a very small credit union. Let me just throw 
that out. We're only about a $10,000,000 credit union. I don't say that we 
don't want online banking. We can't afford it right now; that's the biggest 
thing. Would we like it? Yes, we would like it.... We don't have checking 
accounts; we don't have plastic cards; we don't have debit cards, or ATM 
cards, or anything like that. There's really no other access to our accounts 
for our members other than them coming into the office or calling us and 
requesting for us to mail them a check. Would we want to be online? At 
some point, yes, we would, but where we are at right now, we can't do it. 
(United Employees Credit Union)
Likewise, Our Community, Consolidated Employees, and North Educators low-
income credit unions also pointed to implementation and operating expenses as their 
primary obstacle to adopting online banking. Not so coincidentally, nearly all of these 
non-adopting LICUs were in the lower two peer groups in terms of assets as defined by 
the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA). With the exception of North 
Educators (to be discussed later under regulatory compliance), all of the non-adopting 
LICUs investigated here had reported assets below the median assets size, both among 
the sixteen low-income credit unions studied in this chapter as well as the over 1,200 
low-income credit unions studied in Chapter 5.
While some non-adopting LICUs mentioned that they were exploring their 
options for adopting online banking in the near future, nearly all stated that they 
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couldn't justify it now. In fact, the majority of non-adopting LICUs did not rule out 
offering online banking should their situations change, especially in response to 
changing generational demands. As an example, Heritage Church Credit Union pointed 
out that their resources and membership demographics did not permit nor justify 
offering online banking at this time, but recognized that this could change as they grow 
in membership and if their membership were to include more younger members.
Two reasons. Well, basically, the expense and the resources. We are an all-
volunteer credit union. Yeah, so we'd need, you know, we would need 
full-time people to do that.... Um, it hasn't been a real big need as far as 
our seniors, which is probably about 60 or 75 percent of our membership, 
but as we grow and we get younger people, then we recognize there is a 
need for it and that's one of the things that we will be adding. (Heritage 
Church Credit Union)
Despite recognizing a possible future need for online banking, Heritage Church 
Credit Union also stated that offering online banking was not a pressing need because 
their service were already convenient for most of their members. Heritage explained, 
“[m]ost of our members are church members, so they are right here on Sundays, and 
Sunday is our busiest day of activity. So, it hasn't been an urgent need to offer online 
banking.”
City Employees Credit Union also expressed costs as the main reason for 
adopting online banking, stating, “[h]onestly, I think the only factors that contributed to 
it is fear of how much it would cost.” The credit union explained that despite its 
generally older membership, there was interest among its younger members in online 
banking, and, as such, were not just open to the prospect of offering online banking in 
the future, but were currently investing what it would take.
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They have [the younger members]. They've wanted it for a while. They've 
always been given the excuse that it's too expensive, but it isn't. I've done 
my research; I've gotten with vendors and I've gotten everything to where 
we can do it. And we're making more money now. Previously, it would 
have been a struggle, because weren't making enough money. (City 
Employees Credit Union)
Two of the non-adopting LICUs, Coastal Teachers Credit Union and First 
Contact Credit Union, credited characteristics and needs particular to their 
memberships among the reasons for not offering online banking. In addition to the 
costs of providing online banking services, Coastal Teachers explained that, in addition 
to costs, a general lack computer literacy among its membership played a part in their 
decision not to adopt online banking.
The reasoning is one: it's the cost. We don't have the resources at the 
current moment to fund that cost of having online banking and the 
capabilities. Number two, a lot of our members, while they do have 
internet access, a lot of them aren't computer literate to actually go online 
and actually to do the things. We have to do a lot of the servicing for the 
members ourselves, because we serve a lot of under-privileged members. 
Those are the main reasons. (Coastal Teachers Credit Union)
First Contact Credit Union also cited specific membership needs for not offering 
online banking services. In fact, of the eight non-adopting LICUs, First Contact was the 
only one that did not list costs as a major contributor to their decision not to offer online 
banking. Located in very close proximity to other community support centers, First 
Contact serves many members of the community who have had no prior experience 
with financial institutions. With an emphasis on financial security and asset 
development, First Contact sees services that promote spending rather than saving, 
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especially for those new to traditional banking, as not being in the best interest of a 
number of their members.
No, we do not [have online banking]. We don't have checking. We don't 
have debit cards or anything like that. O.K., well, it's better for us to not 
have it. And we, we, more or less, have opened years ago to help those 
that could not maybe get a loan somewhere else, or could not maybe 
maintain a checking account; maybe couldn't maintain.... They just need a 
place to cash a check. We have direct deposit where they can have their 
maybe social security check or disability check or things like that to come 
in. And, um, I mean, we have been a great help to a lot of people.... There's 
some that would appreciate it, but if we had it, it would hurt those that 
can't. You know what I'm saying? Some people think they can handle a 
checking account or a debit process and everything, and they can't. (First 
Contact Credit Union)
Summary of Online Banking Non-Adopters
There is especially only one reason the low-income credit unions gave for not 
adopting online banking. They could not afford to offer it. One LICU added that even if 
they could pay for offering the service, they did not have the staff to oversee and run it. 
Nearly all were open to the prospect of offering online banking sometime in the future 
if and when they could afford it. However, two of the low-income credit unions also 
said that the nature of their memberships did not justify offering online banking, noting 
that a large portion of their members were either computer or financially illiterate and 
benefited from the in-person service and guidance they provide.
Regulatory Compliance and Liability Costs
The Americans with Disability Act (ADA)
Despite its relatively larger size in terms of assets, North Educators Credit Union 
also gave costs as the primary reason for not adopting online banking. However, it was 
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not just the expected direct cost of offering online banking, but one indirect cost that 
came as a surprise. North Educators explained that another factor playing a role in their 
decision to not offer online banking was the potential cost of defending against 
frivolous lawsuits as a result of having an online presence.
Credit unions and the websites had to be ADA compliant. And there was 
somebody that was running around suing small credit unions because 
their website wasn't complaint for hearing impaired and things like that.... 
There was just somebody going up and down the East Coast suing people. 
And they weren't even in our field of membership. So, just the compliance 
trying to be a small credit union was hard. (North Educators Credit 
Union)
An Internet search found that such lawsuits are more pervasive than reported by 
the credit unions included in this study. The National Association of Federally-Insured 
Credit Unions (NAFCU) has issued a frequently asked questions (FAQ) document 
describing the practice (NAFCU 2018). This brief excerpt provides an overview of the 
situation.
NAFCU continues to hear from credit unions across the country that 
plaintiffs' attorneys are targeting credit unions with demand letters and 
threats of litigation relative to the institutions' website accessibility for the 
visually-impaired. This appears to be a new "cottage industry" for 
plaintiffs' firms that are exploiting unsettled law.... Credit unions across 
the country, with various fields of membership and asset sizes, have been 
unfairly targeted in ADA website litigation (NAFCU 2018).
The NAFCU reports that a number of the lawsuits have been dismissed in 
federal courts, generally for lack of standing, noting that in one case the plaintiff “was 
not a member or eligible for membership and would not likely use the credit union's 
services.” In at least one case, the court “indicated that a website is not a place of public 
accommodation subject to Title III ADA protections.” However, the NAFCU cautions 
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that “these lower courts’ decisions are not considered binding on other courts under 
common law principles.” This issue has received the attention of a bipartisan group of 
senators who are soliciting clarification from the Justice Department on if and how the 
Americans with Disabilities Act applies to websites, and accuses that the “plaintiffs’ 
lawyers were exploiting the unclear portion of ADA for personal gain” (NAFCU 2019).
According to the NAFCU, as a temporary measure some credit unions are 
“placing their websites as down for maintenance while awaiting legal advice” (NAFCU 
2018). Until this abuse of the ADA is resolved, low-income credit unions like North 
Educators Credit Union, and especially those with very limited resources, are likely to 
think twice before exposing themselves to such risks by adopting online banking.
The Dodd-Frank Act
ONLINE BANKING ADOPTERS
Of course, regulatory compliance is part of the cost of doing business. However, 
one law has received particular attention within the credit union industry: the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Enacted in 2010, and following 
the financial crisis of 2007–2008, Dodd-Frank ushered in widespread changes in the 
United States financial regulatory system. As discussed previously, while the new 
regulations were aimed at protecting the consumer and enhancing overall stability on 
the financial stability, the act has not been without its critics. This is especially so among 
smaller community banks and credit unions. A 2015 article in the American Banker 
describes the law as “a huge regulatory morass that has stifled innovation, delayed 
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economic growth and sped consolidation within the credit union industry” (Berger 
2015).
While perhaps a bit hyperbolic, the claims that regulatory compliance has been 
particularly burdensome on smaller credit unions, impeding innovation and driving 
mergers and acquisitions are corroborated by a 2018 NAFCU report. The report states 
that “[w]hile credit unions continue to look for ways to provide forward-thinking 
products and services to better serve their members, regulatory overreach thwarts that 
innovation.” It goes on to note that “increasing regulatory burden and low interest rates 
has been hard on all credit unions, but particularly smaller ones, who lack the scale to 
manage additional regulations and who tend to rely on wider spreads between their 
loan and deposit rates” (NAFCU 2018, 12).
These sentiments were not universally shared among the sixteen low-income 
credit unions included in this study. As expected, the most definitive institutional 
characteristic accounting for the differences in the reported experiences was the size of 
the institution, particularly the level of staffing. However, the types of services offered 
appears to play a role, as well. There was some interaction in this regard. While the 
smaller credit unions tended to offer limited services which helped keep them under 
the regulatory radar, they were also the ones that most reported being burdened by 
regulatory compliance because of their limited staffing. Still, there was not perfect 
agreement along these lines. As we shall see, the two of the most ardent opponents of 
the legislation were at near opposite ends of the spectrum in terms of services offered 
and staffing.
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Encompassing Credit Union is a very large, full-service financial institution with 
branches in multiple southern states. It is also a very early adopter of online banking. In 
spite of having ample resources to offer competitive products and the staffing to handle 
compliance (several hundred full-time employees), Encompassing explains the burdens 
regulatory changes can place on smaller credit unions. This is also a point of contention 
because credit unions feel they are being burdened because of a problem they didn't 
cause (a refrain I heard on more than one occasion).
All of our lower-income and middle-income members were impacted by 
that. I'd say all of our members were impacted by the regulatory overlay 
and the systems that we had to employ and put in place to comply and it's 
still happening. I remember having a conversation with the executive at 
CFPB [Consumer Financial Protection Bureau]. Most credit unions.... Let 
me give you just one quick example. Their home equity systems are on 
their consumer platform, not on their mortgage platform. So, when they 
changed the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) a couple of years 
ago, I was trying to tell the people at CFPB that's a huge expense for credit 
unions, because they are going to have to move all of their home-equity 
lending over to... they are either going to have to upgrade their core 
platform (which they probably couldn't afford to do) or move all of their 
home-equity lending over to an alternative platform that had the new 
"humduh" (HMDA) disclosures. And they just couldn't understand that. 
They couldn't understand credit unions are smaller, and have different 
systems; and they just plowed ahead anyway and required it. It was a 
frustrating thing, again, because credit unions didn't cause the financial 
crisis and yet our consumers, our member-owners had to pay a very high 
price for all the regulatory compliance that came with that. (Encompassing 
Credit Union)
Public Employees Credit Union is the third largest low-income credit union 
among those in this study in terms of full-time employees and the second in terms of 
assets size. It is also a very early adopter of online banking. Along with Encompassing 
Credit Union, Public Employees is one of only two credit unions that have adopted 
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online banking and that described compliance with Dodd-Frank as burdensome, 
especially to smaller credit unions. This low-income credit union emphasizes the role 
staffing plays in being able to comply, pointing out that regulatory compliance can 
become a whole other sideline business.
Dodd-Frank impacts every credit union's ability to serve the members, not 
just our credit union, but every credit union. I would say this: the larger 
the credit union, the more resources they have, the better off you are 
because a lot of impacts really have to do with staffing. You really have to 
have people on your staff to be able to manage a lot of what going on with 
regulations. So if you are a large credit union like we are, you can go hire 
a compliance team, but the burden on small credit unions has been very 
significant because the expectations, in addition to running their business, 
now they have a whole other business of compliance and regulations that 
has to be taken care of. What we saw happen in the industry in particular 
is a heightened degree of attention paid to certain things. So, I don't know 
if I'd say it's causing trouble as much it forced a lot credit unions (ours 
included) to staff the resources to be able to manage things that have 
required a lot of attention and of structure and a lot of systems to be put in 
place to be able to accommodate the regulations. (Public Employees 
Credit Union)
As noted, only two of the LICUs that offer online banking stated that they found 
complying with Dodd-Frank as being a serious problem; albeit mostly for smaller credit 
unions. In fact, most of technology-adopting credit unions in this study offered little 
opinion or only brief responses even when the question was restated. The reasons for 
this reluctance are unclear. Perhaps it was because as larger credit unions with ample 
resources it was not a front-burner issue to them, or perhaps it was because they didn't 
care to wade into what they perceived as political waters. For instance, when asked 
specifically about Dodd-Frank's impact, Opportunity Credit Union's immediate 
response was, “I don't want to touch that one.” Opportunity did go on to say, “I don't 
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think that Dodd-Frank had much impact. That's just me. I didn't see a ton of negative 
impacts around that, but I have heard that administrative costs were higher under 
Dodd-Frank, but primarily in banks.”
Outreach Credit Union (the fourth largest in terms of staffing and assets size) 
provided an equally terse answer about any negative impact of Dodd-Frank on its 
ability to provide services to its members. “No, not really. Obviously we comply with 
everything that we have to comply, but it hasn't been a hurdle for us.” Likewise, 
Defenders Credit Union expressed little concern about Dodd-Frank, stating, “I think we 
are pretty good at creating new products and services despite the regulators. I don't feel 
like it is, because we come up with new products and services all the time.” Couriers 
Credit Union, which is the smallest credit union among those that offer online banking, 
had no opinion on the topic.
Two of the low-income credit unions that offered online banking, Regional 
Counties Credit Union and Eastern Community Credit Union, noted their missions as 
community development credit unions as a reason they had little concern about 
compliance with Dodd-Frank. Regional Counties noted that they were “mission-
oriented” and offered “responsible products at a low cost for communities that 
otherwise did not have access financial services,” and because most of their “offerings 
were in line.” Eastern Community added that they “didn't really run afoul on the 
regulatory side very often” and that “Dodd-Frank items really applied more to banks, 
and the little bits that affect credit unions were really more for larger credit unions.” 
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After Couriers Credit Union, these two low-income credit unions were the smallest 
among those that offered online banking.
ONLINE BANKING NON-ADOPTERS
United Employees Credit Union is a much smaller low-income credit union with 
only five full-time employees and has not yet adopted online banking. Yet, when asked 
about the impact of regulatory compliance, in general, and Dodd-Frank, in particular, 
this low-income credit union expressed similar sentiments to those of the much larger, 
technology-adopting Encompassing Credit Union discussed above. United Employees 
explains the financial costs of regulatory compliance come out of resources that could 
be channeled back into the credit union to provide more services. United Employees 
also laments the capriciousness with which regulations are enacted and the impact it 
can have on smaller credit unions. The level of frustration here is evident.
Well, I've complained to government officials before. The money that we 
have to spend to be compliant comes right out of our bottom line. That's 
the money that we would use to try to build more services and to the 
credit union for our membership. So, every time you turn around, they 
change a ruling; it changes a lot of documents. That means I got to pay for 
new documents; I've got to pay our core system to set them up in there; 
I've got to pay for training for my staff.... I mean, lending is the biggest 
one, but there's so many other things that we have, you know. This 
CECL10 that's coming down the pipe, oh boy! I felt like, at one time, the 
government was trying to prevent monopolies from happening by 
helping the little guy, but now with all the compliance issues and 
everything, I feel like they are almost trying to wipe out the little guy, 
because we can't continue to pay out all that kind of money and not be 
able to offer new services and everything to attract new members to come 
in. (United Employees Credit Union)
10 Current Expected Credit Loss; a new accounting standard that will change how financial institutions account for 
expected credit losses. 
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With the exception of United Employees Credit Union, noted just above, none of 
the other low-income credit unions that do not offer online banking specifically cited 
the Dodd-Frank law as particularly burdensome to operations, but did report that 
regulatory compliance in general was a limiting factor in their ability to offer new 
products and services. The direct financial costs of regulatory compliance among the 
non-adopting low-income credit unions, however, was less recognized as burdensome 
to their operation as was the demand compliance placed on staffing.
With only two full-time employees, Coastal Teachers Credit Union is 
representative among the non-adopting LICUs in the study. Here, they account how 
regulatory compliance impacts their ability to offer new products and services, 
especially with regard to the demands on staff training.
Anytime you add something new, or a service, or product, or some type of 
way to serve your members, there's always a regulatory stipulation that 
goes into place. And that's also another resource, because we actually 
have to have adequate training to be able to comply to those regulations 
and those different rules that we would have to adhere to. So, that's 
another hump as well; having the training to actually be in compliance. 
It's a small office. We only have two employees. So, with that being said, it 
would be a big strain on the staff if someone was to be doing the training 
or both people were doing the training. It's a slippery slope. Either we 
have one person go out then the entire strain of the office work goes on 
one person, or if we try to have both people in training, the service to the 
members is going to be lacking. It's just a slippery slope. (Coastal Teachers 
Credit Union)
Likewise, with the exception of First Contact Credit Union which offered no 
opinion on the topic, the majority of the non-adopting LICUs emphasized that the 
biggest challenge they faced in terms of regulatory compliance was meeting the 
demand it placed on staffing. With only three full-time employees, Consolidated 
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Employees Credit Union said, “the expense of complying with regulation does affect us 
… not so much in money, but just in manpower; manpower more so than in money.” 
Similarly, City Employees Credit Union (which has only two full-time employees), 
described the toll regulatory compliance takes where a small staff must wear many hats:
Definitely that takes a big toll. Especially, I mean, we're a very small shop, 
and so, I'm CEO, CFO, COO. Like, I mean, it's.... I have to do accounting 
entries. I have to do compliance. I have to write policies. So, that does play 
a big role in what we can do, because I am very stretched for time. (City 
Employees Credit Union)
Heritage Church Credit Union also lamented the impact regulatory compliance 
has on their ability to expand services. This low-income credit union is also the smallest 
LICU in the study in terms of assets size and employees. In fact, it has no actual 
employees but is volunteer run. Not only do they state that they would not have the 
personnel to meet the regulatory compliance requirements of adding new services, but 
would not have the staff to do the work if they were to add new services.
Well, the government regulations... there are a lot of them, and it requires 
a lot of our time to be in compliance. So, that's another reason why we 
don't... um, we aren't able to offer a lot of things, you know, some things 
that we would like to, because we just don't have the manpower to keep 
up with all the regulations as well as to do the actual processing of the 
work.... So, if we had all of these additional products, there's a lot of, um, 
regulations that go along with it that we just can't do on a voluntary staff. 
(Heritage Church Credit Union)
North Educators Credit Union is an unusual case. Given its size both in terms of 
employees and assets, it is almost more in line with those smaller LICUs that offer 
online banking. Yet, this low-income credit union also reports struggling with 
compliance and staffing. North Educators explained that a lot of the initial regulatory 
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fallout following the financial crisis hit some smaller credit disproportionately hard 
because of the definitional cutoff for what was a “small” credit union; which were 
exempt from certain requirements. North Educators's size placed them right at the cut-
off. As they account, were it not for recent changes in the definition of what a “small” 
credit union is, crossing the threshold would have placed a regulatory compliance 
burden upon them that they saw as a threat to their viability.
It used to be that “small” credit unions was, um, like thirty million 
[Dollars] and we were getting up there at twenty-nine at one point. And if 
I had to start doing interest rate risks on everything and started having to 
do some of those compliances because now we were not considered a 
“small” credit union, we would have been out of business..., but then they 
moved it up to fifty, fifty-plus and that took a little bit of the regulation 
requirements off of us. (North Educators Credit Union)
Not all of the low-income credit unions in this group, however, saw the 
regulation as a burden. In fact, Our Community Credit Union holds a decidedly 
different view of the Dodd-Frank law. While expressing displeasure with being lumped 
in with larger banks as being responsible for the financial crisis of 2007–2008 and 
following Great Recession, Our Community takes pride in pointing out that credit 
unions, not being motivated by profit, have a different philosophy, one of openness and 
transparency that shapes their behavior. This low-income credit union sees Dodd-Frank 
as an expression of that philosophy.
Well, I think with the Dodd-Frank Act, that, basically, it coincides with 
what one of credit union’s principles are; which is to protect the members. 
So, transparency is always a plus. Openness is always a plus. So, I think 
that it coincides. Once again, credit unions are not-for-profit. So, that 
motive of trying to draw revenue for shareholders is not there. That’s a 
plus for the industry; that we can, more times than not, really offer 
superior products at a savings to our members and operate within the 
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guidelines that reassures transparency and confidence to our members. 
My 2 cents is and I'm no expert on the Act itself  the way I look at it is ― ―
that it was more for the bigger banks, the global banks. And what [they] 
did, back in the Great Recession. That Act, more or less, is a credit union 
philosophy: that we need to be transparent; need to make sure that banks 
are operating and doing things the right way, and not for a more money, 
for profit. So, I think, the credit union industry, as a whole, operates with 
that philosophy of being open and transparent.... The whole story is, if 
you historically look, the big four,... globally, it’s always been a bank. It’s 
never been global/national news about some type of multi-billion Dollar 
credit union just about on the verge of crashing the U.S. economy. It’s 
always our brothers on the bank side that always get that type of news or 
light. (Our Community Credit Union)
Summary of Regulatory Compliance
Only two of the low-income credit union in this study that offered online 
banking expressed concern that the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act placed an undue burden on credit unions that diverts resources from 
membership services to regulatory compliance. These were generally larger credit 
unions with ample staff to manage compliance. Two that saw the Act as heavy-handed 
stipulated that the impact would be greatest on smaller credit unions. Among the 
LICUs that did not offer online banking, only one described the Dodd-Frank Act as 
especially burdensome. Most, however, expressed resentment of being subject to it. 
Specifically, there is a strong resentment of the implication that they, as credit unions, 
were at fault in any way for the subprime mortgage debacle and subsequent financial 
crisis of 2007–2008 which led to the enacting of the Dodd-Frank law.
Even among those low-income credit unions that do not offer online banking, 
and which tend to be considerable smaller, only one considered Dodd-Frank as a 
particular impediment to its ability to offer new products and services. Instead, these 
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smaller credit unions tended to fault the costs of regulatory compliance in general for 
not being able to offer more services than they do, noting that with each new product 
and service comes additional regulations. In particular, these low-income credit unions 
explained that the burden was not so much in Dollars but in the demand compliance 
places on staffing. Simply put, they did not have the staff to take on any additional 
regulatory compliance. That said, and echoing a sentiment from Heritage Church Credit 
Union, one comment from Public Employees Credit Union suggests that not having the 
staff to take on the additional regulatory compliance and not offering online banking 
may be more coincidental than explanatory, “because when you think about it, 
everything we talked about requires people in those seats to be able to do that work and 
if you don't have the resources to hire those people.... For example, you bought a core 
system, but you don't have anybody to manage and run it, it would do you no good.” 
(Public Employees Credit Union)
While only a handful of low-income credit unions in this portion of the study 
considered the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act to be 
particularly onerous. That sentiment, however, is not shared industry-wide. In response 
to efforts backed by the National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions, some 
portions of the Act were rolled back. On May 24, 2018, the Economic Growth, 
Regulatory Relief and Consumer Protection Act (S. 2155) was passed and signed into 
law. The law is described as “an important piece of legislation which provides 
meaningful relief to credit unions”(NAFCU 2018, 12).
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Impact of Online Banking on Membership Growth
To review, it has been suggested that adopting online banking technology can 
help reach previously unbanked and underbanked members of our communities by 
putting virtual branch bank in their pocket, especially in areas where it has been 
financially unsustainable to maintain a brick-and-mortar branch (McGarvey 2014). 
While this logic seems reasonable in general, I sought to determine if that claim is being 
realized by low-income credit unions (LICUs) that serve majority low-income 
memberships. In the previous chapter, using latent curve modeling, I found no 
statistically significant difference in membership growth rates between low-income 
credit unions that offered online banking and those that did not; more specifically, no 
difference in rates that could not be accounted for by other factors. Relevant to that 
finding, I asked each of the sixteen selected LICUs if they thought their decision to offer 
online banking (or not) impacted their membership growth, as well as any other factors 
they thought accounted for changes, if any, in their membership counts. While some 
LICUs thought that their decision to offer online banking (or not) may have had some 
impact on their membership, most considered other factors to be more directly related.
Impact of Decision to Adopt on Membership Growth
While most of the LICUs that offered online banking saw overall growth, not all 
did. Nor, did any of these LICUs say that could attribute change in membership directly 
to their offering online banking services. A few had no opinion or stated that they had 
no way to determine how much offering online banking impacted their membership 
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because of so many other factors, including but not limited to economic conditions the 
past several years.
As noted in the previous two chapters, abrupt changes in membership are less 
likely to be associated with implementing a new service such as online banking as they 
are with the opening or closing of branches, mergers and acquisitions, or changes in 
management. While these were not the only explanations for membership change 
offered by the technology-adopting credit unions included in this portion of the study, 
they were the predominant ones.
Defenders Credit Union has seen dramatic increases during the study period in 
the percentage of its membership that uses its online banking, exceeding 50 percent by 
2014, and 70 percent by 2018. However, despite strong increases in usage of online 
banking by its membership, the actual number of members has remained basically 
stable with the exception of two upticks near the turn of the century. The second 
increase in membership was about the time they added online banking. However, 
Defenders explained that the two upticks in membership were the result of two 
separate mergers and pointed out that their “online banking has been in place for a long 
time now” and that they have “been at 10,000 members for quite a while.”
Opportunity Credit Union is a large and rapidly growing low-income credit 
union, nearly doubling its membership since 2012. It has also offered online banking for 
over a decade. Opportunity described its online banking platform as helpful in reaching 
new members insomuch as it made signing up convenient and that it was a necessity in 
order to be accepted by younger potential members, but attributed nearly all of its 
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growth in membership to aggressive mergers with smaller credit unions that benefited 
from its larger network of branches and range of products and services. Many of the 
mergers followed the financial crisis. As they account, “the bottom fell out in 2008. And 
we started merging. All these are mergers. There's no organic adoption [membership 
growth] anywhere here.”
Encompassing Credit Union stated that it would be “hard to ascribe specific 
growth numbers to a specific channel/opportunity,” but did acknowledge that they 
“had a very fast and wide-spread adoption of the online channel and at the same time 
we were also growing.” Encompassing described how they are active in a lot of things 
that could cause growth, such as adding branches and recruiting large companies. Yet 
they expressed “seriously doubt” that their growth would have been as large as it has 
been without an online presence.
One thing we did is we built 10 new locations..., but that wasn't until 
about 2014.... We have been adding branches elsewhere, but the digital 
channel has been critical. We put a lot of emphasis there, as well. It's hard 
to describe, but I'd say without a really competitive and effective online 
presence, we would not have been able to have that kind of growth, 
because the consumer demands it now. We're the credit union for some 
large companies now [and] they really do demand as a minimum a robust 
digital offering. It's hard to say how much..., I can tell you how much 
we've grown in the online, but I can't tell you how much our total 
membership growth has been attributable to just to having the online 
channels. (Encompassing Credit Union)
Encompassing Credit Union also cited fallout from the financial crisis and a 
growing disenchantment with traditional banks as a possible reason for their growth 
over the past decade or so. They also call attention to their ability to be more 
competitive in terms of rates in the years following the financial crisis.
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Obviously 2008, 2009 was the financial crisis and I think consumers were 
disenchanted to some extent with the traditional banking and whenever 
you have a financial crisis, credit unions tend to benefit from the flight to 
safety and quality, because the perception is, right or wrong, that credit 
unions have kind of basic services and basic accounts; nothing all that 
complex.... And so, [in the] financial crisis, many consumers seem to have 
done the flight to quality and that included back to basic credit union 
accounts. I think that was part of it, and the dissatisfaction with the 
banking industry.... And then there wasn't a whole lot of rate competition 
and our rates are a little bit higher, but, as you know, rates went 
essentially to zero on overnight money. So, we maintained a higher rate; 
we pay a higher rate on just about everything including your checking 
account. And, so, I think that might have been part of it. I think there was 
a lot of sweeping moves of money and also I think more consumers were 
open to the concept of a credit union. Again, it's hard to dissect what 
caused that growth, but I do think right at the time you are talking about 
(2008, 2009), there was a general disenchantment with large banking 
institutions, so, I think that caused some of our growth. (Encompassing 
Credit Union)
Public Employees Credit Union also said “it would be hard to answer this 
question, especially with data to prove that out, because a lot of growth that we have 
seen year after year has always been increasing, but I don't know if we could really suss 
out the online banking component.” Public Employees did point to their reputation for 
excellent customer service as one possible reason for their continued growth and ―
Public Employees makes sure that word get out through aggressive marketing.
We have been successful... and we have a great team of people. We have 
30+ marketing people for a marketing department which is very unlikely 
for a credit union... a very unusually huge marketing team. Our CEO 
understood from day one the importance of marketing.... Our marketing 
discipline has a lot to do with the success of our credit union. (Public 
Employees Credit Union)
The low-income credit union just discussed cited reputation as one reason for its 
growth. Regional Counties Credit Union may dramatically exemplify the importance of 
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reputation or trust. Regional Counties had seen steady growth in membership for as ―
far back as public records are available. While not an early adopter, they had offered 
online banking for quite some time. Even though membership at Regional Counties had 
been growing before having adopted online banking, there was a noticeable increase 
around the time they first offered online banking. When asked about that increase they 
replied that they “had one merger, but the growth there, I think, was around 
technology.” Regional Counties noted, however, that it was also about the time that 
they “transitioned from a state credit union to being a federal credit union.” Growth, 
nevertheless, not only ceased some years later, there was also a noticeable drop. No 
explanation was provided; I chose not to press it and moved onto the next topic. 
However, while later reviewing my notes and wondering what might have led to such a 
sharp drop in membership, I searched for news about the credit union. Results of that 
search revealed that there had been operational deficiencies and lending irregularities 
involving an employee of the credit union that roughly coincided in time with those 
membership declines. (In the best interest of members who still have shares in Regional 
Counties and to protect the privacy of the individual at the center of matter, I shall not 
reveal details of that matter.) Media coverage was considerable, especially locally and in 
the trade press. Whether that matter or the coverage was partially responsible for the 
membership declines is not known; however, membership has continued to decline and 
is only recently showing signs of stabilization.
Despite adopting online banking technology (albeit somewhat later than most 
LICUs in this group), Eastern Community Credit Union, which had been slowly 
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growing, also saw a sharp drop in membership and there had been no branch closing or 
obvious event that might explain that drop. What is more, the drop in membership 
occurred right around the time they started to offer online banking. After a while, 
however, membership gradually rebounded. As it turns out, Eastern Community had 
been facing insolvency and new management was brought to help turn it around. 
Eastern Community explained that much of the changes in membership was due to a 
change in management, a change in business model, account purging, and a 
commitment to the community.
We had a pull-back.... We ran down deposits because some of these were 
not real deposits. They were, we call them "hot money" deposits: large 
deposits that come in just for the interest rate and you change interest 
rates daily. So we got rid of those [accounts] and we changed the business 
model to where we said, we want to be able to serve a very core base of 
members that are dedicated to the credit union; normally they live in the 
area, work in the area, and we want to be their primary service provider. 
(Eastern Community Credit Union)
Impact of Decision Not to Adopt on Membership Growth
Most of the low-income credit unions interviewed that did not offer online 
banking had also experienced recent declines in members, but not all. Opinions were 
mixed about whether not offering online banking was a key reason behind declining 
membership. Some believed that not offering online banking made them unattractive to 
younger members, while others thought their members either would not use or benefit 
from online banking were they to offer it. Some offered more tangible explanations for 
the reported changes in their membership; such as changing their field of membership 
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or purging inactive accounts from the books. One growing LICU credited their 
commitment and outreach to their community.
Coastal Teachers Credit Union had seen erratic but generally increasing 
membership counts until about five years ago when there was a sharp drop in reported 
membership. Like Eastern Community Credit Union, there had been no branch closing 
that might explain that decline. It turned out, the reason for the drop in membership 
was also similar. Coastal Teachers explained that, combined with slow growth, they 
purged old, inactive accounts.
As far as the numbers-wise, that's always approximate. We've had 
members that have been charged off; members that have passed away. 
Then the growth wasn't as robust as it was in previous years.... There are 
various reason and variables why they don't actually pick up. (Coastal 
Teachers Credit Union) 
Membership change at United Employees Credit Union is also characterized by a 
pattern of periods of growth followed by sharp declines. Similar to Coastal Teachers 
Credit Union (and technology-adopting Eastern Community Credit Union), United 
Employees Credit Union also attributed these changes to account purging and 
explained the cost of carrying “dead accounts.”
One of the things the credit union did is they were carrying a lot of, I'll call 
them "dead accounts" on the books. Nobody was using them. They had 
been basically zeroed out, and they purged somewhere in the 
neighborhood of about 200 accounts, I think, off the system. Because we 
are charged for each account, per month, that we carry from our 
computer, on our computer through our core system. So, when you have a 
lot of accounts that are not doing anything, and you're just carry an 
expense by having them on the books. (United Employees Credit Union)
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Consolidated Employees Credit Union had seen several years of relative flat 
membership. Following a large increase near the beginning of this decade, membership 
has seen modest but steady declines; which is in line with an aging membership. This 
low-income credit union was not able to offer a firm explanation for that sharp increase 
in membership, but noted that they had been adding SEGs (select employee group) to 
their field of membership over the years. (According to NCUA Call Report records, the 
time of that sharp increase also corresponds to a change in charter from state to federal.) 
Consolidated Employees did, however, explain that they believed the lack of online 
banking's impact on their membership was tempered because it was not in demand 
with its largely older membership and that those (presumably younger) members who 
want online banking also have accounts elsewhere. They also describe a predilection of 
a portion of their membership to favor cash and use the credit union as primarily as to 
deposit or cash checks.
You see, the older crowd tends to not use it as much. They still balance 
their checkbook by hand and things like that; wait for their statements in 
the mail.... We have a lot of members who do not have checking accounts 
with us, so they don't really have a need for the online banking. Most of 
them have a checking account at another financial institution. Some of 
them just don't have a checking account. Some of them just deal in cash, 
and so they'll just pull their payroll out or they'll cash a payroll check and 
they just use cash. But I would say most of them have a checking account 
elsewhere, either at a bank or a credit union. (Consolidated Employees 
Credit Union)
City Employees Credit Union believed that not offering online banking did have 
a negative impact on its membership growth potential. This low-income credit union, at 
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first, somewhat cautiously explained that not having online banking was a reason it was 
losing with Millennials.
So, we've lost most of the Millennials that we've had and have trouble 
gaining ground with new Millennials because we don't have those 
services.... My biggest thought is, the dwindling membership is because 
we have an older membership, because we have not been appealing to 
Millennials. And, so, because we have an older membership, some of 
them are passing away. Most of the members that we've lost have 
been they've died. (City Employees Credit Union)―
Here City Employees paused briefly, asked again about the reason for the 
interview, and stated “I really don't want us mentioned by name.” After explaining that 
real name would not be used, they become more open, explaining that catering to a 
membership that was dying off was a bad long-term business decision.
That's fine. That's fine. Business never changes, because we've been O.K. 
with our aging membership. But, first off, I'm a Millennial. I want to have 
online banking. But on top of that, it's a matter of eventually serving these 
old people is going to put us out of business, because they are dying off. I 
mean, that's just the cold-hearted truth; they are dying off. I mean, you got 
people who are in their 40s and 50s now that want online banking, 
because it came out 15 years ago when they were in their late 30s. Well, 
you know, we are not even necessarily attractive to *these* folks. Now, we 
are in a market where we're only doing with 60 to 80 year olds. I mean, 
I'm not saying that that's our entire membership, but I'm saying, if you 
look at it from that way, these people are going to die and when these 
people die, where's the credit union going to end up if we don't 
proactively try and get more services aimed at younger individuals? (City 
Employees Credit Union)
Our Community Credit Union is a small low-income credit union whose 
membership number have fluctuated about 500 over the years. After peaking near the 
turn of the century, however, there had been a very slight downward trend until about 
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four or five years ago. Since then membership has grown by roughly 200 members. Our 
Community credits its active community engagement for much of this turnaround.
 We have done a lot of things. In October, the credit union hosted a 
symposium [at] City Hall; just talking about everything that affects our 
community. Another thing that we have been able to do is to really 
engage in financial literacy, and just offer the community what we are 
good at, and empower our community to consider financial literacy; just 
general topics that concern banking; not only banking, but our community 
as a whole. Banking and education are always two hot topics; financial 
wellbeing and education are two hot topics that I think the credit union 
can find a good niche in. (Our Community Credit Union)
North Educators Credit Union also had generally rising membership counts until 
about five years ago, at which time steady declines set in. They explained that students 
were eligible for membership that they would get about 100 new accounts each August 
when the new school year started. Those members could maintain their membership 
after they graduated, although some accounts would not see activity after a while. As 
for the recent declines, they speculated that older members moving away, leaving the 
system or dying were not being replaced by new, younger members who demand 
online banking.
Heritage Church Credit Union offered that they thought not being able to offer 
online banking could be hindering their growth, but did not elaborate why. They did, 
however, allude to younger members asking about online banking. In contrast, First 
Contact Credit Union stated that they did not think that not offering online banking had 
a negative impact “at all” on their ability to grow, stating that the needs of their 
membership (many of whom had little personal financial experience) were not a good 
match for online banking.
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Summary of Online Banking on Membership
Both the low-income credit unions that did not offer online banking and those 
that did volunteered several explanations for their changing memberships; actual and 
reported. However, when asked for their opinion on how offering online banking or not 
impacted their ability to grow their membership, one theme emerged: online banking's 
role was in membership loss prevention, not growth. Those LICUs that did not offer 
online banking felt that they were losing potential younger members who demand 
online banking, while those LICUs that did offer online banking believed it helped them 
remain attractive to younger members.
Impact on Member Services
Interest Rates and Fees
In previous chapters, I discussed how online banking can benefit credit union 
members, not just in convenient access, but also in more affordable products and 
services because of passed on costs savings (DeYoung et alia 2005; Dow 2007). I asked 
each of the low-income credit unions that had adopted online banking if they thought 
that improved operating efficiency and reduced costs of online banking have resulted in 
better interest rates and lower fees for their members. I also asked those low-income 
credit unions that had not adopted online banking if they believed that online banking 
would enable them to offer better interest rates and lower fees for their members.
Although not all credit unions had an opinion, among the low-income credit 
unions that did offer online banking, the replies ranged from online banking having 
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little impact on rates whatsoever to qualified explanations of how anything that 
improves efficiency helps provide better rates. However, economic conditions and 
competition are other important factors.
Defenders Credit Union dismissed the notion that online banking had any 
relevance in how their interest rates were set. They explained that their lending 
practices are the primary driver of rates at their institution.
I don't see that as far as a function of online banking. We have become 
more profitable in the past years because of lending. And we've loaned 
out more money and increased our interest income, and that has given us 
the ability to increase deposit rates and lower loan rates. (Defenders 
Credit Union)
Outreach Credit Union also doubted that online banking had any direct impact 
on their interest rates. They saw online banking mostly as a means of providing better 
and more convenient service. However, they added the possibility that online banking 
had reduced their need to expand their branches and that may have resulted in some 
lower operating expenses, but did not go so far as to say that it impacted their rates.
No, not for us. Online for us, I think it has helped to provide a better 
service in the branches. So, what I can say is that probably the growth in 
the branches has been a little bit contained in the sense that we're serving 
more people online and the way that the branches are being saturated is 
probably a little bit slower than we would see if we didn't have an online 
channel. But it doesn't have, uh... impacted in anyway pricing or more 
products or.... For us, it's more convenience for our members, and what it 
actually has done is be able to serve people that are not close to our 
branches. (Outreach Credit Union)
Encompassing Credit Union reminded that interest rates on overnight money fell 
to near zero levels after the financial crisis and that there was little flexibility for many 
years. Still, they were more positive about the cost benefits of online banking and 
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explained that “the transaction costs for online, digital banking is lower than building 
brick-and-mortar, hiring people.” They also stated that online banking can benefit 
smaller credit unions because it “definitely helps you scale up, and it definitely helps 
create a level playing field with the larger financial institutions.” However, 
Encompassing believed the business model played a bigger role in providing better 
interest rates and fees for their members, but acknowledged that it would be harder 
without online banking. 
I don't know of the higher rates necessarily. They do make us more 
efficient, but I don't know if they give us a competitive advantage, because 
everybody is in electronic banking and so the lower loan rates and higher 
savings rates and low fees come from our business model; which we don't 
have to reward stockholders. We distribute the benefits of our operation, 
after we've built sufficient capital which is required by our charter. We are 
able to distribute those benefits back to the members in the form of lower 
loan rates, higher savings rates, and low fees. So, I wouldn't say that 
online banking necessarily is the source of that; it's more the source from 
our business model, but certainly if we didn't have online banking it 
would be harder for us to do that. (Encompassing Credit Union)
Public Employees Credit Union was the one LICU that definitely believed 
offering online banking had a straightforward effect in their ability to offer better 
interest rates to their members. Their explanation is in accord with claims in the 
literature (DeYoung et alia 2005; Dow 2007) that online banking lowers costs which then 
get passed on to the members.
At any financial institution, ours included, our ability to control costs has 
a direct connection to the way we price our products. Online banking 
offers a tremendous amount of efficiency because if you have higher 
adoption in online banking, you have less money you have to pay for 
people to do things at a physical, retail environment. For credit unions, 
those savings are do get passing on to their membership. The way we set 
our rates is directly correlated to how well we are doing financially. Good 
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numbers, good growth, healthy balance sheets translate into better rates 
for members. (Public Employees Credit Union)
Of the low-income credit unions that did not offer online banking, only three had 
an opinion on whether not providing online service had an impact on the interest rates 
they offer to their members. Of those three, City Employees Credit Union had the most 
unexpected perceptive. City Employees stated that because they could not offer online 
banking service they had to find another way to be attractive to potential 
members and that way was by trying to be more competitive with their rates and fees.―
That's been the one way to combat it without having the online banking... 
to offer less expensive services, lower interest rates, lower product fees so, 
that way, you can be attractive to some customers. (City Employees Credit 
Union)
Coastal Teachers Credit Union was more pragmatic in their opinion about the 
potential for online banking to help them offer better interest rates and fees to their 
members. When asked if they thought offering online banking would lower their 
operation costs, Coastal Teachers replied, “No, not really.” They noted that they were 
already a lean operation; that they were a “small office [and] only have two 
employees,” and offered limited range of products.
Among the low-income credit unions that do not offer online banking, Our 
Community Credit Union was the most optimistic about being able to offer their 
members better interest rates and fees if they were to offer online banking. (I should 
point out that Our Community was seeking to add online banking service at the time.) 
Our Community explained that being able to attract members would mean more capital 
which would help them be more competitive.
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Absolutely. The way that the banking, or credit unions work typically is 
all..., by nature, credit unions are not-for-profit versus banks. So, because 
that mandate and how credit unions are set up, we can beat, the industry 
can beat banks all day, pretty much every day on the norm. So, with 
online banking, if we get more membership, we get more capital into the 
credit union then we can really be as competitive as anybody else out here 
in the market. (Our Community Credit Union)
Caveats
While credit unions are, at their core, financial institutions, their success in 
serving their members is not measured solely in financial statistics, such as interest rates 
and fees. This is especially so with credit unions who serve majority of low-income 
memberships and those with a community development focus. When asked if they saw 
any downside to offering online banking, four saw no downside whatsoever. 
Opportunity Credit Union explained that there were difficulties during the technology 
transition period, but even that was only to the credit union itself.
The only negatives are, there is a period of adoption where you have to 
actually implement, so a conversion process. You have to convert from 
whatever your old platform is to the new platform. And that process can 
be painful. That process disruptive; it can be expensive. Those are the 
negatives, but in terms of what the customers saw, no. The customers 
came in one day; everything was working fine. (Opportunity Credit 
Union)
Public Employees Credit Union pointed to the loss of face-to-face interaction as a 
potential downside, both to the credit union and its members. Public Employees 
explained that one way a credit union grows is to expand their portfolio and that one of 
the ways they do that is through “cross-selling.” They said, “when you are online, I'm 
not talking to you, so I can't have a chance to sell you other services.” For the members, 
Public Employees cited the loss of in-person educational opportunities and the risk of 
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doing something wrong that a teller would otherwise do for the member as potential 
downsides to online banking.
Of those low-income credit unions that offered online banking, Encompassing 
Credit Union expressed the greatest concern that online banking could have a 
detrimental impact on member service if a credit union were to rely on it solely. They 
also pointed to the loss of face-to-face interaction as a potential downside of online 
banking. They went on to explain that for most routine transactions, the impact was 
probably minimal. However, there are situations where a member may be much better 
served through face-to-face interaction with a credit union representative. 
Encompassing Credit Union provides the following example.
We really try to understand our members.... In human communication, 
there are lots of things besides a text: intonation of somebody's voice, their 
body language, their emotions. All of those go into helping us understand 
the consumer and adapting our services to best meet their needs to 
improve their life. So, with the digital channel (much like an email or 
something like that), you miss all those cues, and so if you are just doing a 
transaction, there's no downside to that, but if you are trying to do 
something more holistic with the consumer, than that's a little bit more 
more problematic. So, let's say, for example, you come in and you want a 
$50,000 car loan, and I'm looking at your account and your information; I 
think this member would be better [served] getting a $25,000 car loan and 
setting the rest of their money aside for retirement or setting it aside for 
sending their children to college. That's hard to do online. You can do a 
digital loan, which we do, we can make you the loan right on the spot, but 
I'm not going to be able to interact with you in a way to provide that 
higher value of engagement to help you consider all your options to make 
the best decisions to improve your life. (Encompassing Credit Union)
Recall that one of the claimed benefits of online banking is that it can help 
financial institutions reach new members in communities and rural areas where it is 
often financially unsustainable to maintain a brick-and-mortar branch. In fact, we saw 
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with Outreach Credit Union that they believed increased usage of online banking by 
their membership may be slowing down their need to expand their network of brick-
and-mortar branches. However, Encompassing Credit Union stressed that there is still a 
need for branches if credit unions are to fulfill their mission of improving people's lives.
Credit unions are different than banks. Our mission and it is our ―
mission is to improve members' lives.... They are the owners. We believe―  
that some of that requires face-to-face engagement, particularly to provide 
the guidance that people need. And so, yes, we have a multi-channel 
approach that includes the addition of branch locations we call them ―
“member financial centers” throughout our footprint so that when one ―
of our members has a problem or wants to do a larger transaction, let's 
say, a mortgage or a home-equity loan or a business loan, and they want 
to stop by and talk to somebody then we are available to them, but also to 
provide the guidance to consumers, particularly younger members, that 
feel like they would like to have a conversation with somebody. So, the 
branches we are building now are smaller, and they have a lot of 
technology, and we have very special people there to help our consumers. 
But we do not believe that the online digital channels at this point will 
entirely displace or replace person-to-person. (Encompassing Credit 
Union)
Impact Summary
It is claimed that online banking lowers transaction costs and other operational 
expenses compared with traditional brick-and-mortar banking, and that those costs 
saving can be passed on in the form of lower fees and loan rates and higher savings 
rates for members (DeYoung et alia 2005; Dow 2007). Opinion of that claim ran the 
gamut. Of the low-income credit unions that offered online banking, one stated that 
online banking had no effect on its interest rates, citing their lending practices for 
increasing their income and allowing them to offer lower rates. Another doubted that 
online banking had any direct impact on rates, but held out the possibility that not 
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having to expand their brick-and-mortar branch network as much may have helped 
them a little financially but did not think it affected their rates. The next LICU also 
doubted that online banking had a direct impact on the interest rates they offer, 
crediting their business model instead. However, they did say that without online 
banking, it might be harder for them to achieve the capital required to enact that model. 
This credit union also pointed out that in the aftermath of the financial crisis, savings 
rates have been very low and with little flexibility. Lastly, one low-income credit union 
absolutely believed that online banking helped them provide better rates to their 
members because the ability to control costs leads to healthy balance sheets and that 
“translate[s] into better rates for members.”
While most low-income credit unions saw few downsides to online banking, one 
noted that the technological transition to online was disruptive and expensive for the 
credit union, but had no adverse impact on the members. Two credit unions pointed to 
the loss of face-to-face interaction as a potential problem. One said that it could reduce 
their opportunity to cross-sell products and educate members, while the other stressed 
the importance physical branches still play in helping them achieve their mission of 
improving the lives of their members.
Summary
This chapter addressed qualitatively the reasons low-income credit unions 
decide to adopt online banking technology or not as well as the propositions that online 
banking technology helps low-income credit unions bring more unbanked and 
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underbanked members of our communities into mainstream banking, and that the 
services online banking provides are generally more affordable and beneficial to the 
financial wellbeing of their members. What was revealed was that while online banking 
(especially mobile banking) can put a branch in the palm of anyone's hand, it has little 
actual impact on attracting new members in communities served by low-income credit 
unions. Instead, online banking is seen in the industry as a “me too” service that is 
required to retain members who are already in the banking system more so than help 
attract new, unbanked individuals into the banking system. Those LICUs that were 
experiencing growing memberships mostly credited expanding their fields of 
membership, opening new branches in new markets, and filling a market need that 
nobody else was.
The sixteen low-income credit unions interviewed gave different reasons for 
their decision to adopt online banking or not. Those that had decided to offer online 
banking cited the many benefits including convenience, a better experience for 
members, lower transaction costs, and access to membership behavior analytics. The 
number one reason for offering online banking, however, was to remain competitive, 
especially with Millennials. The number one reason for not adopting online banking can 
be summed up in one word: cost. Nearly every low-income credit union that did not 
offer online banking said they couldn't afford it; however, they were open to offering 
online banking if they could afford it. In fact, some were already looking into their 
options.
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Another claimed benefit of online banking is that it lowers the costs of 
transaction and that those costs can be passed on to members in the form of better 
interest rates and fees (DeYoung et alia 2005; Dow 2007). Among the low-income credit 
unions that did offer online banking, opinions were mixed. Some thought that online 
banking had no impact on the rates they offered, while others acknowledged there 
could be some benefit in rates if online banking improved their efficiency, but did not 
believe the effect to be large. However, it was also pointed out that competition is 
another important factor when setting interest rates, as well as that with interest rates 
near zero following the financial crisis of 2007–2008, there has been little flexibility in 
rates in recent years. The need for fewer branches is cited as one reason for lowered 
operating costs; however, one low-income credit union explained the important role 
physical branches still play in providing services that are in best interest of their 
members.
Lastly, while there has been much controversy about the cost of regulatory 
compliance unduly impacting small credit unions following the financial crisis of 2007–
2008, only two of the low-income credit unions in this study said that compliance with 
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act placed an undue 
burden on them. Smaller credit unions tended to fault regulatory compliance costs in 
general, noting that with each new product and service comes additional regulations. 
They also stated that the burden of compliance was more on staffing than in Dollars. 
While most LICUs resented being lumped in with larger banks as being responsible for 
the financial crisis of 2007–2008, one LICU stressed that openness and transparency 
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shape their behavior. This low-income credit union said that the Dodd-Frank Act 






In Chapters 5 and 6, I presented the results of a quantitative analysis of the effect 
of online banking technology on membership growth in 1,262 low-income credit 
unions, and a qualitative investigation of sixteen low-income credit unions focusing on 
the reasons they adopted online banking technology or not, as well as their perspectives 
on online banking's effectiveness in reaching new members and its appropriateness for 
the memberships they serve. While results from each of the two analyses are 
informative in their own rights, each method has its own strengths and limitations.
The quantitative method used (latent curve modeling) allowed for examining a 
large sample of low-income credit unions (LICUs). In fact, the number of LICUs 
meeting the criteria for inclusion in this study was roughly one-fifth of the total number 
of active credit unions in the United States in 2018, and nearly half of those designated 
as low-income credit unions. The ability to include such a large sample increases the 
likelihood that any findings are indeed representative of the total population and that 
the estimates are reliable and conclusions generalizable. In a transparently reported 
study, quantitative methods can facilitate repeatability and objectivity. Whereas the 
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quantitative analysis allowed for statements about the probability that online banking 
helped low-income credit unions reach more members of the communities they serve 
and bring more previously unbanked and underbanked into the mainstream banking 
system, only broad inferences could be made concerning possible underlying reasons 
(such as asset size of the credit unions).
In contrast, the use of qualitative analysis methods permitted moving beyond 
probabilistic statements of effect and to address possible reasons underlying the trends 
and associations evaluated using the quantitative latent curve model method. For 
instance, incorporating interviews from sixteen low-income credit unions in the 
southeast region of the United States, I was able to uncover not just if they offered 
online banking services or for how long, but often their specific circumstances and 
reasons that shaped their decision to adopt online banking technology (or not). 
Information gained from these interviews helped reveal fundamental differences 
between these LICUs that moderate their ability to offering online banking services as 
well as their potential for membership growth. Likewise, from these interviews, I was 
able to delve into the individual experiences or consequences following their decision 
regarding online banking technology adoption; such as, not only is membership 
growing or not, but what else specific to each credit union might have accounted for it.
Despite the richness of information obtained from such interviews and the 
broader range of questions that could be addressed, the qualitative analysis of these 
individual LICUs also has its limitations. Perhaps foremost is the small sample size. In 
contrast to the relatively large sample size used in the quantitative portion of this study, 
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the sixteen low-income credit unions included in the qualitative portion represent 
approximately 0.3 percent of all credit unions in the United States in 2018 and just over 
0.6 percent of all LICUs. This is, indeed, a small sample size by most standards and 
certainly calls into question the degree to which findings from the qualitative analyses 
of these sixteen institutions are representative of the total population of low-income 
credit unions.
Also, and unlike the quantitative methods used in this study, the qualitative 
analyses of these sixteen credit unions rely more on subjective interpretation, and not 
just of the researcher or analyst but also of the informant to some degree. It is quite 
possible that a different researcher would have asked different follow-up questions 
during the interviews or that a different analyst would interpret the answers differently. 
Such differences could even occur with the researcher or analyst but on different days. 
In similar fashion, a different informant at the same credit union may have interpreted 
and reported circumstances and events differently. Lack of objectivity is a risk with 
qualitative research. However, awareness of that risk on the part of the researcher, as 
well as including multiple cases and consulting other external sources of information 
helped mitigate that risk.
As noted, both the quantitative and qualitative research methods used in this 
study have their strengths and weaknesses. When the two methods are combined, 
however, those weaknesses can be ameliorated and their strengths synergized. For 
example, one method may be silent on a particular issue; that is, it does not or cannot 
address the issue, whereas the other method can and does. Results from the two 
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methods might converge to explain an observation better than either method does on its 
own, or results from the two methods may lend support for one another. Even when the 
results disagree, evidence from one method can help explain a contrary finding from 
the other method. Taken together, in a form of meta-analysis, their value in terms of 
inference can be greater than the sum of their parts.
In this chapter, I shall integrate findings from both parts of this study, presenting 
insights, and drawing inferences otherwise not justifiable from either the quantitative 
and qualitative analyses individually.
Overview of the Inquiry
To review, Chapter 5 presented a quantitative analysis of the impact of adopting 
online banking technology on membership at low-income credit unions (LICUs) in 
which no statistically significant relation was found between the length of time credit 
unions offer online banking and membership growth. This is not to say that there was 
no growth, rather any growth (or decline) in membership that did occur was not 
associated with the length of time a credit union had offered online banking services 
when accounting for other factors such as asset size and changes in the number of 
branches. Significant differences were found, however, relating membership at the 
beginning of the study period (i.e., the intercept) with the length of time online banking 
had been offered as well as with asset size. This suggests that there may be 
characteristic differences between those credit unions that chose to offer online banking 
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and those that did not, and that those characteristic differences also relate to differences 
in membership growth.
Among the sixteen LICUs interviewed, these observations mostly held, but not 
perfectly. In the sections that follow, I also draw upon the qualitative analyses of 
Chapter 6 to uncover commonalities among and differences between those credit 
unions that account for, at least partially, their decision to adopt online banking and 
changes in their membership, as well as departures from expectation based on the 
quantitative growth model.
Factors Influencing Online Banking Adoption
Years of online banking technology adoption was found to be a statistically 
significant covariate of the latent intercept in the selected growth model in Chapter 5. 
That is, the longer a credit union had offered online banking, the more likely it was to 
have a larger membership in 2012 (the beginning of the study period). However, credit 
union size in assets was also found to be a statistically significant covariate of the latent 
intercept and its estimated effect was roughly nine times greater than that of online 
banking technology adoption. A likely explanation is that those LICUs with larger 
memberships also had greater assets and were more able to afford to offer online 
banking, especially since no significant relation was found between years of online 
banking adoption and the latent slope. That explanation is largely supported among the 
sixteen LICUs interviewed, both in light of their descriptive statistics and the reasons 
they provided for adopting online banking or not.
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Online Banking Costs Are Prohibitive for Smaller LICUs
Of the eight low-income credit unions that had assets below the median, seven 
did not offer online banking services. Among those seven lower-asset LICUs that did 
not offer online banking, the primary reason given was they couldn't afford to offer it. 
Coastal Teachers Credit Union summed it up saying, “[t]he reasoning is one: it's the 
cost. We don't have the resources at the current moment to fund that cost of having 
online banking and the capabilities.”
Even the one low-asset LICU that did offer online banking, Couriers Credit 
Union, only offers web-based online banking (no mobile). Couriers explained that for 
them there “was some interest by enough of the younger generation for something like 
that, but otherwise, you know, I suppose that was just enough, you know, to keep up 
with everyone else.” Nevertheless, they couldn't justify the extra cost of providing a 
mobile application, noting that a large portion of their members are retirement age. 
Couriers “asked if there was any interest in a mobile application for online banking and 
there was zero.”
While the cost of implementation and operation was the primary reason given 
for not offering online banking at the smaller credit unions, Coastal Teachers Credit 
Union also explained that the benefits of doing so would be limited because a large 
section of their membership lacked computer literacy skills. First Contact Credit Union 
also expressed that online banking would not be a good fit for their membership due to 
limited financial literacy as a secondary reason for not offering online banking.
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Efficiency and Expectation Drive Online Banking Adoption for Larger Low-Income 
Credit Unions
In contrast, among the eight low-income credit unions that had assets above the 
median, seven did offer online banking services. Whereas cost of implementation was 
seen as a barrier to entry for the smaller LICUs, costs savings from increased efficiency 
was credited as one of the reasons larger LICUs decided to adopt online banking. 
Regional Counties Credit Union and Eastern Community Credit Union, both later 
adopters, did note that costs played a factor in the timing of their decision to offer 
online banking. These two credit unions also had the least assets of the eight largest 
LICUs. The one LICU with assets above the median that did not offer online banking, 
North Educators Credit Union, also cited the threat of frivolous ADA law suits as 
another reason they did not offer online banking.
There was more variety in the reasons given for adopting online banking than 
there were for not adopting, but the most common expressed were the cost efficiencies 
associated with online banking and the fact that it has become an expected service 
today; that is, the market demands it.
Opportunity Credit Union is the third largest credit union of all sixteen in terms 
of assets and offers full-service banking to the communities it serves. They said that 
going digital helped them offer “banking services for the masses at lower cost.” 
Opportunity also explained that some cost efficiencies were gained not only through 
lower transaction costs, but all indirectly, such as by innovating “around the data [they] 
could get from more online interaction as opposed to purely in the branch.” 
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Opportunity did not explicitly state that market demand was a leading reason for their 
decision to offer online banking, but did say that they “wanted to be able to attract more 
members” and that it “reached the demographic [they] were going after.”
Public Employees Credit Union is the second largest of the sixteen in terms of 
assets (and the largest in terms of membership size). They, too, credited cost efficiencies 
as a key reason for adopting online banking. “Online banking offers a tremendous 
amount of efficiency because if you have higher adoption in online banking, you have 
less money you have to pay for people to do things at a physical, retail environment.” 
Public Employees also provided a somewhat extended description of how online is an 
expectation in today's banking market, but summed it up by saying that without online 
banking “you could not open a bank or credit union today and have the expectation 
that a consumer would want to do business with you.” The only downsides of online 
banking noted by this credit union were less opportunity for “cross-selling;” that is, 
engaging a member in person to offer other products as well as building personal 
relationships.
Outreach Credit Union was the only early-adopting LICU not to cite 
membership expectation nor demand as a reason for offering online banking and only 
addressed efficiency tangentially. Outreach said that their members “weren't asking to 
do it” and that they decided to offer online banking to provide a better member 
experience and reduce the number of calls they received for basic account questions.
As mentioned, Regional Counties Credit Union and Eastern Community Credit 
Union were both later adopters of online banking. Both said the main reason they 
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eventually adopted online banking was because their competition had and that online 
banking was an expectation especially among younger members. While Regional 
Counties had above median assets, it was not by a wide margin. They explained that 
they had wanted to offer online banking for some time but they were not very large and 
had to “prioritize in a different way.” Eastern Community Credit Union, which had 
assets just barely above the median, adopted even later, noting that “a lot [of 
transactions] were coming in over the phone” and that with their small staff saw that 
they “had to do it in a different way.”
Influencing Factors Summary
Of the sixteen low-income credit unions (LICUs) interviewed, only three LICUs 
said there was a downside to offering online banking. All were non-adopters. Two 
stated that, in addition to not being able to afford online banking, they did not see the 
service as being in line with the needs of their membership. The third also credited the 
threat of frivolous lawsuits associated with an online presence. The remaining non-
adopting LICUs either did not rule out adopting online banking sometime in the future 
or were already looking for ways to make it affordable to them. All but one of the non-
adopting LICUs had assets that were below the median. There was one LICU with 
assets below the median that did adopt online banking; albeit without mobile service.
The two later-adopting low-income credit unions had assets that were above the 
median but not by much. Neither mentioned any negative consequences from adopting 
online banking, but did point to benefits of doing so.
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Of the eight low-income credit unions that had assets above the median, all but 
one had adopted online banking technology, either early or late. As previously 
mentioned, the one LICU with assets above the median that did not offer online 
banking listed the threat of frivolous lawsuits among the reason they did not. Also, as 
noted, only one of the other LICUs with higher assets reported any downside to 
offering online banking (that being less opportunity to cross-sell and build 
relationships), but rather pointed to the benefits, both to the credit union and the 
members, as well as need to do so to remain competitive. However, Encompassing 
Credit Union also stressed the importance of a “multi-channel approach” than included 
branches to enable “face-to-face engagement, particularly to provide the guidance that 
people need.”
These observations are, in general, consistent with the selected growth model 
presented in Chapter 5. Membership size, asset size, and online banking technology 
adoption are interwoven. Of the sixteen low-income credit unions (LICUs) interviewed, 
those with larger memberships tended to have larger assets, and those with larger 
assets tend to adopt online banking sooner and more often than those with smaller 
assets. While the growth model indicates that the number of years a LICU has offered 
online banking services has a rather small effect on the latent intercept (i.e., membership 
size at the beginning of the study period), asset size was found to have a much larger 
effect on the latent intercept. Likewise, of the sixteen LICUs interviewed, those with 
asset sizes above the median were more likely to offer online banking. The selected 
latent curve model, however, is silent on the relation from membership size back to 
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asset size. Nonetheless, between the latent curve model and accounts from most of the 
sixteen LICUs interviewed, there is a general agreement that LICUs with greater assets 
are more able to afford and likely to offer online banking. In simpler words, when a 
low-income credit union can afford to offer online banking, it will.
Online Banking and Membership Change
As previously noted, it has been posited that online banking can help reach 
unbanked and underbanked persons and bring them into the mainstream banking 
system, especially in areas where it is financially unsustainable to maintain a brick-and-
mortar branch. To investigate this proposition, I used latent curve modeling on a 
sample of 1,262 low-income credit unions (LICUs), as well as qualitative content 
analysis of interviews from sixteen low-income credit unions. A word of caution seems 
appropriate here. While the informants at each of the low-income credit unions 
interviewed had first-hand knowledge of their respective institution, their answers 
about the impact of a credit union's decision to offer online banking or not on 
membership growth should be viewed as opinions; informed opinions, but opinions 
nonetheless. There were no counterfactuals; they had no way to know with certainty 
what would have happened to their memberships had the LICUs taken the opposite 
decision.
The selected latent curve model presented in Chapter 5 showed no significant 
effect of the years a low-income credit union had offered online banking on its 
membership growth. A small but significant effect of asset size on membership growth 
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was found, however. There was also a large, significant effect of asset size on years of 
online banking adoption. In other words, low-income credit unions with larger assets 
are expected to adopt online banking, and do so sooner. Likewise, they are expected to 
have higher membership growth rates. In contrast, low-income credit unions with 
smaller assets are expected to be late adopters of online banking (or not at all). Lower-
asset LICUs are also expected to have slower growing or declining memberships.
Among the sixteen low-income credit unions interviewed, those expectations 
mostly held. There were exceptions, though. Of the eight low-income credit unions that 
did not offer online banking, seven had below median assets. The one LICU with above 
median assets and that did not offer online banking (1) had assets that were not much 
above the median and (2) succumbed to a merger after recent declines in membership.
In contrast, of the eight low-income credit unions that did offer online banking, 
seven had above median assets. Six of those were also experiencing growing 
memberships. The one LICU with below median assets and that also offered online 
banking was a very late adopter of online banking; albeit web-based only service (no 
mobile). This LICU also had a slightly growing but plateauing membership. There were 
two LICUs that offered online banking but were also experiencing declining 
memberships in recent years. Both had assets above the median, but at least an order of 
magnitude smaller than that of the more rapidly growing LICUs. The reasons for their 
declines are not certain. One was showing long-term, slow declines in membership and 
largely serves an area experiencing weaker economic conditions. The other was 
growing for some time but saw a sudden drop in membership that occurred about the 
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same time when operational deficiencies were revealed; it has yet to see membership 
rebound.
Most of the low-income credit unions that did not offer online banking also 
tended to exhibit declining memberships. The number one reason they cited for those 
declines was attrition caused by an aging membership and not being attractive to 
Millennials who demand online banking. A few LICUs, however, pointed to the 
declines as being an artifact of bookkeeping (i.e., removing inactive accounts).
The majority of low-income credit unions that did provide online banking 
services offered a different but supporting view. Most said that online banking did not 
so much help them grow membership directly, but rather not having it would hinder 
their growth. They saw it as a “gating” issue; something that they had to offer in order 
to be attractive to younger potential members. Those low-income credit unions 
exhibiting the highest growth rates attributed their growth largely to factors other than 
online banking; such as adding branches and expanding into new markets, signing up 
new companies to be with their credit union and adding SEGs, mergers, aggressive 
marketing and reputation for excellent service, and meeting the needs of an emerging 
and growing market.
Additionally, two of the smallest low-income credit unions, both in terms of 
assets and membership, did see their memberships grow in recent years despite not 
offering online banking. Each is active in the communities they serve and reach out to 
them. Although both thought not having online banking made them less attractive to 
younger people.
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As noted above, no significant effect was found for the number of years a low-
income credit union offered online banking and changes in its membership after 
accounting for assets size and changes in the number of physical branches. Similarly, 
among those low-income credit unions that offered online banking, most considered it 
as more effective at preventing membership loss than growing membership. They 
attributed their growth to other factors, such as expanding fields of membership, 
opening branches, and aggressive marketing.
Nevertheless, there were, on average, observed differences in growth between 
those low-income credit unions that offered online banking and those that did not. 
However, the latent curve modeling analysis also found significant effects of assets size 
on expected years of online technology adoption, the latent slope, and the latent 
intercept. In other words, low-income credit unions that have larger memberships and 
grow more rapidly also tend to have higher assets. As we saw from the interviews, the 
number one reason for not adopting online banking was cost. Most of the smaller low-
income credit unions simply could not afford to offer online banking.
That, however, was not the only difference. Smaller low-income credit unions 
also tended not to engage in the same practices as those with much greater assets. They 
tended not to open branches, expand their fields of membership, aggressively market, 
nor any of the practices that the larger LICUs attributed to their membership growth. 
The larger, faster growing low-income credit unions also had more opportunity to 
grow. Most had multiple common bonds of membership and actively sought to add to 
their fields of membership. Wheres the smaller low-income credit unions tended to 
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have single, more narrowly defined fields of membership, such as limited to as 
employees of a city or members of a church. This limits not only their opportunity for 
membership growth but also their ability to increase capital. 
As earlier noted, results of the latent curve modeling analysis indicated that 
online banking had little effect on membership growth, but that assets size did, 
suggesting underlying structural differences at least partially based on size between 
LICUs that adopt online banking and those that do not. Analysis of the interviews from 
sixteen low-income credit unions revealed that there were underlying differences 
between the low-income credit unions that had adopted online banking (and tended to 
grow their memberships) and those that had not adopted online banking (and tend not 
to grow their memberships). Those differences reduce down to opportunity to grow 
and resources to grow. Those low-income credit unions that grew their memberships 
also tended to have the opportunity to grow (e.g., liberal and expanding fields of 
membership) and the resources to grow (e.g., capital required to open branches). They 
were also the ones that tended to have the financial resources to offer online banking. In 
contrast, those low-income credit unions that saw low-growth or declining 
memberships also tended to be the ones with neither opportunity to grow (i.e., 
narrowly defined fields of membership) nor the resources to grow or prevent decline 
(capital to offer online banking and be more attractive to younger members).
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Summary
This chapter integrated the results of a latent curve model analysis of 1,262 low-
income credit unions that quantitatively evaluated the impact of adopting online 
banking technology has on membership growth, and a qualitative analysis of 
interviews from sixteen low-income credit unions of diverse sizes, fields of 
membership, and years of offering online banking. While the quantitative analysis 
evaluated the significance and magnitude of the effect of online banking on 
membership growth, the qualitative analysis explored the reasons low-income credit 
unions adopt online banking (or not) and the consequences of their decisions, especially 
with respect to membership growth, as well as any other factors that might have an 
impact on membership growth.
In large part, results of both analyses reveal that larger low-income credit unions 
tend to be earlier adopters of online banking and they also tend to have higher growth 
rates than smaller LICUs. However, online banking, itself, appears to be more a 
necessary but insufficient service for membership growth than a driver of growth. 
Today, online banking is seen as an expected service, especially among younger people, 
where not offering online banking suppresses membership growth more than offering it 
promotes membership growth.
In spite of being an expected service, the most cited reason for not offering online 
banking was the cost. Smaller low-income credit unions said that they would like to 
offer their members online banking, but couldn't afford it. They also said that not being 
able to offer online banking was adversely impacting their growth, explaining that as 
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their older members passed on, they were not being replaced by younger members who 
demand online banking. Almost all of the smaller LICUs were open to offering online 
banking in the future if and when it became affordable. Some of these smaller LICUs 
were already pursuing options and at least one had adopted online banking after their 
interview. In essence, when a low-income credit union can afford to offer online 
banking, it will seek to adopt it. One struggling LICU that had not been able to offer 
online banking eventually merged with a much larger, full-service credit union. 
However, while it now offers online banking, it is no longer a low-income credit union.
Larger low-income credit unions acknowledged the importance online banking, 
as an expected service, played in enabling their recent membership growth, but did not 
believe it was responsible for their growth. Instead, they credit adding branches, new 
fields of membership, mergers, and marketing among the factors contributing to their 
growth. One larger LICU described online banking as a convenience (albeit underused 
by their members) and also explained that their growth was from adding branches and 
expanding into new geographic markets. However, they emphasized that the reason 
they were able to expand was because they understood the special needs of the 
community they serve and were “filling a need in the market that no one else is 
performing.”
Along those lines, two of the smallest low-income credit unions, which also do 
not offer online banking, would be expected to exhibit very low or declining 
memberships. Yet, one is experiencing modest growth and the other moderate growth. 
What both of these LICUs have in common is that both are reaching out to their 
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communities, both are active in their communities, and both are filling a need in their 
communities that few others are filling.
Those just observed exceptions notwithstanding, the underlying reasons low-
income credit unions that offer online banking tend to grow at a faster rate than low-
income credit unions that do not offer online banking boil down to differences in 





Ensuring that all members of society have access to safe and affordable basic 
financial products and services is a goal of financial inclusion. This study investigated 
the role contemporary banking technology and financial retail service practices, 
specifically online banking, is playing in advancing financial inclusion. In this study, I 
examined the prospect that online banking technology adoption enhances the ability of 
low-income credit unions to reach and serve more members of their communities by 
providing more convenient access to affordable financial products and services. In 
addition, I investigated potential factors shaping the decision of low-income credit 
unions to adopt online banking technology or not, as well as the impact on the services 
they provide.
To address those issues, I used two analytical methods: latent curve modeling 
(LCM) analysis and content analysis. The latent curve modeling analysis method was 
used to assess quantitatively the effect that offering online banking has on a low-income 
credit union’s ability to reach out and grow its membership. Using content analysis of 
interviews with sixteen selected low-income credit unions, half that had adopted online 
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banking and half that had not, I examined the reasons some low-income credit unions 
decided to adopt online banking technology while others did not. In addition, I 
obtained their perspectives on the effectiveness of online banking reaching new 
members as well as its appropriateness for the memberships they serve. 
Summary of Findings
Latent Curve Modeling
Online banking is thought to improve accessibility to mainstream financial 
services by allowing financial institutions, such as credit unions, to reach out to 
potential new members in communities and remote, rural areas where it is often 
financially unsustainable to maintain a brick-and-mortar branch. If that is actually 
occurring then we should expect those low-income credit unions that offer online 
banking services to be increasing in membership at a higher rate than those that do not 
offer online banking, everything else being equal. Latent curve modeling (LCM) was 
used to assess the effect that the length of time a low-income credit union had offered 
online banking service had on the growth rate of its membership. The data used were 
extracted from the National Credit Union Association’s Call Reports of 1,262 credit 
unions that were active between 2012 and 2018 and designated as low-income credit 
unions.
Initial results indicated a small but statistically significant effect of the length of 
time a low-income credit union had offered online banking on the expected rate of its 
membership growth. However, controlling for other factors such as assets size and 
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changes in the number of physical branches, that effect essentially disappeared. The size 
of a low-income credit union in terms of assets was shown, however, to have a small 
but significant effect on membership growth, while the effect of assets size on the latent 
intercept was much larger. Assets size was also a significant predictor of online banking 
adoption. The larger a low-income credit union's assets size was at the beginning of the 
sturdy period (2012), the earlier they tended to adopt online banking technology, if at 
all. Taken together, the effect estimates from the latent curve modeling analyses suggest 
that there are underlying differences between low-income credit unions that offer 
online banking services sooner (or at all) than those that offer online banking later (or 
not at all), as well as differences in those low-income credit unions with higher growth 
membership rates and those with lower growth rates. Those differences are associated 
with their assets size and suggest that online banking is not a primary driver of 
membership growth, but rather a service that low-income credit unions with larger 
assets and faster growing memberships tend to adopt more so than do low-income 
credit unions with smaller assets and slower growing or declining memberships. In 
other words, online banking was not demonstrated to be effective, per se, in helping 
low-income credit unions reach and bring in new members. To understand why that 
appears to be, I turned to qualitative methods.
Content Analysis of Interviews
While the results from the latent curve modeling analysis indicated that online 
banking was unlikely to be a primary driver of membership growth in low-income 
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credit unions, the reasons remained unclear. To try to better understand the role online 
banking plays in membership change, I sought interviews at sixteen selected low-
income credit unions with diverse assets sizes, fields of membership, years of offering 
online banking, and base membership sizes.
The interviews were conversational in nature (as opposed to structured survey 
questions), and covered the reason why each low-income credit union chose to adopt 
online banking or not, what impact they believed that choice had on their membership 
growth, other factors they believed to be driving their membership change, and the 
effect that offering online banking (or not) had on other services offered to their 
members. I also inquired about the costs of regulatory compliance, especially in the 
aftermath of the 2007–08 financial crisis, and the impact it had on the low-income credit 
unions’ ability to offer new services such as online banking.
REASONS FOR ADOPTING ONLINE BANKING OR NOT
While there was considerable variation in the explanations and opinions among 
the sixteen low-income credit unions, using content analysis of those interviews, 
supplemented with external information sources where relevant, informative patterns 
began to emerge. Those credit unions that offered online banking services listed various 
reasons for doing so, convenience, a better experience for members, lower transaction 
costs, and access to membership behavior analytics. However, the one reason nearly all 
of the low-income credit unions that offered online banking cited for doing so was to 
remain competitive, especially with Millennials who 'demand' online banking. One 
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credit union went as far as proclaiming that “you could not open a bank or credit union 
today and have the expectation that a consumer would want to do business with you.”
So, if online banking is an expectation in today's financial retail services market, 
why not offer it? Among those low-income credit unions that did not offer online 
banking there was near perfect agreement. Most were open to the idea of offering 
online banking and a few were exploring way to do so, but almost all said that they 
didn't offer online banking because they simply could not afford to offer it.
IMPACT OF ONLINE BANKING ON MEMBERSHIP CHANGE
Few of the low-income credit unions that offered online banking believed that it 
was directly responsible for membership growth. Instead, most explained that for them 
online banking was a necessary service to prevent membership loss. Citing the same 
primary reason they had adopted online banking, most of these credit unions explained 
that in terms of membership, online banking’s primary role is membership loss 
prevention. They explained that as older members passed on or moved away, they 
needed online banking to remain attracted to potential new younger members, who 
otherwise would seek banking services at another institution that did offer online 
banking. When asked, then, what was driving enrollment change at their credit union, 
most credited expanding their fields of membership, opening brick-and-mortar 
branches in new markets, and filling an emerging niche market’s need that nobody else 
was filling.
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Most, though not all, of low-income credit unions that did not offer online 
banking did believe that not offering it was hindering their ability to grow their 
membership. Many said that as aging members were exiting, they were not being 
replaced by younger members who wanted online banking services. There were two 
low-income credit unions that did not think that their membership growth was 
hampered by not offering online banking. They explained that many of their members 
were either computer or financially illiterate and benefited from their in-person service 
at the branches.
ONLINE BANKING IMPACT ON SERVICES
One tenet of financial inclusion is the affordability of financial products and 
services. With respect to affordability, it has been claimed that online banking can 
benefit credit union members because lower transaction costs and other operation 
savings can be passed on to the members (DeYoung et alia 2005, Dow 2007). I asked the 
low-income credit unions what effect offering online banking (or not) had on the 
interest rates and fees they offer their members. 
Among those low-income credit unions that offered online banking, there was a 
wide range of answers, most thought that online banking had no direct impact on their 
rates and fees. Most credited their business models and practices which, in turn, 
provided the capital they need to be competitive. One did say, however, that without 
online banking, it would be harder for them to achieve the capital required to actualize 
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their model. That credit union also pointed out that there had been very little flexibility 
in interest rates in the aftermath of the 2007–2008 financial crisis. 
Almost none of the low-income credit unions that did not offer online banking 
had an opinion about the effect that not offering online banking had on their rates and 
fees. One, however, did note that they were already a shoestring operation with limited 
services and a small staff, and that they didn't believe online banking would have any 
influence.
I should point out that the opinions provided by each of these low-income credit 
unions were from their unique perspective. It remains possible that an industry-wide 
effect exists driven by competition as more financial institutions experience costs 
savings from online banking.
Most of the low-income credit unions saw few downsides to offering online 
banking on member services. However, two of the low-income credit unions that do not 
offer online banking thought it would not be in the best interest for many of their 
members who rely on the assistance of credit union representatives. Two of those that 
do offer online banking listed the loss of face-to-face interaction as a potential problem, 
with one stressing the important role physical branches still play in helping them 
achieve their mission of improving the lives of their members; for example, in 
providing financial guidance that one does not receive in a typical online transaction.
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Synthesis
As noted, using latent curve modeling analysis, no significant effect was found 
for the number of years a low-income credit union offered online banking and changes 
in its membership after accounting for assets size and changes in the number of 
physical branches. However, assets size was shown to have significant effects both on 
the latent slope and latent intercept, as well as on years of online banking adoption, 
suggesting possible underlying functional or structural differences between low-income 
credit unions that adopt online banking and those that do not. Emerging themes from 
the interviews revealed that those low-income credit unions that were the earliest 
adopters on online banking attributed their growth to other factors, such as expanding 
their fields of membership, opening branches, and aggressively marketing. They also 
tended to have much higher assets sizes permitting them to do so. On the other hand, 
those low-income credit unions that saw low-growth or declining memberships also 
tended to have narrowly-defined and smaller fields of membership. They also did not 
open branches, aggressively market, adopt online banking, nor have the capital to do 
so. In essence, low-income credit unions that adopt online banking and tend to grow 
their memberships are able to do so because they have the opportunity to grow (e.g., 
liberal and expanding fields of membership) and the resources to grow (e.g., capital 
required to open branches and aggressively market).
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Implications
Online banking, it seems, is becoming inevitable for a low-income credit union to 
survive and grow it's membership. The number one reason is Millennials and following 
generations demand it. An informant (a Millennial) at one of the low-income credit 
union that did not offer online banking revealed, “Oh yeah, yeah, I use a mobile app 
with Wells Fargo myself. It's rare that I have to set foot into an institution now.” This 
informant worked at the credit union, yet banked elsewhere to get online banking. An 
informant (also a Millennial) at a different low-income credit union said:
Because now I have 2 kids and they are both growing up I don't go to ― ―
the bank any more. I go to the ATM occasionally, but I haven't been to the 
inside of a bank in a year, and I would not expect to. And if I were going 
to a bank where the requirement is that I go into a bank, I'm not going to 
go. Like if the requirement is to do your transactions on a monthly basis, 
you have to go inside a financial institution, I'm not going to go. And my 
kids won't even know what the inside of a bank looks like. Everything 
that they do they will be able to do online: every loan that they get, 
account they try to open, they will be able to do it online. We'll open 
accounts for them; they won't know any.... (Opportunity Credit Union)
Yet, as we saw, only two of the low-income credit unions interviewed that did 
not offer online banking saw membership growth. Both were active in the communities 
they served and reached out to their communities. Two other low-income credit unions  
that did not offer online banking, while experiencing smaller declines, did not believe 
many of their members would benefit from online banking because they relied on 
assistance from credit union representatives. Similarly, Encompassing Credit Union 
explained the important role physical branches and face-to-face service play in 
providing financial guidance and improving the lives of their members.
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The importance physical branches play in serving members notwithstanding, not 
offering online banking puts that physical presence at risk. Goddard at alia found that 
“credit unions with no website were at the highest risk of acquisition” (Goddard, 
McKillop and Willson 2009, 249). Such was the case with North Educators Credit Union. 
While the former North Educators still serves as a branch, it is a branch of a much larger 
credit union that is not low-income and may not have the same priorities or a 
community focus.
If smaller low-income credit unions are to survive and continue to serve the 
particular needs of their members, two things are going to have to happen. First, they 
are going to have to adopt online banking. That is a reality of the market today. The cost 
of providing online banking is coming down and there are technology companies and 
financial startup firms now that specialize helping smaller credit unions offer online 
and mobile banking. At this time, however, the cost may still put online banking out of 
reach of the smallest low-income credit unions. These smaller institutions will remain at 
risk if and until a way is found making online banking affordable to them.
Second thing that must happen is, these low-income credit unions must maintain 
a physical presence of some sort to provide the in-person, face-to-face services many 
members want or need. This is more easily achieved. In fact, Opportunity Credit Union 
explained how they are using modern communication technology and online banking 
(and cars) to puts a branch office anywhere.
Now it isn't main street; it's your street. Now, if I were doing the account, I 
would show up with an iPad in you neighborhood. You would have 
called my cell phone; it would have been routed through the branch to my 
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cell phone. I would say, hay do you want to have a chat about this? We 
show up at a coffee house in your neighborhood; I do an account 
overview, take your picture, type in the information, it goes directly to the 
core platform that does the assessment, does the analysis, shoots back to 
me, and now I can say, hey, listen, this is what we are going to be able to 
qualify you for, are you interested? Yes, you are; fine, great. Type in some 
information; I'll send this to you; you can DocuSign at your leisure, 
whenever you're ready. That's interaction now. It still happens, because 
banking is a people business, but it happens now in your neighborhood. 
You don't have to come to my branch anymore. You don't have to take a 
bus all the way across town. If you wanted to, you could do it over the 
phone, but if you want me to sit with you, I'm going to show up wherever 
you are, and it's going to take a quarter of the time, and you are going to 
get a better decision. It makes it more efficient. Where you choose to do it 
at whether you chose to do it in my office, whether you chose to do it in ―
your office, whether you chose to do it in your house, wherever bankers ―
making house calls is a thing that is possible now. (Opportunity Credit 
Union)
Limitations
The most evident limitations of this study are with respect to measurement 
validity and external validity. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Call Report data are 
summary in nature. As such, it is not possible to ascertain if membership growth 
reflects individuals from low-income communities. To address this, I have chosen to use 
the NCUA's “low-income” designation as a proxy for income as it requires at least 50 
percent of a credit union's membership have a family income 80 percent or below the 
median family income for the metropolitan area where they reside.
Regarding the quantitative latent curve modeling analysis, one potential threat 
comes from the growing number of credit unions that are being granted low-income 
designation. Since 2012, over 1,000 credit unions were made eligible for low-income 
status as part of drought relief legislation. That act, it appears, had more to do with 
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financial stimulus than changing demographics of the memberships served by the 
credit unions impacted. In fact, while the total number of credit unions has been 
declining annually (generally through mergers and acquisitions), the number of low-
income credit unions has been increasing at a rapid pace. (In December 2012, there were 
just under 2,000 credit unions with low-income designation; by December 2018, the 
number rose to over 2,500.) I chose to include low-income credit unions only in this 
study because the designation requires majority of its membership earn below median 
income based on area Census data. However, there is flexibility in establishing what 
that area is and, given the increasing number of credit unions that are qualifying for 
low-income destination in recent years, there is the possibility that some, if not many, of 
the newly minted “low-income” credit unions have different characteristics than credit 
unions that have held the designation for many years. To account for this, as much as 
possible, I required that all LICUs included in my dataset have low-income designation 
for the entire study period. While this does not eliminate the possibility that many of 
the low-income credit unions in existence following the 2012 legislation are in some 
fashion characteristically different from low-income credit unions in existence prior to 
the legislation, it should introduce some stability.
With regard to the qualitative study, one obvious limitation is the small sample 
size (sixteen cases). While the sixteen provided much insight about the reasons for 
adopting online banking or not, its utility in growing or maintaining membership, as 
well as appropriateness for serving their lower-income members, there is the threat that 
some of what those credit unions recounted is not representative of the industry at 
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large. Likewise, all sixteen low-income credit unions were based in the southeastern 
United States, and their experiences and observations may not hold nationwide nor 
beyond.
Lastly, the study period saw a coincidence of trends that are unlikely to repeat. 
In 2007, the iPhone was released ushering in the mobile computing revolution. Also 
that year, the financial crisis of 2007 rocked the banking industry. Interest rates fell to 
near zero levels and remained at near historically low levels through the great recession 
and even years after. While the number of members using online banking increased 
each year, none of the low-income credit unions that offer online banking credited it 
with having a direct impact on the interest rates they offer their members. One credit 
union pointed out that interest rates industry-wide had been near zero for years and 
that they had little flexibility. It is conceivable that under different economic conditions, 
the claim of savings from implementing online banking being passed on to members in 
the form of better interest rates and fees would be realized.
Future Work
As noted, the years covered by this study, 2012 to 2018, coincide with a period 
unusual economic events and conditions. This study and its findings reflect and were 
shaped by that time period. During much of that period, interest rates were still at near 
zero levels following the Great Recession and LICUs had little flexibility in the rates 
they were able to offer. One clear area for future study is to extend the time frame and 
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follow up to see if cost savings from online banking eventually do get passed on to 
members in the form of more favorable interest rates and lower fees.
Also, this study looked at online banking from the perspective of low-income 
credit unions. Future research into the use of online banking from the perspective of 
current and potential low-income members could reveal reasons the users choose to use 
online banking or not, as well as what financial service needs they believe are not 
currently met by online banking. While there are many mobile banking surveys, most 
are of the general population and are unlikely to represent adequately, if at all, the 
needs of lower-income members of our communities. Such knowledge could help 
develop and tailor financial products and services that better meet their needs. Granted, 
this would be a challenging population to reach. 
Alternatively, the Call Reports do provide a check list of services offered 
electronically. While the list only indicates whether or not a credit union offers a service 
electronically, not how many members actually use it, a future study could investigate 
differences in membership change based on which services are offered electronically. 
While offering online banking was not found to significantly impact membership 
growth in low-income credit unions, it may be that the services offered were generally 
not a good match for the needs of low-income community members. For example, while 
a credit union might offer online bill pay services, it might be that online membership 
application and the ability to open new accounts remotely are more effective in 
reaching new members in undeserved communities. To repeat, the Call Reports only 
indicate if a service is offered (credit union perspective), were the actual numbers of 
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members who use each online service (member perspective) collected, this could help 
ascertain how important each service is to low-income members.
Conclusion
Three premises form the basis of this study. The first is that financial and 
economic inclusion is about bringing more underserved community members into the 
banking system, “retain[ing] them in safe and sustainable account relationships, and 
foster[ing] financial empowerment to deepen banking relationships and fulfill [their] 
financial goals” (Burhouse et alia 2014, 2). The second is that online banking can bring 
unbanked people into the financial mainstream and facilitate savings by providing 
them with access to bank accounts, and helping them build assets for their future 
(Stegman 1999, 170-173). The third premise is that “[a] particular technology is effective 
only insofar as it is appropriate to the environment an organization faces” (Aldrich 
2008, 18). This study sought to explore the claim that online and mobile banking help 
low-income credit unions reach more people in the communities they serve and bring 
them into the financial mainstream. It also investigated the claims that online banking 
promotes more affordable financial products and that the products and services are 
appropriate to the members’ needs.
Using a mixed-methods approach, I found little evidence that online and mobile 
banking are effective in growing membership by bringing in people who otherwise 
found access prohibitive. Instead, online and mobile banking's effectiveness is in 
preventing membership decline. This is especially the case with younger people who 
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will not consider a bank or credit union that does not offer them online access to 
services. Low-income credit unions that adopt online banking and tend to grow their 
memberships do so because their broad and expanding fields of membership provided 
the opportunity to grow and their financial assets gave them the resources to engage in 
other activities that promote growth; such as expanding their network of branches and 
aggressively market themselves.
In that respect, online banking has become an impediment to the survival of the 
smallest low-income credit unions that cannot afford to offer it and be competitive, 
especially with younger generations. As their older members pass on, they are not 
being replaced by younger members who demand online banking. If these smaller low-
income credit unions are to survive and continue to serve their members, online 
banking must become affordable to them.
While it has been claimed that online banking lowers transaction costs resulting 
in savings that are, in turn, passed on to members as better interest rates and lower fees, 
most of the low-income credit unions that offered online banking said that there were 
many factors that went into how their rates were set and they could not say for sure 
how much online banking contributed to that. Only one credit union ruled out online 
banking as a factor in setting their rates, crediting their business model solely. However, 
another credit union also explained that their rates were largely a result of their 
business model and that online banking's contribution was more in improving 
efficiency. That is consistent with the claim that lower transaction costs eventually 
result in better interest rates for members; albeit less directly.
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With the proliferation of smartphones and financial assistance programs to help 
pay for them and the subscription fees, the dream of putting a virtual branch bank in 
anyone's pocket has become a reality for those low-income credit unions that can ―
afford to offer the service. Online banking offers convenience, extends reach, and lowers 
friction of access. Still, branches continue play a critical service roles, especially with 
aiding members uncomfortable with online banking and in providing financial 
guidance and education to their members. Is online banking appropriate in fostering 
financial inclusion? The answer depends on whether it remains an additional channel 
for accessing financial services or becomes the only channel.
No researcher has a crystal ball and how online banking technology ultimately 
will shape the roles low-income credit unions, especially smaller ones, play in 
promoting financial inclusion in the years to come is difficult to say. Still, there are some 
demographic, economic, and market trends that may shed some light. As we saw, 
Millennials and following generations demand online access to banking services. As 
prior generations leave the market, LICUs will face the reality that their options are 
adapt to this changing environment, merge with a larger credit union that offers online 
banking or see their membership wither away. As stark as that may sound, the 
economics of offering online banking is becoming more favorable to smaller credit 
unions. In recent years, the cost of offering online banking services has fallen 
considerably and there is now a handful of companies specializing in providing more 
affordable online banking core service for smaller credit unions.
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On the other hand, there is also an increasing number of non-traditional players 
entering the electronic banking market offering products that may compete with LICUs 
or that could possibly even supplement LICU products and services. For example, 
Apple, Amazon, and even Facebook, to name only a few, are getting into the 
online/mobile payment marketplace. Most of these recent entries into FinTech still 
require customers to settle their accounts electronically, which is a gating issue for 
many low-income individuals. Amazon does provide for online purchases to be paid 
for in cash at Western Union branches. Walmart, however, offers many banking-like 
services for those who rely primarily on cash. At many locations, people can use cash to 
make electronic bill payments, money transfers, etc. In addition, Walmart is partnering 
with American Express to offer a pre-paid debit card that also functions as a checking 
account and is FDIC insured.
Most of these products are designed to increase the convenience of making 
payments, but not promote savings and wealth creation. Nor do those companies 
provide the kind of indispensable personal services and financial guidance that credit 
union branches can offer to low-income individuals. Here, however, lies opportunity. 
Until such time that smaller LICUs can afford to offer full online banking services, some 
may be able to alleviate the pressure to do so and remain viable by directing their 
members to such alternative payment services (or even partnering with those 
providers) while focusing their attention on outreach and the essential services that 
promote financial literacy, savings, wealth creation, affordable credit, and financial 
inclusion in the mainstream banking system.
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